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ABSTRACT 
In order to understand the distance education learning experience of those 
individual and collective participants (remote site students, origination site students, 
and faculty), using Bronfenbrenner's human bioecological theory as a base, I sought 
answers to the question "What impact does a distance learning environment have on 
both students and faculty?" Methods I used to gather data included small group 
interviews and individual in-depth interviews with both students and faculty. The 
data I received was anecdotal, personal experience data from the participants. I 
analyzed the data using qualitative methods, specifically Tesch's Steps for 
Developing an Organizing System for Unstructured Qualitative Data. I used a 
screening instrument with students and faculty to obtain basic demographics and the 
extent of their experiences with distance education utilizing the Iowa 
Communications Network (ICN) fiberoptic technology. I specifically represented 
both negative and positive perspectives toward this type of education environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to understand the experiences and 
interaction among remote site students, origination site students, and faculty 
within a distance education environment with the classes being delivered using 
the Iowa Communications Network (ICN) fiberoptic technology. This ICN 
technology allows for a synchronous two-way video, two-way audio system 
throughout the state. 
One of the first such interactive delivery systems in the United States, the 
ICN was designed to provide educational opportunities to all of its citizens 
through sites in the 99 counties, especially in those outlying areas of 
predominantly rural Iowa. As of March 2004, Iowa Public Television reported 
that 784 sites were available in Iowa, located in K-12 schools (411), Iowa 
National Guard armories (56), community colleges (109), state agencies (57), 
regent's universities (39), federal agencies (16), independent 
colleges/universities (17), hospitals (12), area education agencies (16), and 
public libraries (51). 
An understanding of the participants' (students and faculty) experiences with this 
new technology for delivery of education at a distance is essential to evaluating 
its pedagogical value, maintaining/enhancing the place of such technology in the 
marketplace, and providing for the educational consumers' (students, educational 
institutions, employers, etc.) needs. This study also added a much needed 
dimension to our understanding of the human element in educational 
environments that involve students and faculty separated by space, but not time. 
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This study allowed the opportunity for both faculty and students to 
understand the distance education experience from each of the others' 
perspectives. It also considered and accounted for the "distance" education 
experience for those students who are physically present in the origination site 
classroom, an issue that has not yet received much attention. 
Outcomes included the potential for greater understanding of the ICN 
technology and the distance education experience itself. It is unlikely that this 
research will result in an increased comfort level for those students who are 
unfamiliar with the technology. It does, however, provide the opportunity for a 
clearer understanding of the remote site student experience that can heighten 
faculty and origination site students' sensitivity to the situation. Equally important 
is the view of the origination site students' distance education experience 
allowing for increased sensitivity to those students' concerns that are virtually 
unacknowledged and unexamined. Zarghami (1998) did suggest that further 
research include origination site student issues. 
Knowing the consumer student, including numbers and characteristics is 
important to the origination and perpetuation of any distance education program. 
As noted by Kinser (2003), "The research on why students attend distance-
education programs is sketchy, but over the past decade it has become clear that 
the 'If you build it, they will come' model is not sufficient to ensure enrollment" (p. 
70). 
Phipps and Mersotis' (1999) research has shown that institutions require 
substantial justification in order to recruit and sustain higher numbers of students 
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while Katz's (1999) study supports knowledge of the potential consumer student 
market is crucial to the success of a distance education program. 
Overall, this study has added to the body of knowledge necessary for 
participants and institutions to compete in the education marketplace in the new 
millennium. 
Research Question 
In order to understand the distance education learning experiences of 
those participants individually and collectively (remote site students, origination 
site students, and faculty), the global question "What impact does a distance 
learning environment have on both students and faculty?" was posed. The Topic 
Guide below was chosen as a result of my personal experiences in three 
capacities related to the use of the ICN. I have been a guest speaker for an 
informational meeting about the Master of Family and Consumer Sciences 
degree that was being delivered using the ICN. In addition, I have been guest 
speaker for two family and consumer sciences workshops explaining how I 
received my degree at a distance. Again, with these workshops, the ICN was the 
vehicle used to present information about how it was and can be used in a 
degree program. The final, and most compelling reason for me, was my 
personal experience with the ICN as a graduate student and instructor. I added 
to this my experiences and interactions with other students and faculty. Talking 
those experiences and information, I conducted research related both to distance 
education as an overall category and, specifically, synchronous two-way video 
and two-way audio to discover what the topics of research have been and to 
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determine whether the global question that I presented was not answered at this 
time. These are the topics I chose to guide my study: 
1. Class related concerns 
2. Non-classroom concerns that relate to the distance 
education experience 
3. Distance education's fit into context of personal lives 
4. Distance education's effect on personal conceptions of 
education 
5. Personal accommodations/adaptations to participate in 
distance education 
6. Challenges faced 
7. Evaluation of overall experience 
For the purposes of this study, the term distance education (unless 
otherwise noted) refers to the Iowa Communications Network (ICN) fiberoptic 
delivery system. The terms "remote" and "receiving" are used interchangeably to 
designate those sites or students that were physically at a distance from the 
origination site. The participants with whom I spoke are the origination site 
students, the remote site students, students who have been at both remote and 
origination sites, and the instructors involved in the preparation and presentation 
of classes using technology to provide education at a distance. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Literature Review consists of two sections: Research Context and 
Theoretical Context. 
Research Context 
Delivery System Studies 
Machtmes and Asher (2000) conducted a meta-analysis of telecourse (one-
or two-way audio and video) effectiveness. They examined 19 studies dating from 
1962 to 1996 using a list of 23 variables as their guide: 
Of the ten instructional features [course type, type of delivery 
equipment use, type of interaction available during the 
broadcast, site coordinator's availability, level of the site 
coordinator's subject knowledge, videotape availability, 
type of remote site, instructor's experience with delivery 
method, availability of printed or supplemental material, 
and method(s) used by distance learners to communicate 
with the instructor] that were analyzed, only three had an 
impact on student achievement. Those three features were 
type of interaction available during a broadcast (delivery), 
type of course, and type of remote site (p. 42). 
They concluded that two-way delivery systems were the best for facilitating student 
and faculty interactions. 
Hamar, Brown, and Mayall (2000) examined the effects of a specific distance 
education technology PictureTel (a two-way video and audio technology using 
compression) on an undergraduate accounting course. Of the six sites used, one 
was on the main campus and the other five were on remote campus sites around the 
state. Student responses led Hamar, Brown, and IVIayall to conclude that 
[Students' level of enjoyment in a distance education course can be 
predicted by the variables identified and therefore possibly enhanced 
when the variables identified are maximized. They are instructor 
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variables, instructional activities, and proctor attributes. Design of 
future DE (distance education) courses can use this information to 
create a learning environment that promotes interaction by the 
students, a technology-comfortable professor/instructor, sound 
technical delivery and sufficient appropriate class activity and 
assignments (p. 45). 
Harner, Brown, and Mayall provided a foundation for best practices guidelines for 
educators who utilize distance education technology as a delivery method for their 
classes. 
Best practices in education refers to understanding and implementing 
"research-based principles that faculty can apply to improve teaching and learning in 
their classrooms" (Angelo, 1993). Drummond (2002) refers to "practices that 
constitute excellence in teaching." Another study (Council of Regional Accrediting 
Commissions, 2001) presents the view that best practices are not just for faculty. 
He divides best practices into five areas: institutional context and commitment; 
curriculum and instruction; faculty support; student support; and evaluation and 
assessment. The American Distance Education Consortium (2003) also delineates a 
series of guiding principles for the practice of distance education. Mancuso (2000) 
used an academic adaptation of benchmarking to identify and study higher 
education institutions that purposively implemented best practices. The result of her 
research was an overarching theme: "Adult learner centered institutions have a 
culture in which flexibility, individuation, and adult-centered learning drive 
institutional practice" with 13 findings. Council of Regional Accrediting Commissions 
(2001) provided the reminder that "Given the rapid pace of change in distance 
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education, these Besf P/acf/ces are necessarily a work in progress ... subject to 
periodic review." 
With reference to audioconferencing (AC) as a delivery technology for 
distance learning, Burge and Howard (1990) completed a case study of a graduate 
course presented by the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) at the 
University of Toronto. All student participants were asked to complete assessments 
of the class which included "ratings of work load, impact of library services, faculty 
feedback, effect of reduced visual cues, and adjustment to the AC mode" (p. 5). As 
with many of the other studies described here, students generally rated their 
experiences with AC-supported courses as successful. Concerns about the use of 
the technology appeared to be mediated by continued, ongoing experience with the 
equipment, onsite assistance, and other students experienced in the use of the AC 
technology itself. They also cited the support and good humor among the students 
as contributing to both their comfort level and positive ratings of the experience. 
Many of Burge and Howard's suggestions for future research relate to increasing 
comfort with the technology and improving the technology itself. Put succinctly, 
"Responses from students in this case study of graduate-level AC learning are of 
course not generalizable, but they give us cause to reflect on how to help students 
use the medium interdependently and assertively" (p. 11). 
Mixed Medium. Maushak and Ellis (2003) studied the use of mixed media in 
an engineering graduate course. Their sample was predominantly male, White, and 
25 years old or older. Students responded with a high level of satisfaction for 
lectures that were provided on WebCT or compact disc as well as the 
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videoconferencing element, but did express concern over not being able to hear 
other students well. 
Format Shifting. Li (2003) studied the initial attempt using a distance 
education format at a large university in the Midwest. The study involved students 
who were also novices to distance education. The focus of the study was the format 
shift from a traditional classroom setting to an online virtual class environment. With 
the use of Lotus LeamingSpace, 50 students and one instructor came together on 
the Internet for a semester. Despite the students' eagerness to leam and their self-
professed knowledge of computers, they found the LeamingSpace to be daunting 
and not user friendly. As a result, student satisfaction was very low and the 
instructor was seen as not teaching and not assisting students to leam. For the 
distance educator, Li provides a list of elements to consider: 
Do you recognize the existence of the format shifting 
problems or overlook it? 
Do you try to accommodate to the new instructional style 
or resist he changes when you prepare, teach, and 
evaluate the class you teach distantly? 
Do you try to support and show care to your students in the 
transitional period of learning format transformation, or leave 
them as they are, letting them survive or fail by themselves? 
When you teach a distance class, do you encourage 
your students to survive the format shifting hardship 
or punish them without thinking of their difficulty level 
and extra load during their learning format and 
style change? 
Do you provide flexibility or options for the students, or 
continue to use the traditional "business as usual" 
perspective to teach the distance learners? 
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Do you value and establish rapport in class and mediate 
the conflict resulting from the problems during the format 
shifting period? 
How well do you provide follow-up support and keep the 
social network of the distance class even when the class 
is over? (p. 125). 
These are questions any educator, whether in a traditional or distance setting, 
should ask him/herself when planning to teach a class. Affirmative responses would 
indicate that the faculty member/instructional designer was cognizant of this 
information and may be willing to apply it to their own teaching and learning 
situations. Format shifting is not a part of this study, but it is surely a topic that 
needs further exploration with other classes and in other settings. It sheds new light 
on the importance of delivery methods from the viewpoint of the skills of the student 
and the awareness and accommodation of the instructor. 
Research Relevant to This Study 
This section is organized by the themes represented in the studies included 
here. Those themes are student motivation, satisfaction and attitude, student 
support, student characteristics, non-traditional student by age, gender, student self-
selection, logistics and technology, program quality, faculty attitude, faculty training, 
faculty compensation and incentives, and faculty support. 
Student Motivation, Satisfaction, and Attitude 
Wilkes and Burnham (1991), interested in student motivation, using both 
distance learning and traditional classroom environments, focused upon remote 
students involved in Electronic Distance Education (EDE). The technology for EDE 
included two-way audio, audiographics, computer technology, and two-way video. 
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Despite the tendency for the researcher to compare student grades to determine 
academic success, Wilkes and Burnham tell us that: 
Because highly motivated learners may be willing to endure 
almost any educational environment or process to achieve a 
passing grade, more than grades need to be examined to 
evaluate education experiences of individual students" (p. 43). 
For this particular study, Wilkes and Bumham used the students who were 
enrolled in courses delivered through audio and electronic writing boards. Three 
factors related to the distance education experience arose from the data: 
First, the EDE students were very appreciative of being 
able to continue their education. Second, there is a 
perception that the EDE experience is inferior. Third, 
the frustrations expressed by the EDE students were 
similar to those of other part-time adult learners studying 
in traditional classroom settings (p. 48). 
Wilkes and Bumham concluded that: 
There appears to be little practical relationship between 
motivational orientations and participants' satisfaction.... 
The results of this study suggest that participant 
satisfaction is largely independent of the initial motives 
that impelled individuals to participate. Motivational 
orientations' minimal impact on participant satisfaction 
suggests that the sources of variation in satisfaction are 
elsewhere (p. 49 ). 
Two final comments that Wilkes and Burnham make are that factors of good 
instruction may be universal and independent across learning contexts. They also 
suggested that an EDE system exacerbates the instructor's existing weaknesses. 
Whether it enhances a good instructor's skills was not addressed. What is also not 
known is whether it exacerbates students weaknesses as well. 
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Current student motivations and satisfaction are also concerns related to 
marketing telecourses and increasing their appeal to potential students. Based upon 
observation, participant debriefing, and in-depth interviews among a variety of 
teletraining participants (including military personnel, college students, and business 
professionals), Graham and Wedman (1989) provided eight findings and 
complementary recommendations. The recommendations suggested were 
increasing interaction with faculty and other students, tailoring pace and length of 
session to content, provide information that has practical and application value to 
participants, increasing the full range of uses of the technology, allowing participants 
to observe the use of technology before actually having to do so themselves, 
providing either an onsite coordinator or recruiting a technology-sawy participant for 
each site, taking the time to engage in rapport building activities so that students can 
truly feel that they are part of a group, and using multiple forms of media and 
activities to keep the classes interesting and challenging. Although these 
suggestions are focused on making distance courses more appealing to a broad 
spectrum of student populations, educators would do well to consider their use 
within and enhancement of the learning environment in traditional and other settings 
would enhance the learning environment for both. 
Martin and Rainey (1993) combined the issues of student achievement and 
attitude in their study of high school students in an anatomy and physiology science 
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class that was delivered by satellite. Martin and Rainey had two foci for their study: 
1. to determine through measures of student achievement the educational 
effectiveness of interactive satellite delivery as compared to the 
effectiveness of traditional classroom instruction in anatomy and 
physiology 
2. to compare the attitudes toward anatomy and physiology of distance 
students and classroom students" (p. 56). 
Since the second focus relates more to issues that were specific to this one class, 
only the first one will be addressed here. Interestingly, scores for students in the 
satellite course were significantly higher than scores for the students in the 
traditional classroom setting. Martin and Rainey offer sage advice: "Based on the 
possibility that distance delivery may not be equally appropriate for all students, we 
recommend the establishment of criteria for student participation in distance classes" 
(p.60). 
Another area of distance education which has drawn considerable interest on 
the part of researchers is that of student satisfaction with the distance learning 
experience. Both student satisfaction and student attitudes have been addressed in 
numerous studies (Biner, Welsh, Barone, Summers, and Dean, 1997: Hilgenberg 
and Tolone, 2000; Johnson, 1988; Nelson, 1985; Sorensen, 1997: Thomerson and 
Smith, 1996; Westbrook, 1997; Zarghami., 1998), all of which found that students 
were generally satisfied with the classes and were interested in taking more classes 
using distance delivery technology. 
Both satisfaction and attitude are closely linked. For example, attitude prior to 
experiencing the distance education environment can affect the student's distance 
education experience either positively or negatively. If the student expects to have a 
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negative experience and does so, it is unlikely that the student will be satisfied. Of 
course, if a student expects a positive experience and has one, that too will be 
reflected in the student's feeling of satisfaction. In fact, Westbrook, (1997) reported 
that he found no significant difference in several areas of possible concern. They 
are admission scores between origination site students and remote site students, 
academic performance between origination site students and remote site students, 
anticipated interaction between origination site students and remote site students, 
anticipated amounts of technological interference, and anticipated distraction (from 
having more than one site participating in the class) between origination site 
students and remote site students. According to Westbrook (1997), "The overall 
conclusion from this research suggests that the ICN served as an effective vehicle to 
extend the on-campus instruction of the University's MBA program" (p. 196). 
DeBrough (2003), in his study about satisfaction with graduate nursing 
courses delivered at a distance, confirmed that good pedagogy/quality of instruction 
is the main predictor of student satisfaction. He notes that: 
Overall satisfaction with a course is related to overall 
satisfaction with both the instructor and the instruction, 
regardless of course format, the mediation of 
communication and interaction by technology, 
and the separation of participants (teachers and 
students) by time or physical distance ... Good 
pedagogy is not impaired by distance or the 
mediation of technology, provided the technology 
enables interaction and 2-way communication ( p. 157) 
DeBrough compiled an impressive list of strategies to increase student satisfaction. 
The list includes four different categories encompassing 38 specific items that are 
not discipline focused, but student focused (p. 159 - 160). Those four categories 
include: enhancing immediacy, social presence and interaction; enhancing access 
and creating the learning community; enhancing instruction and course 
management; and effective use of instructional technology. 
DeBrough has provided excellent guidelines to increase students interactions 
with faculty and other class members. These interactions can lead to greater 
student satisfaction as well as support. 
Student Support 
A distance education plan presented by the University System of Maryland 
Institute for Distance Education (1997) addressed three issues relevant to this 
research review. For student support, they recommended: (1 ) access to advising 
services; (2) access to general nonacademic information - a contact person who 
can provide information to questions, etc.; (3) access to faculty if established office 
hours are inconvenient; and (4) access to library, laboratory, software, etc. Such 
access puts the remote site student on same level as origination site students. 
Especially in the case of the last item, creativity and tapping remote resources may 
be necessary to provide the support needed. 
Student Characteristics 
Non-traditional Student by Age. When reviewing the literature about 
remote site students, several studies showed results regarding the remote site 
student population being older (Biner et al, 1997; Collins and Pascarella, 2003; 
National Center for Educational Statistics report, 1999; Rosenthal, Mathews; and 
Stout 1992; Washburn-Hawkins, 1997; and Zarghami, 1998). 
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Gender. Based upon Washburn-Hawkins (1997), Zarghami (1997), and 
Biner et al (1997), distance education utilizing synchronous, interactive video and 
audio has been shown to be a gendered environment with regard to the student 
participants. Although there are some specific disciplines (Engineering, Business , 
some of the hard sciences, etc) in which the number of male students are much 
higher than the female majority in that, as high as 90% or more, are female. 
In the 1970s Athabasca University began a project called Research and 
Evaluation of Distance Education for the Adult Learner. In an attempt to understand 
distance education from the student's perspective, Coldeway, MacRury, and 
Spencer (1980) began a learner tracking study. As with other studies in Canada and 
the United States, the student population involved in the study was gendered -
73.7% were female by random sampling. More recently, Ross and Powell's (1990) 
research at the same university produced limited change regarding gender. The 
distance learning student population at AU was predominantly female (66%), a trend 
they had confirmed was comparable to that found in other Canadian universities. 
According to Ross and Powell, "The fact that more women register in distance 
education courses relates to the very nature of distance education, that is, its 
provision of post-secondary education while at the same time allowing students a 
high degree of flexibility and control." (p. 10) This view of why there are more 
women in distance education is supported by Spronk and Radtke (1987) and 
Sturrock (1988) in their research with Native Canadian women who are seen as 
having social and cultural constraints on the time and activities. Ross and Powell 
were also interested in course completion rates. 
The completion rates of the 1987-1988 registrations at AU showed a 
greater proportion of female students passed their courses. This 
higher completion trend was evident irrespective of the student's 
general study area, specific course selection, course level, mode 
of course delivery, student's programme status, or the number of 
courses students had previously taken (p. 10). 
Ross and Powell, having documented the high number of women students in 
distance education classes at AU, also asked what motivated such women to enroll 
in and complete courses at a distance. They found that "women initiated more 
telephone calls to their tutors, thereby making better use of institutional support 
structures" (p. 11 ). They found that two major differences between male and female 
students enrolled in distance-based courses. The first is that the women put a 
higher value on completing coursework and the second was that women considered 
failure in their first such course to be a serious event. Many of the female students 
involved in these classes at AU were in health related fields and could maintain or 
advance their positions through course work at the university. Ross and Powell 
recommended further study in this area with an interest in the factors that impact the 
success of women students in distance education. 
Student Self-Selection 
One concern that continues to be raised is that of the self-selection of 
students into distance education classes. Collins and Pascarella (2003) have tried 
to eliminate that potentially confounding factor. To do so, they chose to work with 
students in a Fire Science program who were randomly assigned to two different 
settings - one on-campus, traditional, face-to-face classroom with an instructor 
present with them and one group in an ICN room on-campus with the instructor at a 
different site. Collins and Pascarella also included a third group of self-selected 
students who were at various remote sites around the state. What they found was 
that the self-selected group scored much higher on both the pretest and the posttest. 
The self-selected group also differed from the others in that its members were more 
highly educated, had more discipline specific credits, and a greater number of EMTs 
and professional firefighters. The variation between the randomly assigned students 
and the self-selected student was as much as one to two standard deviations. A 
major conclusion they reached was that: 
[T]he enhanced course learning demonstrated by the self-
selected telecourse students is attributable to uncontrolled 
individual differences such as the interaction of self-selection 
and change. The personal characteristics and level of 
professional motivation that may have led such individuals 
to enroll in the telecourse at remote sites may also account f 
or their learning more during the course, (p. 323) 
The problem encountered by Collins and Pascarella was that the self-selected group 
was different from the other two groups. Students who engaged in distance 
education were self-selected and did exhibit different characteristics, which were 
similar to those of the non-traditional student rather than the 18 - 23 year old 
traditional college student. If it is the distance education student that is of interest, 
then it must be acknowledged that this is a different type of student with different 
characteristics and comparing that student with traditional on-campus students may 
not yield useful information. If the intent is to compare distance education and 
traditional classroom education, then researchers would do better to use just the first 
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two groups that they had assembled than try to make the distance education 
students fit the traditional mold. If they did so, their findings would not be 
representative of the remote site student group at all. 
Student Learning Styles and Skills 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University addressed the issue of 
students' not being prepared for being more independent learners or not possessing 
the knowledge to be successful in a technologically-enhanced distance education 
learning environment. Taylor & Eustis (1999) reported: 
Typically, we tried to find out as much as possible about the 
students'background and their use of computers and networks, 
including demographics, computer ownership, knowledge and 
experience with computer networks, and attitudes toward different 
ways of learning (cooperative groups, independent study, relative 
importance of lecture versus lab, and so forth). We also 
administered a computer attitude scale (Ray and Minch, 1990), 
usually at the beginning and end of semester, which gave us 
an indication of student anxieties about and alienation from 
computer technology and how these feelings changed during 
the course of the semester. Finally, we asked many specific 
questions about technology in the class: their usage of the 
class Web site, the impact of the class and technology on their 
attitudes toward the course subject matter, their opinion on the 
usefulness of the technology, and so forth, (p. 66-67) 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University's evaluation process directly 
addressed the issue of student skills and comfort related to the use of specific 
technologies in the classroom. (A technology skills aptitude test might have been a 
beneficial addition to this assessment.) It also gave the faculty an opportunity to 
address student concerns that may impact the learning experience. 
Temple University (2003 ) provides a series of voluntary online surveys and 
tips for taking classes at a distance. Students are encouraged to take the surveys 
and read the informational webpages in order to help them decide whether they 
would be successful in distance education. For example: 
What is your learning style? 
24 statements with weighted scoring of responses 
Often = 5 points, Sometimes = 3 points, and seldom 
= 1 point 
20 - 30 points indicates a good match with learning 
style and distance education 
Examples of Statements 
I remember more about a subject through 
the lecture method with information,explanation, 
and discussion. 
I am skillful with and enjoy developing and 
making graphs and charts. 
Distance Education Course Survey 
10 multiple choice questions with weighted scoring of 
responses a = 3 points, b = 2 points, and c = 0 points 
Examples of questions 
I usually complete homework and other assignments 
on time. 
a. on time 
b. at the last minute 
c. past the deadline 
As a learner, I would classify myself as being 
a. highly independent 
b. somewhat independent 
c. dependent 
Tips to be a Successful Distance Learner 
This webpage suggests four ideas for being successful. They are 
1. Choose a subject you are strong in 
2. Initiate interaction with the professor 
3. Must have good time management skills 
4. Plan your schedule 
Temple University (2003) also provides suggestions for students with specific 
learning styles. Visual learners leam by reading and watching and should "write out 
everything for frequent and quick visual review/ This is a type of person who would 
do well in an ICN distance education setting in which the use of two-way video 
provided a visual picture to relate to the information offered by the instructor. 
Auditory learners would respond well to the two-way audio provided by the ICN. 
Tactile/kinesthetic learners are the least suited for two-way video and two-way audio 
distance education settings. This type of learner is able to leam the information 
through repetitive imitation. For example, the tactile/kinesthetic learner may need to 
write the information repeatedly and trace the words while reading them. What 
makes tactile/kinesthetic least likely to be successful is their need to physically 
move. Since ICN classes may last as long as three hours, the tactile/kinesthetic 
learner will find it difficult to maintain his/her physical position/location and remain 
focused. 
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The Indiana College Network (ICN) Learning Centers (2003) has also 
generated some guidelines for student success in a distance learning environment: 
Essential Skills for Distance Learning 
Provides an explanation of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic 
learners with a clear outline of what students need to do 
pre- and post-enrollment in a distance learning course 
This e-publication gives clear guidelines for what personal 
skills and characteristics are important for a student to be a 
successful distance learner. These guidelines include 
questions about time management, comfort with technology, 
and emotional support. 
Since this resource is provided by another ICN, it is only fitting that these concerns 
about the best academic learning environment and the technology need to support it 
is reflected in the next section. 
Logistics and Technology 
Sorensen (1997) identified some common concerns among both origination 
and remote site students. The student concerns she identified were: technical 
problems interfering with learning, and the TV" inhibiting both origination and 
remote site students' participation. Each of these items was ranked as a concern for 
25% or more of the students in the survey, regardless of whether they were at the 
origination site or the remote site. Remote site students had some additional 
concerns: not receiving materials in a timely manner, paying less attention than they 
would if the instructor were present; distractions occurring at their site; not feeling as 
though all students were a part of the class; lack of encouragement to involve 
themselves in discussions; learning less than in a traditional class; difficulty in 
hearing other sites; and difficulty in obtaining information about televised classes. 
Other concerns expressed by students focus on not being prepared to be more 
independent in their learning experiences and whether they have the technological 
knowledge necessary for successfully completing course work delivered through 
distance education technologies (Hardy, 1998; Taylor & Eustis, 1999; Whitworth, 
1999). 
Logistical support was one of the issues addressed by the University System 
of Maryland Institute for Distance Education (1997) as important in the planning of a 
distance education program. The suggested supports include: timely distribution of 
materials to all students; recommendation that students keep a copy of assignments 
they complete; access to proctor sites if needed; ensure that student materials are 
secure in transit to and from instructor; and facilitate faculty reimbursement for out-
of-pocket expenses. 
Having addressed student-centered issues, it is obvious that many of the 
student-centered issues would also be important to faculty. A good example is 
program quality. 
Program Quality 
Program quality is repeatedly addressed by the variety of research (Hardy, 
1998; Iowa State University Extended Education Task Force, 1997; Ng, 1998; 
Olcott, Jr., 1996; Saba, 1998; Wherry, 1998; Wolcott & Haderlie, 1996) as it relates 
to both students and faculty. Among those concerns are: the dynamics of the 
distance education "classroom", advising, mentoring, counseling and career 
guidance, social and cultural development, academic support services 
(library/computer support), assessment of learning (knowledge gained), plagiarism 
and intellectual property rights, transfer credits (possibly from non-traditional 
institutions), residency requirements, financial aid, time limitations, confidentiality, 
and privacy. 
Looking at issues involving program quality, there are some differences from 
those expressed by students. For example, issues of importance mostly to faculty 
(Hardy, 1998; Iowa State University Extended Education Task Force, 1997; Ng, 
1998; Olcott, Jr., 1996; Saba, 1998; Wherry, 1998; Wolcott & Haderlie, 1996) include 
the following: emphasis on educaf/ng rather than lecturing and on teamwork in 
teaching; lack of immediate student feedback; need for development and technical 
support; integration of the differing technologies; documentation of faculty workload; 
effect on the tenure and promotion process; compensation for faculty participation; 
conflicts of interest and commitment; and impact on existing programs. 
Faculty Attitude 
Some faculty find the advent of distance education technologies to be at least 
a challenge to their competency (something new to leam again) and possibly a 
challenge to their livelihood. These concerns can motivate a faculty member to 
return to college for more education or cause a faculty member to fear for his or her 
job. There are two ways to deal with the situation. One is to leam how to use the 
technology effectively, or seek technical assistance. 
Faculty attitude and willingness to use the ICN as a distance education 
delivery technology are, as with many student-focused issues, interconnected. 
Teachers with a positive attitude toward using the ICN have been found to be more 
willing to apply training they have received for its use (Abou-Dagga & Herring, 1997; 
Berkley, Bozik, & Oakland, 1997; Robbins, 1997; Torrie & Miller, 1997; Taylor, 
Torrie, & Hausafus, 1997). Although concern has been expressed about being 
unable to do laboratory or hands on teaching over the ICN (Miller, 1997), studies 
have shown that it is possible to teach music (instrumental and vocal) with the use of 
the ICN (Downs, 1997; Simonson, 1997). These studies have shown that despite 
the apprehension of using the ICN for hands on/skills courses, it is possible to do so. 
As with any other teaching environment, creativity is needed to fulfill the potential for 
such a medium. 
Faculty Training 
The first question that arises is what basic training have faculty had to teach 
before the availability of distance education technology. As Maid (2003) states: 
Most of us who teach in universities receive no training as teachers. We learn a 
subject that we are then expected to teach. Our initial efforts are usually simply 
attempts to replicate the teaching methods we observed as students, (p.41) 
Unless higher education faculty are in departments or colleges of education have 
had previous Kindergarten - 12 have been trained in pedagogy, have learned best 
practices, and are replicating the lecture method, what training do they receive or 
have the opportunity to receive about using technology in a distance education 
setting? 
In the previous section about faculty attitude, several studies regarding the 
willingness to apply knowledge learned from training with the ICN technology are 
cited (Abou-Dagga & Herring, 1997; Merkley, Bozik, & Oakland, 1997; Robbins, 
1997; Torrie & Miller, 1997; Taylor, Torrie, & Hausafus, 1997). Although this does 
not address the issue of faculty learning basic pedagogy, it does acknowledge that 
there are some training options available. This issue is further addressed in the data 
collected during the course of this study. 
Faculty Incentives and Compensation 
There is an ongoing concern of whether distance education courses are 
counted in regular course loads or whether release time (or some other form of 
compensation) is granted so that faculty can be prepared to teach courses through 
the unfamiliar environment of distance education technology (Hardy, 1998; Iowa 
State University Extended Education Task Force, 1991; Ng, 1998; Wherry, 1998; 
Wolcott & Haderlie, 1996). This issue remains a controversial topic with increased 
concerns for declining budgets at all levels of education. In Rude's (1997) study 
regarding innovativeness in distance education at community colleges, she found 
that innovativeness and college demographics do not relate to whether faculty 
receive compensation for teaching distance education classes. Both the most and 
least innovative community colleges offered a form of compensation. The president 
of each college in the study was asked to choose a telecommunications leader, a 
vice-president of academic affairs, and an instructor who used the ICN. Each of 
those individuals responded to the items on the Distance Education Survey (DES). 
The DES scores of those staff and faculty members were what determined was 
'Innovative" and to what extent each college was innovative. The most innovative 
community college provided financial compensation (with no reduction of teaching 
load) while the least innovative reduced faculty teaching loads. Unfortunately, the 
DES scores did not reflect the level of innovativeness. For example, colleges with 
low DES scores were expected to be the most innovative while the college with 
highest DES scores would be expected to be less innovative. In Rude's study some 
community colleges scored high (lower is indicative of higher work) despite the 
observable innovative work being done. The least innovative community college, 
however, scored low on its DES scale. The result is that there was no correlation 
between DES scores and level of perceived innovativeness. 
Cho and Berge (2001) addressed the issue of faculty compensation in their 
study of barriers to distance education in such widespread organizations as 
Malaysia's Virtual University to the Ford Motor Company Dealerships or to the 
Internal Revenue Service. Their stance was that the final product would be 
improved by the faculty being involved in the planning and designing as well as 
instruction in distance education programs. They conceded that such involvement 
required a major time commitment and flexibility by faculty in understanding their 
changing roles. Compensation for this time and energy commitment is necessary. 
What form it takes will be dependent upon the faculty and the organization. 
Faculty Support 
The University System of Maryland Institute for Distance Education (1997) 
presented a conceptual planning tool that addressed different areas of support 
needed in a model of distance education. One of those areas was faculty support. 
Their recommendations included: training on both the educational model used and 
the technology available to support it; compensating faculty and offering incentives 
so that the traditional "publish or perish" paradigm does not inhibit the involvement of 
faculty; and receiving access and support from a variety of resources to prepare 
their courses for distance delivery; and the recruitment of good faculty interested and 
willing to be involved in distance education. 
Summary 
Distance education, as with any form of education delivery, has unique 
characteristics that must be dealt with to increase the comfort of all participants in 
the learning environment. In the next section, the focus goes from students and 
faculty to the environment in which they interact and the theory applied to that 
context. 
Theoretical Context 
The theory I chose to inform this study is human bioecological theory 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1993, 1998). Learning, with the emphasis on adult student 
learning, does not happen in isolation or in a contrived environment, it occurs in the 
adult's real world, lived experience ... a world that may, for example, include a 
family, job, emotional stress, and/or financial issues. To understand the complex 
interactions and influences on the adult learner, specifically graduate students, 
Bronfenbrenner's human bioecological theory (1993, 1998) can be used. This 
theory is based upon an ever-extending "circle of influences" that affect the lives of 
individuals" (See Figure 1) and all the influences/interactions/relationships are 
reciprocal and bidirectional. In order to understand human bioecological theory, I 
have addressed each of the elements individually as it applies to the adult distance 
education learner. 
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Human Bioecological Theory 
Microsystem. Bronfenbrenner (1998) defines the microsystem as the setting 
in which an individual lives. It involves a pattern of activities and interpersonal 
relations which the individual experiences and acts upon in given settings, such as 
home, school, work, etc. In the context of the participants' experiences within an 
ICN-enhanced learning environment, the microsystems interacting upon one another 
include part or all of the examples given: school, home, and work. The 
bioecological model has added to this construct the interaction with things and 
symbols, not just other individuals/entities. For example, the technology used for the 
delivery of classes may be one of the "things" that is not another human. The 
concept of microtime has also been included to address the continuing and 
discontinuing episodes of interaction affecting prox/ma/ processes (hypothesized 
"mechanisms producing human development" which are affected by the individual's 
characteristics and the context) within the microsystem. 
Mesosystem. Bronfenbrenner (1998) defines the mesosystem as the 
context in which two or more microsystems interact. For example, the family 
microsystem can interact with the university microsystem and the work microsystem 
for an adult when he/she is trying to coordinate family responsibilities with 
professional responsibilities and/or student responsibilities. This interaction occurs 
within the mesosystem. The mesosystem also shows the influence of time through 
the concept of mesotime which refers to the broader/longer expanses of time in 
which interaction occurs for example, an individual is trying to work fulltime and 
complete a college degree program over a period of years. In the case of faculty, it 
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Macrosvstem 
Exosystem 
Mesosystem 
Person 
Figure 1. Visual Representation of Bronfenbrenner's Bioecological Theory 
(1998). 
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may be evidenced in the attempt to balance professional teaching responsibilities 
with research, service, and personal responsibilities. It is essentially m/crof/me 
extended to the next level. 
Exosystem. Bronfenbrenner (1998) defines the exosystem as consisting of 
two or more settings/contexts in one of which the individual is not actively 
participating, but is still directly affected by the interaction of the contexts. The 
exosystem, as it is reflected in this study, includes of the location of the ICN site 
relative to the learners and/or professors' location. This construct can refer to 
extended family, friends, neighbors, etc., and the influences that they have upon the 
individual. The exosystem is affected by time as time affects the contexts which 
interact within it. 
Macrosystem. Bronfenbrenner (1998) defines the macrosystem as the 
cultural context in which an individual lives. This system can include such societal 
concepts as laws, values, and customs. The macrosystem is affected by macrotime 
in that cultural and historical events that take place over a period of time, including 
spanning multiple generations or even multiple iterations of the technologies, 
teaching methodologies incorporated into the distance education environment. A 
recent example which is filtering down from the national level is concern about 
education and the decreased funding available for students at all academic levels. 
The goal of increasingly higher test scores as evidence of educational rigor and 
accomplishment comes at a time when budget cuts have decreased the ability of 
schools at all levels to provide sufficient resources (time, staff, equipment, books, 
technology, etc.) to accomplish that goal. For graduate students, examples include 
fewer faculty to teach general prerequisites or even discipline-specific required 
courses, fewer assistantships to help fund and train students for post graduate 
positions, and decreased financial aid during a time of rapidly increasing tuition and 
fees costs. 
Chronosystem. Bronfenbrenner (1998) defines the chronosystem as the 
effects of time across the entire model and is defined as the patterning of events and 
transitions over time. One of the issues that crosses time is the creation, 
maintenance, and upgrading of the ICN distance education physical environment 
(sites). Some sites do not have the same capabilities as others. An example would 
be the continued need for funding as the number of sites have grown from 99 (one 
per county) to the current number of 784. In addition to needing funding for the 
construction and operation of sites, equipment needs to be replaced and/or 
upgraded as it ages. This is already becoming an issue despite the relative 
newness of the system. 
The individual, as he/she interacts within each of the microsystems (school, 
work, home), influences and is influenced by the transactions between microsystems 
that occur in the mesosystem. In this study, it may be possible that the interactions 
that take place within the mesosystem cause ripples within the more removed 
systems. For example, a student taking a class using ICN technology does not have 
an available site with the equipment needed to fulfill a class assignment (i.e., a 
presentation using current computer technology). If this was a recurring issue with 
other students and courses, the site manager (person responsible for the site) might 
request funding from the administrator to install the necessary computer equipment. 
The student(s) in the school microsystem have influenced the site manager to 
request more funding. As the interactions move up a level to the exosystem, the 
student does not directly participate in the request for more funding to provide more 
better equipment, but the student will be affected by both the current level of funding 
(no installation of a new computer) and the increase in funding (new equipment 
making it possible to complete class assignments). On a macrosystem level, that 
construct of bioecological theory that refers to the culture and laws, the administrator 
then lobbies for more funding to be made available through the state legislature (law 
makers) or federal funding for education. Since this process of funding for 
maintaining current equipment and upgrading that equipment as needed is a cycle 
that will continue to repeat over time, the issue that started at the microsystem level 
has now reached the chronosystem. 
An emphasis on time in this current, more dynamic, iteration of what is now 
known as bioecological theory has become very important. The microsystem, as 
applied to this research, includes some additional considerations which impact on 
the mesosystem: technology, distance, time, other students, and faculty. For 
instance, technology may influence the experiences and emotions that affect the 
microsystem of each of the individuals involved and their collective lived experience. 
Specifically, I looked at the microsystems of the individual in terms of work, 
family, and education (through use of the ICN) which included faculty, other 
students, and technology as they interact within the mesosystem. 
Egan and Cowan (1979) presented a visual representation in their model for 
development in education. They focused on the elements of each level of 
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Bronfenbrenner's ecological theory (1979) as it reflected the individual networks and 
the overarching systems that influenced/impacted the individual. (See Figure 2.) 
Figure 3 (Egan and Cowan, 1979), as it is taken out of the broader context of the 
theoretical representation, depicts an even clearer view of the individual within 
his/her microsystems as they interact within the mesosystem. Again, it is important 
to emphasize the reciprocal and bidirectional aspects of the interactions being 
studied. 
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Peer 
group 
Family 
Figure 3. Person embedded within own network of personal settings. The 
interactions among the microsystems identified are taking place within the 
mesosystem. Although these are common microsystems in which most people 
interact, there may be other microsystems at work as well. Adapted from Egan, G., 
& Cowan, M. (1979). Peop/e /n sysfems. 
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Figure 2. Person embedded within the bioecological framework. 
Adapted from Egan, G., & Cowan, M. (1979). Peop/e /n systems. 
METHODOLOGY 
Qualitative Research Design Rationale 
Predating the more prevalent positivist research paradigm (Tesch, 1990), 
qualitative research inquiry is again receiving the attention of the research 
community. Value is being recognized in a research paradigm that offers a more 
complex, in-depth description and/or understanding of the persons or phenomena 
being studied. 
Paradigmatic Assumptions 
Naturalistic or qualitative inquiry is based upon a number of specific 
assumptions. Those assumptions include: 
1. An understanding and acceptance of the existence of multiple 
realities 
2. An interrelationship and mutual influence that exists between 
researcher and participants/informants 
3. Contextually bound, not isolated 
4. Emergent, receptive research design 
5. Researcher as primary instrument of inquiry 
Existence of Multiple Realities. Qualitative research is based upon the 
understanding and acceptance of the existence of multiple realities. An 
independent, objective reality does not exist. Experience and personal 
understanding create reality for each individual. An understanding of individual and 
collective realities is one of the goals of qualitative research. 
Interrelationship and Mutual Influence. Accepting the first assumption that 
multiple realities exist provides the basis for the second assumption that an 
interrelationship and mutual influence exists between researcher and 
participants/informants. Granting that the participants/informants experience 
individual and collective realities, it follows that the researcher also experiences his 
or her own reality. The researcher's understanding of the experiences of the 
participants/informants is filtered through his or her own understanding of reality. 
The researcher is also affected by what he or she experiences in the research 
environment as the participants/informants are influenced by the researcher's 
presence in their personal contexts. Unlike a laboratory setting, it is not possible to 
fully separate the researcher's and the participants/informants' experiences and 
understandings of the study and its impact on both. 
Context Bound. Participants/informants' experiences do not exist in 
isolation. They are bound to the context in which they exist. Bronfenbrenner's 
(1993, 1998) bioecological theory, which has most frequently been used in child 
development, is an excellent example of the understanding that experience does not 
occur in a vacuum and understanding, which is derived from experience, is also 
bound to the context. 
Emergent Research Design. Qualitative research is built on the 
understanding that the researcher has questions or a general desire to understand a 
person, a culture, a phenomenon, etc. The qualitative researcher does not have an 
established hypothesis which he or she focuses upon confirming. Qualitative 
research is flexible, not static, in design which allows the researcher to change 
methods and foci while in the process of conducting the study. Such changes occur 
if it is necessary to further the researcher's understanding. 
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Researcher as Primary Instrument of Inquiry. In qualitative research, the 
researcher is the primary research instrument. He or she acknowledges personal a 
priori biases which allow for the researcher's awareness and vigilance necessary for 
limiting the influences of those biases to affect the rigor of his or her research. The 
researcher also acknowledges his or her experience with or relationship to the object 
of the research. Again, this provides a platform for increasing the rigor of the study 
undertaken and will be found in the next section where I describe myself as the 
primary instrument of inquiry. 
Description of Researcher as Primary Instrument of Inquiry 
My personal educational history provides insight into my interest in this line of 
inquiry. I am the youngest of three siblings with a midwestem farm background. I 
am a non-traditional student who is also a first generation high school graduate and 
a first generation college graduate. Joining me on my journey through higher 
education were my two small daughters as I began college at the age of 24 years. I 
received my Associate of Arts degree in psychology from a local community college 
before pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree in psychology, sociology, and secondary 
education at a nearby private college. I graduated approximately 3 years after I 
originally started classes. Afterward, I obtained a teaching certificate for grades 7 -
12 in the states of Iowa and Missouri. Although I have done little traditional teaching 
during my professional career, I have facilitated the growth of many young people 
and adults as I worked in group homes, sheltered workshops, and transitional and 
independent living programs. I worked with abused and neglected children, juvenile 
delinquents, and individuals of all ages with diverse types of disabilities. I have also 
served as presenter and workshop leader on a variety of professional topics. 
Realizing the need to continue my education in order to advance 
professionally, I returned to academia to attend graduate school. Due to the 
distance of my home and work from the nearest university, I was discouraged about 
pursuing further education. Then, I learned of a distance education program that 
was specifically designed for professional adults seeking an advanced degree. It 
was as the result of an informational meeting regarding the Master of Family and 
Consumer Sciences (MFCS) degree that I began to participate in a distance 
education graduate program. Most of the classes necessary to meet my degree 
requirements were completed over the Iowa Communications Network (ICN). I did 
try, during my college experience, other forms of distance education: Telnet (two-
way synchronous audio only) as well as University of Northern Iowa/Iowa Public 
Television, a correspondence course, and a videotaped class. Interestingly, the 
videotaped course was an ICN class that would not fit into my schedule. To date, I 
have taken more than 30 credits of course work and taught three semesters using 
the ICN technology, including the first course taught in the Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies Across Iowa Program (BLSAI). 
By that time in my return journey to academia, my goals had changed. I no 
longer wanted to just advance myself on my career path. I had returned to a long-
abandoned goal of being a professional educator. That is the place from which I 
came to this research project. 
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Biases 
I am aware of my positive biases toward the ICN. It brought me the possibility 
and, finally, the reality of a graduate degree. I know there are increasing problems 
with the technology as it ages. I know that every faculty member who teaches using 
the ICN does not necessarily know how to actually use the equipment without a 
teaching assistant or technician on hand. I know that students need to be more 
prepared to use the technology to get an education. I also know that faculty need 
more training, but... I can and did overlook them because I was place-bound at the 
time I started my Master's degree. Within the last three years, as an instructor of 
two courses, I have continued to overlook the problems because I know how 
valuable the ICN is to other people outside of the Ames area. I acknowledge that I 
have a positive attitude toward the ICN. 
Based upon my known positive bias, I felt it necessary that I make a point of 
including negative responses whenever and wherever they occurred within the 
quoted responses of the student and faculty participants. 
Design Rigor 
I conscious made the choice to use qualitative research methods to obtain a 
richness of data that I do not believe is possible through strictly quantitative 
methods. A prolonged interview with a respondent may (and, in this case, did) elicit 
information or insights that were not anticipated, but enhance the current research 
and suggest possibilities for future study. I also concur with Krathwohl's (1993) 
statement that qualitative methods are indicated when "You seek a holistic picture of 
a phenomenon" (p. 352). The exception to that statement is that I am interested in 
the phenomenon's (distance education) effects upon participants. 
As a researcher, I have worked to achieve trustworthiness in my research 
design. In accordance to Lincoln and Cuba's (1985) standards, I addressed the four 
issues of qualitative research rigor: credibility (internal validity), dependability 
(reliability), confirmability (objectivity), and transferability (external validity). 
Credibility. Lincoln and Guba outlined eight forms of verification for 
credibility. Choosing among those forms, I addressed the issue of credibility through 
the use of negative case analysis and triangulation. In order to limit the effects of my 
bias, I deliberately chose to seek and understand negative experiences (i.e., 
negative case analysis). I also varied the sites in which I collected data to avoid 
what Miles and Huberman (1994) referred to as "biases stemming from researcher 
effects on the site [and] biases stemming from the effects of the site on the 
researcher" (p. 266). Student and faculty interviews took place in-person at their 
locations including places on campus, in a restaurant, in the student's home, and at 
participants' work sites. The only exception to that is the one telephone interview I 
conducted. To further limit my effect upon the study, when asked by a participant 
what perspective I had, I replied that I would be willing to discuss it after the 
interview. Miles and Huberman also caution researchers "Do not inflate the potential 
problem; you are not really such an important presence in the lives of these people" 
(p. 266). Bearing in mind that Miles and Huberman (1984) advise researchers that 
Triangulation is a state of mind. If you self-consciously set out to 
collect and double-check findings, using multiple sources and 
modes of evidence, the verification process will largely be built 
into the data-gathering process, and little more need to be done 
than to report on one's procedures, (p. 235) 
In the second edition of their text (1994), Miles and Huberman add to their advice 
regarding triangulation. 
In effect, triangulation is a way to get to the finding in the first 
place - by seeing or hearing multiple /nsfances of it from 
different sources ... (p.267) 
With a total of 21 respondents (17 students and 4 faculty) - all of which are different 
sources - I constantly compared new data with the old as I received it. This allowed 
also for support of the emergent design by giving me the opportunity to assimilate 
newer data with that I had already collected. It also supported adapting the topic 
guidelines to use in subsequent interviews although, in this study, the only 
adaptation was the addition of an additional topic being added. The constant 
assimilation of new data into the study also provided evidence that saturation of data 
had been achieved. 
Reflecting, as much as possible, the themes and warrants back to the 
literature provides another source with which to triangulate data. These reflections 
are found in the Results section as are the themes and their warrants. 
Dependability. I addressed this issue of design rigor two ways. One way, as 
outlined by Miles and Huberman (1994), is for the researcher as primary instrument 
of research to have a specific list of four qualities: 
4 some familiarity with the phenomenon and the setting under 
study 
* strong conceptual interests 
* a multidisciplinary approach, as opposed to a narrow grounding 
or focus in a single discipline 
* good "investigative" skills, including doggedness, the ability to 
draw people out, and the ability to ward off premature disclosure 
(p. 38) 
As the primary instrument of research, I believe that I possess those qualities. I am 
very familiar with the phenomenon (distance education) and setting (origination 
sites, remote sites, etc.). I do have strong conceptual interest in a variety of areas 
including distance education. My approach has always been multidisciplinary with a 
three-pronged focus: human development and family studies (including gerontology 
which, in itself, is multidisciplinary), education, and diversity. I do have good 
"investigative" skills and an ability to find resources when I need them. I have 
completed many interviews in a variety of settings for diverse purposes so I do 
believe in my ability to draw people out and encourage more in-depth, thoughtful 
responses. Miles and Huberman used the term "doggedness", but I prefer to use 
persistent and persevering to describe that quality in myself. 
The second way they suggest to achieve design rigor in the form of 
dependability is by using the audit trail. For this study, Dr. Kimberly Greder served 
as auditor. (See Appendix N for a brief summary of her vita.) Dr. Greder explains 
in the letter (See Appendix O for her letter regarding the audit.) what data she 
viewed and her audit process. 
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Confirmability. Miles and Huberman (1994) set forth their understanding of 
confirmability: 
The basic issue here can be framed as one of relative neutrality 
and reasonable freedom from unacknowledged researcher biases 
-  at  the min imum, expl ic i tness about  the b iases that  ex is t . . . .  
(p. 278) 
They ask a number of important questions to allow the researcher to further assure 
that the impact of their biases on the research is limited. Issues addressed include 
description of general methods and procedures, description of how the data was 
processed, conclusions linked with data, sufficient description of methods and 
procedures to provide an audit trail, and whether the researcher is aware of and has 
stated personal biases that exist with regard to the study and its topic. Methods and 
procedures are described in this section. Warrants to support conclusions are found 
in the Results section. An audit has been completed and confirmed in the 
appendices and my biases are clearly stated in the Researcher as Primary 
Instrument of Inquiry section. 
Transferability. There is controversy among qualitative researchers as to 
the value of transferability. Some are concerned with their research being replicable 
in different settings. Others put the onus on the reader to determine whether the 
results can be transferred based upon the completeness and accuracy of the 
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research report. Lincoln and Guba (1985) clarify the issue in this statement: 
[l]f there is to be transferability, the burden of proof lies less 
with the original investigator than with the person seeking 
to make an application elsewhere. The original inquirer 
cannot know the sites to which transferability might be 
sought, but the appliers can and do. The best advice to 
give anyone seeking to make a transfer is to accumulate 
emp/rfca/ evidence about contextual similarity; the 
responsibility of the original investigator ends in providing 
sufficient descriptive data to make such similarity 
judgments possible, (p. 298) 
I believe that I have offered sufficient description and data for another researcher to 
use in another setting, but I cannot know that without knowing the setting to which it 
might be applied. 
Saturation of Data. This provides the research a guideline for ceasing data 
collection. According to Bogdan and Biklen (1998), "qualitative researchers gauge 
when they are finished by what they term dafa safw/af/on, the point of data collection 
where the information you get becomes redundant." This occurred for me when no 
more new themes or new information emerged from the data. Table 1 provides and 
illustration of the number of indepth and group interviews needed for this study to 
have reached data saturation. Data saturation does support all four standards: 
credibility, dependability, confirmability, and transferability. 
Research Question 
Returning to the overarching, guiding question that formed the basis for this 
research remains: "What impact does a distance learning environment have on 
participants - both students and faculty?" As I stated in the introduction, the basis 
for the choice of topics was the result of my personal experiences in three capacities 
related to the use of the ION: guest speaker, student, and instructor. I added to this 
my experiences and interactions with other students and faculty. Talking those 
experiences and information, I conducted this research related both to distance 
education as an overall category and, specifically, synchronous two-way video and 
two-way audio to understand the distance education phenomenon and its effects on 
the participants involved (graduate students and faculty). This study reflects an 
emergent design so I used a topic guide rather than a list of specific questions. As 
data were collected the Topic Guide became more defined. It changed from the 
simple listing of seven topics: 
1. Class related concerns 
2. Non-classroom concerns that relate to the distance 
education experience 
3. Distance education's fit into context of personal lives 
4. Distance education's effect on personal conceptions of 
education 
5. Personal accommodations/adaptations to participate in 
distance education 
6. Challenges faced 
7. Evaluation of overall experience 
It became a more detailed list of nine topics: 
1. Experiences/interactions with other distance education students 
2. Experiences/interactions with faculty (if students) 
3. Experiences with other academic and technical personnel (if faculty) 
4. Non-classroom concerns that relate to the distance education experience 
5. Distance education's fit into context of personal lives 
6. Distance education's effect on personal conceptions of education and 
meeting personal goals 
7. Personal accommodations/adaptations to participate in distance 
education 
8. Additional Comments 
9. Evaluation of overall experience 
As the interviews progressed, I discovered little need to change this more detailed 
Topic Guide as I accumulated data from participants. 
Research Participants 
I purposively sampled graduate students who were age 25 and over (in order 
to obtain information related to the age group that is most commonly found among 
distance students), and had taken a minimum of one 2-credit graduate level course 
for college credit using the ICN within the last two years. The time limit was to 
ensure, as much as possible, immediacy of experience and limit the filtering of the 
experience through time. I also sought graduate students who were enrolled in one 
of the following colleges and departments: Agriculture Education, Family and 
Consumer Sciences, Education, History, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, or 
English. I also pointedly chose colleges and departments that were familiar enough 
to me that I could limit possible misunderstanding of responses that might result 
from discipline specific issues. 
With the exception of the age criterion, I also purposively sampled faculty for 
characteristics similar to those of the students. The faculty respondents I sought 
would have taught a minimum of one course for college credit over the ICN during 
the last two years. 
To screen graduate student participants, I used a demographic survey 
instrument (See Appendix B.) to determine who met the criteria I had established. In 
addition, the demographic information provided a comparison with my pilot study 
with regard to graduate student characteristics. To obtain faculty participants, I used 
a similar demographic survey. (See Appendix C.) 
Participant Profiles 
Initially I sent letters and demographic surveys to 205 students enrolled in 
graduate courses using the ICN as a delivery system. Of those, 100 were sent by 
the United States Postal Service. The remainder were sent email messages with 
attachments which included the letter and the demographic survey. Naturally, some 
were returned due to addresses that were not current. Of the 205 letters sent out, 
54 students (29 female and 25 male) responded by completing the survey. Among 
those 54 students, 28 (17 female and 11 male) were willing to be involved in focus 
groups. One less was either not willing to be involved in interviews or did not 
understand my request to do so. Unfortunately two of the male respondents who 
said they were willing to participate did not include contact information so that I could 
contact them. That reduced the number of possible graduate student interviews to 
26. After many attempts at scheduling based upon where and when students would 
be available, the 26 potential participants became 17 active participants in either 
small group interviews or indepth individual interviews. 
As for faculty, I sent emails with letter and demographic survey attachments 
to 78 faculty who had been designated as having used the ICN to teach. From that 
number, I received 14 completed surveys (4 females and 10 males). Six male full 
professors responded that they were willing to participate in focus groups or indepth 
interviews. A seventh male full professor was willing to be interviewed, but was not 
willing to be in a focus group. With the advent of equipment failure, those seven 
became four. 
As each participant's profile is presented, a pseudonym of my choosing has 
been included in the profile. In the context of this study, I will use the following 
designations when I quote specific student participants: 
O Origination Site Student 
R Remote Site Student 
B Both Sites Student 
"Both Site Students" are those who have taken classes at a remote site and at an 
origination site. Faculty participants will be designated only as "professor" without 
identifying the college or department to which they belong. 
Origination Site Student #1. Abby was a 25 year old single female in the 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the College of Education. At the time of 
her interview, she had taken an average of 12 credits per semester with only 1 three 
credit course utilizing the ICN. That was her only experience with distance 
education. 
Origination Site Student #2. Andrew was a 49 year old married male 
studying Instructional Technology in the College of Education. He has so far taken 
one three credit course each semester. Only one of those has been a distance 
education course. It was a 2 credit course utilizing the ICN delivery system. 
Origination Site Student #3. Betty was a 47 year old married female who 
was in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies in the College 
of Education. Specializing in Educational Administration, she has taken an average 
of eight credits per semester. All of the 12 distance education courses she has 
taken have been through the use of ICN technology. 
Origination Site Student Profile Summary. Based upon the three 
origination site students who participated in individual interviews for this study, the 
origination site student can be described as older than traditional college age 
students (2 out of 3 were in their 40s) and female (2 out of 3). 
Remote Site Student #1. Cathy was a 32 year old married female who was 
enrolled in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies in the 
College of Education. Her specialization was Higher Education. She took an 
average of six credits per semester with only one course being through the ICN. 
She had not taken a course through any of the other distance education formats. 
Remote Site Student #2. Deb was a 40-year-old married female whose 
focus in Organizational Learning and Human Resources Development in the College 
of Education has provided her the opportunity to take three credits (1 course) 
through the ICN. She has taken a total of three graduate and three undergraduate 
courses through some form of distance education. She takes an average of three 
credits per semester. 
Remote Site Student #3. Ellen was a 47 year old married female pursuing a 
degree in the College of Education. She has taken an average of seven credits per 
semester. The one course she has taken through distance education was three 
credits of a combined online and ICN format. 
Remote Site Student #4. Susan was a 37-year-old married female enrolled 
in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the College of Education. Her 
specialization is Technology and Science Education. She has taken an average of 
four credits per semester. She has taken three courses through a distance 
education delivery system. Only one of those was an ICN-delivered course. 
Remote Site Student #5. Ginny was a 37 year old single female in the 
Department of Mathematics in the College of Education. Her specialization is 
School Mathematics. She has taken approximately four credits per semester. At 
the time of this study, she had taken nine courses for a total of 26 credits as a 
distance education student. Eight of those courses were delivered through ICN 
technology. 
Remote Site Student #6. Bob was a 53 year old married male in Higher 
Education in the College of Education. His average number of credits per semester 
was 7.5. He took five courses through distance education technology. One of those 
courses (3 credits) utilized the ICN technology for delivery. 
Remote Site Student Profile Summary. Based upon the six remote site 
students who participated in individual interviews for this study, the remote site 
student can be described as older (all were above 30 with average age being in their 
40s) and female (5 out of 6). 
Both Site Student #1. Carl was a 33-year-old married male student in 
Education Administration in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy 
Studies within the College of Education. He has taken an average of 6 credits per 
semester. Of the 15 courses he has taken through a distance education format, 
more than 10 of those were ICN delivered. 
Both Site Student #2. Dan was a 43-year-old married male who is pursuing 
Education Administration in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy 
Studies in the College of Education. He averages 6 credits per semester. Of the 
eight courses he has taken through distance education technology, there were six 
ICN courses. 
Both Site Student Profile Summary. Based upon the two students who 
were at both sites (had taken classes at the origination site and a remote site) and 
participating in individual interviews for this study, these students can be described 
as older (average age was late 30s). There was one male and one female. 
Group Interview A Student #1. Helen was a 46-year-old divorced female 
working on a degree in Public Administration through the Department of Political 
Science in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. She has taken approximately 
three credits per semester. Through the use of ICN, she has taken 12 credits in four 
classes. The ICN is the only distance delivery form that she has experienced. She 
has been a remote site student. 
Group Interview A Student #2. Ed was a 45-year-old married male who has 
worked through two degree programs - Business Administration and Public 
Management. These are within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. 
He has taken an average of 3 credits per semester. Four of the course he took were 
through the ICN for a total of 12 credits. He has been a student at both sites. 
Group Interview B Student #1. Kitt was a 32-year-old single international 
female pursuing, through the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy 
Studies in the College of Education, a major in Higher Education with a minor in 
Higher Education and Curriculum Instruction Technology. Averaging 14 credits per 
semester, she has taken 7 distance education courses with 6 of them using the ICN 
for delivery of course. She has been a student at both sites. 
Group Interview B Student #2. Linda was a 29-year-old married international 
female with a major in Teaching English as a Second Language and Applied 
Linguistics in the Department of English within the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences. She has taken approximately nine credits per semester. Of the courses 
she had taken, two of them were ICN-based classes. The third one utilized WebCT. 
She has been an origination site student in terms of her location when she 
participated in ICN-based classes. 
Group Interview B Student #3. Jackie was a 26 year old single female in 
the Professional Agriculture Program in the Department of Agriculture Education 
Studies in the College of Agriculture. She had been taking 6 credits per semester. 
Out of four distance education courses, she had only one delivered by the ICN. The 
others were online courses. She was an origination site student. 
Group Interview B Student #4. lona was a 29 year old married female 
pursuing a degree in Higher Education in the Department of Educational Leadership 
and Policy Studies in the College of Education. She has taken an average of six 
credits per semester. Her experience with distance education has been five courses 
for a total of 15 credits through ICN technology. She had taken one additional 
course at a distance utilizing another form of delivery. For the purposes of this 
study, she has been an origination site student. 
Group Interview Student Profile Summary. Based upon the six students 
who participated in group interviews for this study, the student can be described as 
older (average age is mid-30s) and female (5 out of 6). As a group, distance 
education students, regardless of whether they were at the origination site, remote 
site or had experience with both, can be described as older (late 30s) and female 
(12 out of 17). 
Faculty #1. Frank was 54-year-old single male full professor. At the time of 
this study, he was teaching three credits per semester. His experience has included 
eight courses taught over the ICN for a total of 24 credits. 
Faculty #2. George was a 52-year-old married male full professor who 
teaches an average of two courses or six credits per semester. He has taught a 
total of five courses (17 credits) using the ICN delivery system. 
Group Interview A Faculty. These faculty responses could not be included 
because of an equipment (tape recorder) failure. 
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Group Interview B Faculty #1. Joseph was a 57-year-old married male full 
professor. He usually teaches six credits per semester. He has taught two distance 
education courses through ICN for a total of six credits. 
Group Interview B Faculty #2. Kyle was a single male full professor in his 
50s. His average teaching load is nine credits per semester. He has only taught 
one distance education course. It was a 3 credit course that utilized the ICN delivery 
system. 
Faculty Profile Summary. In contrast to student demographics (especially 
with regard to gender), the six faculty who participated in either an individual or 
group interview were male. They were in mid-50s and full professors. Women 
professors were asked to participate. Some did complete the demographic survey, 
but none agreed to participate in group or individual interviews. 
Research Design 
I originally planned to collect data from both focus groups and in-depth 
interviews. Morgan (1998) describes focus groups: 
Focus groups are fundamentally a way of listening to people and 
learning from them. Focus groups create lines of communication. 
. . .  E v e r y  g r o u p  h a s  i t s  o w n  d y n a m i c ,  a n  y o u  n e e d  t o  a c k n o w l e d g e  
the participants' priorities if you want to hear what they have to 
say. Put simply, it is your focus, but it is fWr group. ... Anyone 
who has ever attended a meeting is familiar with group dynamics -
the process of interaction within a set of people. Interaction is 
complicated enough when there are just two people doing it; 
bring together a group, and the possibilities are endless, (p. 9-10) 
The dynamic which holds the potential of providing very rich data from the 
interactions and communication of group participants as they build upon each 
other's ideas, experiences, and comments was the reason that I chose to do focus 
groups. 
I planned five focus groups of 6 - 8 (as per Morgan's guidelines): two for 
remote site students, two for origination site students, and one group for distance 
education faculty. (At the time I planned the groups, I did not realize that I would 
have students who had participated in classes both at a remote site and at the 
origination site. Despite repeated attempts, I was unable to get the requisite number 
of participants together as a group for a variety of reasons including scheduling 
problems, time required to participate in the groups, and distance. Since I was 
unable to assemble focus groups, I received permission from my Program of Study 
Committee and the Human Subjects Review Committee to do an increased number 
of in-depth interviews. I conducted two small group interviews with two faculty each, 
one with two students, and one with four students. 
I cannot say that I would have had stronger data if I were able to do the focus 
groups. I do not know that focus group data would have been richer than what I 
already have from the small group and indepth interviews. The only thing that I can 
say is that I would have had more data to work with, assuming that I had more 
participants because of the larger groups. 
The purposes behind the in-depth interviews were to include participants who 
were not comfortable in a group setting and follow-up on questions or comments that 
arose from the group interviews. Again, this allowed for the possibility of further 
enriching the data. 
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Number and Total 
Designations Number of 
(students or faculty) Students Interviewed Students in 
of Participants in by Site Each Faculty 
Study Origination Remote Both Category Interviewed 
Individuals 3 6 2 11 2 
Group Interviews A 1 1 2 
B 3 1 4 2 
Total Numbers of 
Participants by Site 
and Student/Faculty 
Designation 
6 7 4 17 4 
Table 1. Participants in the study fell into six categories for the purposes of data 
collection. Those categories included origination site student indepth interviews, 
remote site student indepth interviews, both sites student indepth interviews, student 
small group interviews, faculty indepth interviews, and faculty small group interviews. 
Procedure 
Initially, I contacted the staff both at the Extended and Continuing Education 
office and the Registrar's office to obtain a list of students who had taken an ICN 
course during the last two years. I made both contacts in order to get as complete a 
list as possible. Since I had already determined that I wanted students that fit a 
specific profile, I eliminated those who did not have the characteristics or 
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experiences that I was focusing upon. To be included in this study, the student 
would have taken graduate level class(es), and have taken classes in academic 
areas (Agriculture Education, Family and Consumer Sciences, Education, History, 
Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, or English) that were familiar enough to me 
that I could limit possible misunderstanding of responses that might result from 
discipline specific issues. 
Prior to the in-depth and small group interviews, I sent a letter or email explaining 
the study to potential student participants and asked them to complete a 
demographic survey. (See Appendix A.) From the responses I received, based 
upon the criteria I was searching for, I was able to create a list of students willing to 
participate in small group or in-depth interviews. 
The staff at the Extended and Continuing Education office also provided me 
with a list of faculty who had taught classes using the ICN. These individuals also 
received a letter or email explaining the study and requesting that a demographic 
survey (see Appendix C.) be completed. With potential faculty participants, my 
concerns remained similar to those related to student participants. I was searching 
for faculty members who had taught graduate level class(es) within the last two 
years, in academic areas that were familiar enough to me that I could maximize 
understanding of responses that might result from course or content specific issues. 
Just as with the student population, I sent a letter or email explaining the 
study to potential faculty participants and asked them to complete a demographic 
questionnaire. 
All the information returned to me on the demographic questionnaires was 
entered on Statistical Program for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Standard Version 
7.5.1 (1996) spreadsheets - one for faculty and one for students. From those 
responses, I was able to create a list of individuals who met the criteria I had set 
forth and were willing to participate beyond the completion of the demographic 
questionnaire. 
I was able to meet with all of the faculty participants and most of the student 
participants on the Iowa State University campus. For those who found it difficult to 
coordinate schedules or who were too far away to easily come to campus, I 
conducted either a telephone interview (one student) or in-person interviews at their 
locations. The four-person student small group interview and two student indepth 
interviews took place on campus. One interview occurred in a restaurant, another in 
the student's home, and the remainder were conducted at students' work sites. 
Although I asked for a two-hour block of time, interviews rarely lasted more than one 
hour, sometimes less. 
I used a modified version of Spradley's guidelines for ethnographic interviews 
(1979). The components of the interview were: 
1. Greeting/Introductions 
2. Review of project description 
3. Interview consent form signed/Consent to audiotape interview 
4. Elicit responses to questions based upon the Topic Guide 
5. Request for further comments 
For each interview, I again explained the research and asked for individuals 
to sign a statement of consent. I reviewed the issue of maintaining confidentiality of 
participant identities as well as the measures I would take to avoid any "linking" of 
statements to individual speaker's identities. I also requested permission to 
audiotape each session. 
These tapes were later transcribed verbatim for analysis by one of four 
transcriptionists who were not given any individual identifying information. In order 
to find the transcriptionists, I check with several departments and professors in order 
to get the names of individuals that they had used. I followed up on all the contacts I 
was given and was unable to find anyone available to help. I finally contacted and 
Iowa Workforce counselor and she helped me find individuals who were interested in 
transcription. I paid each individual transcriptionist for her work in her preferred 
manner - either by the hour or by the page. (The first transcriptionist, despite my 
explanation of the need to get the transcriptions done as quickly as possible, did not 
commit the time to do so. The second one had to leave town for an indeterminate 
amount of time. The third one had difficulty operating the transcription equipment. 
The fourth one was finally able to complete all of the transcriptions.) I did require 
that the transcriptionists sign forms regarding confidentiality, possession of tapes 
and transcripts, and return to my possession of those same tapes and transcripts. 
(See Appendices H and I.) This allowed for a paper trail of both confidentiality and 
possession of both forms of information - tape and hard copy. 
None of the first three transcriptionists completed more than one interview. 
The majority of the transcribing was done by the fourth person. I had her to review 
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and transcribe again, as needed, the work done by the others so that I would have 
consistency in the transcriptions themselves. Based upon my efforts to avoid errors 
based upon the change of transcriptionists, I believe that the study was not affected. 
In the procedural steps below, the word "coding" appears repeatedly. Bogdan 
and Biklen (1998) share a explanation of what coding is: 
As you read through you data, certain words, phrases, patterns of 
behavior, subjects' ways of thinking, and events repeat and stand 
out. Developing a coding system involves several steps: You 
searchthrough your data for regularities and pattemsas well as 
for topics your data cover, and then you write down words and 
phrases to represent these topics and patterns. These words and 
phrases are coding categories. They are a means of sorting the 
descriptive data you have collected so that the material bearing 
on a given topic can be physically separated from the other data. 
Some coding categories will come to you as you are collecting 
data. These should be jotted down for future use. (p. 171) 
Bogdan and Biklin clearly explain what coding is and how they perceive it being 
done. 
For the actual analysis, I used Tesch's (1987) Steps for Developing an 
Organizing System for Unstructured Qualitative Data as a guideline for the analysis 
of the transcribed individual and group responses.The steps I used are briefly 
described below: 
1. I did an initial read of individual transcripts to get an overview of 
each participants contribution. 
2. Then I reformatted (which consisted of the paper being formatted 
for two columns - the one on the left for the transcript and the one 
on the right blank) the hard copies of the interviews in order to have 
room on the right side for initial impressions, possible themes, and 
other appropriate comments. 
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3. I went back to the data again to begin to list possible topics. I went 
back to the transcriptions repeatedly - from their original format to 
the modified format (blank right column) to physically cutting and 
"pasting" (with scissors and tape) to using the computer to cut and paste. 
4. I then did preliminary coding by identifying overarching themes and 
went back to the data to determine whether the information fits into 
the themes I identified. 
5. I went back to the data to refine the preliminary organization. 
6. I created an initial list of codes and coded the data based upon 
those codes. As new data were added, I recoded the existing data 
as needed. 
7. I performed a preliminary analysis. As with #6, constantly 
comparing new data with existing data to refine the process. 
8. When I achieved saturation of data, I used the themes that emerged to guide 
the final analysis and supported those themes with warrants (evidence 
represented by quotations) provided by participants' transcripts. 
Data from individual and group interviews provided a basis for changes in the 
Topic Guide used for subsequent interviews and groups. The only changes made to 
the Topic Guide was an additional question about recommendations, as suggested 
by the participants. 
Process 
As noted in the last section, I did an initial read of the transcripts, then 
reformatted them so that the left side of the paper was the transcription and the right 
side was blank so that I could note first impressions, possible themes, and other 
comments, such as a potential reference. These were not all read at the same time, 
but were done as each came in from the transcriptionist. In that way, I was able to 
constantly review the data and my notes so that they could be modified, eliminated, 
or clarified as needed. 
Prior to the original preliminary coding of all data, I cut and pasted the data 
into the themes I already saw emerging. They included communication, faculty skills 
and qualities, faculty training, teaching methodologies, student characteristics, time, 
distance and group work. For my preliminary coding of the entire data set, I used a 
copy of the reformatted transcripts and coded it separately from the "cut and paste" 
version. The themes did not all seem to fit as well as they had when I went originally 
read the transcripts nor when I did the cutting and pasting. With all of the transcripts 
available, I looked for common themes that crossed both student and faculty data. 
After identifying those themes, I went back to the data again to check their fit. 
For example, I initially coded time and distance separately. After returning to the 
data again, I discovered that actual physical distance from the college campus was 
described as time. Students shared that they or some of there classmates had to 
drive as long as two or three hours to get to campus, but the ICN provided a way for 
them to drive as little as 2 to 5 minutes. Whether it was more than five minutes, the 
ICN remote site was always closer for the students than campus so the distance 
issue resolved itself into a time issue. At that point, I removed "distance" as a code 
and included the data in "time". Also, from the data, respondents were supplying me 
with recommendations through their answers to the topic questions. It became clear 
that participants wanted to share their own recommendations so the topic guide 
gained a new robust question. 
When I completed this second full analysis, the themes seemed to have 
sorted themselves out into communication, technology, personal conceptions of 
education, teaching methods, faculty skills, faculty training, faculty incentives and 
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compensation, student characteristics, personal impact, logistics, additional 
comments, overall evaluation, and recommendations. The original list has obviously 
been modified and added to. 
Examples of the modified transcription format with coding can be found in 
Appendices L (Student) and M (Faculty) . 
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RESULTS 
As previously stated, in order to understand the distance education learning 
experience of those individual and collective participants, the overarching, guiding 
question that I asked remains: "What impact does a distance learning environment 
have on students and faculty?" Understanding that this study reflects an emergent 
design, I used a topic guide rather than a list of specific questions. The remainder of 
this section will deal with the data analysis and the conclusions supported by such 
analysis. 
Themes 
As I explained in the methodology section, as coding and recoding resulted in 
the final list of mature, robust themes which are: 
4 Communication 
4 Technology 
4 Personal concepts of education 
4 Teaching methods 
» Faculty skills 
* Faculty training 
* Faculty incentives and compensation 
Student characteristics 
» Personal impact, logistics 
$ Additional comments 
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$ Overall evaluation 
* Recommendations 
The participants' recommendations will be included as subcategories of my 
recommendations. 
Communication 
For the purposes of this study, I defined communication as any interaction 
which results in an exchange of information - personal or academic - so this 
category includes, not only course related exchanges, but social ones as well. 
Social interaction allows both faculty and students to build a rapport and enhance 
their experiences throughout the course. 
This theme has been divided into three categories: communication between 
students and faculty in class, communication between students and faculty outside 
of class, and communication between students, especially those at other sites. 
Although there were varying degrees of the comment "limited if any contact," 
what follows are some representative selections of student and faculty comments. 
Student and Faculty in Class. An example of in-class lack of 
communication was shared by several students. 
/ d/dnY have any /nferacf/on w/fh /f/ie professor/. / mean / don Y fh/nk / 
ever asked a guesf/on dunng c/ass. / d/dnY answer a guesf/on dunng 
c/ass. / d/dnY have a reason fo fa/k fo /?/m, ca// /?/m. [Deb - R] 
The #rsf one /7C/V c/ass/ / fook was a graduate sem/na/; so a /of of 
/nferacf/on wasnYyusf fAe /acu/fy... /nferacf/on w/f/? f/?e ^cu/fy af f/?af 
/eve/ was preffy muc/? //m/fed fo f/?e /7rsf coup/e of weeks of/nfroduc/ng 
f/?e fop/cs, seff/ng up peop/e fo do whaf s/?e ca//ed documenf f/?e 
sess/on /fake nofes and arc/7/ve f/?em on a webs/fe/ [Susan - R] 
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As far as remote site students' experiences with faculty during class, Deb and Susan 
have presented a picture of lack of interaction with faculty during class sessions. 
Based upon these statements, it appears that generally student and faculty 
interaction in class was limited. 
Some students felt, however, that their experiences when communicating with 
faculty during class as open. 
/f was fhe k/nd ofafmosphem where no one had pmb/ems yusf ask/ng 
a guesf/on fo fhe professor. 77?e proAgssor was ye/y open fo guesf/ons 
and /dees we had... Peop/e wou/dyusf fap on fhe m/crophone and 
ask fhe/r guesf/on. [Abby - O] 
With the last line, Abby generalized her comments to include other students when 
she explained how the students made that contact and communicated with the 
faculty. IPeop/e wou/d/usf fap on fhe n?/cmphone and ask fhe/r guesf/on." 
Betty talked about students being familiar with the professor from previous 
classes in the program. 
/ was a/ways ons/fe w/fh fhen?... Then be/ng parf of Cv4S 
/Ce/f/f/cafe of Advanced Sfud/es - wh/ch /s pa/f of fhe /owa process of 
becom/ng a supehnfendenf/, and for peop/e fhaf were a/so off campus, 
fhaf pmbab/y wasnY fhe/r ^rsf /nferacf/on w/fh fhaf professor. They 
pmbab/y had fhaf p/oAsssor /n anofher c/ass. [Betty - O] 
The implication was that this familiarity would lessen inhibitions (increase rapport) 
that might exist to hamper students efforts to communicate with different faculty. Yet 
another student used the instructor's qualities and classroom management/ 
methodology skills to explain how he encouraged communication within the class. 
WTfh [this professor] /f was greaf buf he d/d fh/ngs fo he/|p fac///fafe fhaf. 
F/rsf of a//, he had a/ready been fhe /nsfnvcfor for a /of of us af fh/s 
prewous sem/nar. Second/y, he cmafes an enwmnmenf /nWf/ng 
peop/e fo yo/n /n. He a/so p/owded, /'n? nof sure how fo go beyond fhaf. 
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He yusf proy/des a greaf /eam/ng eny/ronmenf where you fee/ ye/y 
comA)rfah/e and very safe /n mak/ng comments, and he does a greaf 
yob w/fh not /eff/ng one person dom/nafe, you know, he ZnyoA/es 
eye/yone and fhaf /s whaf he does as an /nsfnvcfor. [Cathy - R] 
In this statement, Cathy has commented on the possible link between in class 
communications and teaching methods through her description of how student and 
faculty interactions are embedded in the way the class is organized and managed. 
So far, this section has covered strictly student responses regarding 
communication with faculty. When faculty were asked the same questions, their 
responses were very limited. For example, regarding in-class communication with 
students, one faculty member commented, 
%bouf fhe besf / can do /s fo f/y fo ask guesf/ons and wa/f for a 
response. [George, professor] 
Joseph expressed an even deeper concern 
/ had nof mef fhe peop/e /n fhe program pnor fo go/ng on /C/V. / 
had no sense of who fhese peop/e were or whaf fhey were do/ng. 
He continues to express this concern when addressing other themes. 
Student and Faculty Outside of Class. Abby was so pleased with her 
experience that she offered her highest praise, 
Th/s /s fhe pm/igssor / wou/d //ke fo emu/afe /n fhe future. 
Abby is not the only one pleased with the level of interaction with faculty: 
/ was rea//y p/easanf/y su/pnsed w/fh fhe professors fhaf were work/ng 
w/fh/n our degree. They fned fo make fhemse/yes, even fhough we 
were from a /ong d/sfance away - fhey rea//y fhed fo make fhemse/yes 
as access/b/e fo us as fhey cou/d, g/yen our d/sfance. Some of fhe 
professors great// used e-ma//, some of fhe professors made us e-ma// 
fhem eye/y day. You know, guesf/ons, comments - a /of of fhem - you 
know fhey were p/effy good about, /f you had a guesf/on, yusf go ahead 
and ask fhem dunng c/ass you know. [Ginny - R] 
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Obviously, Ginny had an overall positive experience interacting with this professor. 
Linda used e-mail as her chosen form of communicating with the professor. 
/ th/nk /n fe/ms of keep/ng m touch w/th ^cu/ty, / th/nk be/ng an o/f 
campus student, / /bund e-ma// to be the eas/est way- when / was an 
off campus student, e-ma// be/ng the eas/est to - to keep /n touch w/th 
fhem. / a/ways A)und gu/cker response w^h that than / d/d w/th yo/ce 
ma// or - yeah that was the eas/est and gu/ckest response was y/a e-
ma//. [Linda - R] 
Susan had what she described as minimal communication experience outside 
of class: 
v4t fhe end of the semester she d/d e-ma// myse/f and another otf 
campus student and request yust/ficat/on tor our grade - why we te/t we 
needed to haye - whaf grade we thought we shou/d haye and how we 
cou/d;ust//y that. / d/dnY get fhe /mpress/on that /t was done w/th a// 
the on campus students. / don Y know /f she /e/t //ke she d/dnY get a 
sense of our paff/c/pat/on /n the c/ass because we werenY on campus 
or whaf the mt/ona/e /or that was. / guess that wasnY eyer rea//y made 
c/ear. So that was about the extent of my /nteract/on w/th the /nsfnvctor 
on that /eye/. [Susan - R] 
Susan's negative response to this faculty-initiated interaction was understandable in 
view of her belief that she and another remote student were singled out to justify 
their grades. 
Although asked about communication, with the exception of the previous 
comments, faculty responses related to other issues such as getting materials out to 
students on time and timely responses to student work and inquiry, etc. These 
issues are addressed later. 
Summary. Based upon the comments in these two sections regarding both 
in-class and outside of class interactions with faculty, the quality and number of 
those interactions depended upon four things: the faculty member, his or her 
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teaching methods, students' familiarity with faculty member from a previous class, 
and his or her openness and encouragement for students to communicate. 
Student - Student. Communication experiences, especially when the 
students were at different sites, were described as being limited or nonexistent. 
/Ve on/y bad one c/ass on /be /C/V. 4nd // was... /or me # was a /of 
d/Z/eren/ /ban a mgu/ar c/assmom enwmnmen/. because we rea//y 
d/dnï /n/erac/ w#b eacb o/ber. / d/dnY ge/ /o /mow rea//y anybody m 
/b/s c/ass. / Anew a /ew peop/e /n /be c/ass. Bu/ our a//en//ons were 
d/rec/ed a/ (be screen.... 4nd of course, we d/dnY /n/erac/ w//b /be 
peop/e a/ /be o/ber s//es M/e//, we bad a cba/ or a d/scuss/on 
group se/ up, bu/ nobody rea//y used //... . On /be M/ebCT. M/e d/dnY 
rea//y use #. / d/dnY e/en /enow bow /o do //, so / d/dnY do //. [Deb - R] 
In the Student and Faculty In-Class section, Abby (O) shared how easy it was to 
communicate by just tapping on the microphone. Deb explained that, although she 
knew a few people, the physical environment of the ICN room did not encourage her 
to interact with other sites. Abby, being an origination site student who was sitting in 
front of the professor in the same room, saw interaction using the microphone as 
easy. Deb, a remote site student, did not agree that interaction was so easy. She 
also shared that she was unable to use WebCT chat so she did not participate in 
online discussions. She speaks for others when she said "nobody really used it" and 
was nonchalant as she commented that she did not know how to do it so she did not 
put the effort into trying to find out how to do it. It seemed to hold less appeal than 
being able to speak with others in her class; yet, she already stated that she was 
hampered because of the environment of the ICN room and being unable to use 
WebCT chat. 
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Cathy, who had been progressing through a series of ICN classes with a 
group of students she knew outside the class commented, 
Anyone fbaf / d/d nof know, / d/d nof wanf fo know. [Cathy - R] 
With this statement, Cathy expressed her personal choice to not become familiar 
with other students. Other participants have not necessarily shared a concern about 
getting to know others, but Cathy has openly stated that such an experience was not 
on her present agenda. She is obviously in class for academic reasons and is not 
interested in socializing, not even on a limited scale. 
Another student reflected a more concerted attempt to communicate between 
sites: 
/Vow some of fbe professors rea//y encouraged... fbe peop/e fbaf 
wem by fbemse/ves fo ca// anofber person by fbemse/ves af anofber 
s/fe. Some of fbe s/fes, you cou/d fe// from wbaf peop/e sbare, were 
maybe o/der s/fes, and fbeyyusf d/dnY bave eve/j^b/ng access/b/e //ke 
fbaf. So fbey cou/dnY even ca// peop/e during fbe f/mes, you know, 
when we were d/scuss/ng fb/ngs w/fb/n a group or somefb/ng 
//ke that.... [Betty - O] 
As is obvious from Betty's statement, it is the instructor who is encouraging students 
to leam about and work with one another - formally or informally. It is interesting 
that, like Deb, Betty mentions the physical environment of other sites must be older 
because they were not as well equipped and some could not call other sites. All 
sites have fiberphones that can be used to call other sites or the ICN help number. 
What the fiberphones cannot do is call outside the system. If the students at the 
other sites did not call, either they did not want to participate in that manner or did 
not know how to use the closed fiberphone system. 
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This student expresses another concern over not being comfortable sharing 
comments over the "airwaves" of fiberoptics: 
/ fb/nk af f/mes fbe /deas don? flow as /reefy. You m/gbf be fo/d fo 
d/scuss /f w/fb anofber s/fe, buf /f's nof as cand/d a conversaf/on, / 
fb/nk, because you am a/nng v/ews over fbe a/rwaves and you never 
know wbo m/gbf be //sfen/ng /n or wbafever; somefb/ng //ke fbaf. 
[Cad - B] 
Considering that the only people who can listen in on a closed system such as the 
ICN, either Carl was willing to share ideas with the group that he did not necessarily 
want to share with the whole class or the very act of using the microphone to speak 
to others was intimidating. If the number of sites in the group were only two, the 
fiberphone could be used to connect them for more private discussion. If more than 
two sites were involved, the fax could be used to share some of the information and 
use that for further discussion. 
Other participants stated that they had more contact with classmates, both 
onsite and at remote sites. 
/ was ab/e fo fa/k w/fb fbree fbfbersfudenfs af remofe s/fes/ A/orma//y 
/f wasyusf ngbf af fbe end and we'd gef cuf o# M/e spenf mosf of fbe 
f/me e-ma///ng and ca///ng on fbe pbone. 
[Bob - R] 
You meef peop/e from d/#erenf areas and gef d/fferenf op/n/ons /n 
every one of your spofs. Tbe group work, / never bad a prob/em 
work/ng w^b fbe off-campus ones because we bad e-ma// or 
fe/epbones or wbafe ver fo gef a bo/d of fbem. /f was a /of of fun. 
[lona - O] 
Ed noted, in his comments, that the onsite experiences were positive, but 
those at another site did not have the same value for him. 
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/ can fb/nk of some fbaf / bad... expenences fbaf / bad, you know, 
good bu//d/ng expenences bere ons/fe. You know, / fb/nk we d/d a// 
k/nds of f/7/ngs, you know, worked fogefber. / know fbaf was ye/y 
bene^c/a/ /or me wben we fook c/asses. Buf as far as ofber sfudenfs 
fo me fbere /s a //ff/e b/f.. .fbere /s more of a banfer. Buf / baye a/so 
wenf fo fbe ong/naf/on s/fe before, ^nd /Ve a/ways...fbere Is a/ways 
somebody wbo bas sf/uck up a conyersaf/on. "Ob, you're fbaf guy 
ouf fbere/" or fbaf fype of fb/ng. So you k/nd of deye/op a //ff/e b/f of a 
connecf/on, buf /fis nof f/emendous/y mean/ngA;/ or educaf/ona/. /Ed -
B7 
Ed's remote site cohort expressed the same positive interactions. 
My expenences w/fb Ed (fbe ofbersfudenf af my s/fej were ye/y, ye/y 
pos/f/ye. He fe/f //ke.../ fe/f //ke we were egua/s as far as wanf/ng fo 
/earn somefb/ng. Ed and / wou/d gef fogefber, you know, compare 
homework nofes. "kMhaf'd you gef for fb/s p/ob/em?" /f was a ye/y 
d#cu/f. /# say /f was a ye/y d/ff7cu/f c/ass fbaf we fook fogefber.... /f 
was compufer work. v4nd befween fbe fwo of us, you know, fbe/e'd be 
somefb/ng /'d m/ss, be'd cafcb. Wben you don Y baye anybody c/ose 
fbaf you can do fbaf k/nd of fb/ng w/fb, /fis a //ff/e b/f barder. [Helen - R] 
She also expressed concerns, but hers focused upon another remote site student. 
7b/s /asf person / wenf w/fb /nof Ed/ bas/ca/// was /ook/ng fo me fo do 
fbe work and fo do as //ff/e as poss/b/e, and so fbere wasnY a wbo/e /of 
of camaradene /n fbaf sense of /f. [Helen - R] 
The social aspects of a learning environment, in this case a remote classroom, did 
not exist for Helen. Yet, they had when she was at the same remote site with a 
different student. 
Summary. Student to student communication was not a concern for some 
students. Another commented that she did not care to know anyone who was not 
already known to her. Others stated that there was no opportunity to interact with 
students at other sites, that their only contact was visual. Some were involved in 
group work with students in other sites and, yet, others interacted with those at their 
site. One student questioned the academic value of meeting and socializing with 
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students at other sites while another explained that she had been at a site with a 
student who wanted her to do all the group work. A remote site student said that the 
physical environment in the ICN room was not conducive to her interacting with 
another site. She also shared that she had problems with WebCT chat and was not 
interested in taking the time to learn how to use it, thereby, cutting off another 
opportunity to communicate with students and faculty not onsite with her. Yet, in 
some classes, the faculty member encouraged contact among students and, in 
others, faculty even shared student contact information with the whole class. Variety 
of contact obviously depends upon faculty encouragement, teaching methods used, 
ICN site(s), student characteristics, and student agenda. 
Technology 
Since fiberoptic technology is the basis for being able to engage in distance 
education, both students and faculty discussed its primary role and the results of its 
use. 
As with faculty, student comments tended to focus on the problems with the 
technology. Cathy is very astute in understanding that she blames the instructor for 
problems with the technology unconsciously (perhaps) assuming that the instructor 
can control the technology. She acknowledges that there were no such problems in 
another class she took. If one class had problems and the other did not, it is 
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possible that the idea of the instructor being in control of the technology would be 
reinforced. 
There was a /echno/og/c pmb/em w//h bo/h of/he o/her Z/a/n/ngs /ha/ 
/ am /h/nk/ng of... So as a s/uden/ / was ye/y /hvs/ra/ed w^/h /he 
sys/em /n /he de//ye/y and /ha/ //ans/a/es /n/o an /m/a//on w//h /he 
ins/ruc/or /ha/ /hey d/dnY work ou/ /hese pmb/ems before hand. Tlha/'s 
one /h/ng w//h /one professor^ c/ass we d/dnY haye anypmb/ems 
wha/ so ever. And we//, / /h/nk /ha/ was a// pa/Y of my experience. 
[Cathy - R] 
Again, as Cathy addresses problems with regard to the technology, 
she also notes that it is frustrating for her to get disconnected because the 
time is strictly regulated on the ICN system. If the class is scheduled to end 
at 8:00, the system will shut down at exactly 8:00 ICN Standard Time. 
Jus/ /he /echno/ogy Wures and how when /he screens wou/d go 
b/ack or we wou/d become d/sconnec/ed or we cou/dnY gef 
connected af a// eyen (hough we had s/gned up /or /he //me. \/e/y 
/rus/ra//ng. Or /he //me runs ou/. You know, you on/y haye a b/ock of 
//me and so /f /he conference /s go/ng /ong, you haye peop/e who 
are ask/ng gues//ons #om /h/s s//e and /hen you run ou/ of //me and 
/hen you are d/sconnec/ed, z/s /rus/ra/zng. [Cathy - R] 
Like Cathy, George was frustrated by the system shutting down without the 
option of even a few more seconds. 
The o/her rea/ prob/em w//h /C/V abou/ /echn/ca/ aspec/s—// shu/s 
down ngh/ on /he do/. There Is no way of ask/ng /or //ke /h/r/y more 
seconds /o exp/a/n some/h/ng. [George, professor] 
Kitt expressed another common concern regarding problems with the 
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system and, in this case, with peripheral issues such as being unable to get 
into the ICN room. 
The concerns were when fhere was Wure af fhose o/f-campus s/fes. 
Somef/mes you may he ah/e fo see fhe sfudenf, huf you can Y hear 
fhem. Or /n one case / remember fwo sfudenfs wens /ocked ouf of fhe 
room and cou/d nof gef /n. [Kitt - O] 
Students and faculty focused on the technology failures. In this first 
quotation, Frank blames the age and/or quality of the equipment for the problems 
that exist at both the origination and remote sites. 
/TJhe one fh/ng / fh/nk fhe /nsf/fuf/ons has he on fop of/s fhe/r 
egu/pmenf gefs o/d zea//y fasf. / mean /f wears ouf ye/y fasf. M/ghf he 
had egu^pmenf huf /fs worn ouf and /f needs fo he rep/aced. [Frank, 
professor] 
George's description of equipment failures, such as video but no audio 
between sites, is becoming more common. In my experience it is usually fixed 
quickly except for one incident in which the equipment had burned out during a 
storm and no one was aware of it until ongoing problems at one remote site brought 
the problem to the attention of the ICN staff. In that case, the students were able to 
go to another site in the area for the remainder of the semester. 
Kyle uses mixed media combining the Internet and the ICN to present what 
he considers a better way. 
I would do it differently by incorporating a web page with the 
ICN.... Everything is set up on modules and all that kind of 
stuff—assignments and self-assessments and all of that. 
Then the two-hour period once a week where we have four 
sites...in fact, at one time I had as many as six sites and 
fifty-five students in the class using that format. But there 
basically use the ICN as means of being able to look to see 
who people were. They could ask questions. So, the 
web-based...the web page carried the course in the sense 
that all assignments could be handled through the web 
page, but questions.... so I use the ICN like I use office hours. 
[Kyle, professor] 
Kyle has found a way to get face-to-face time with students using the ICN 
and using the Web for actual course content. 
Summary. Equipment failures are becoming more common as the 
equipment at the sites ages. It needs to be upgraded or replaced. Yet, as is evident 
in later sections, students are willing to put up with the problems in order to use the 
system to continue to work toward their educational goals. Faculty, as well as 
students, become frustrated with the equipment failures, but neither the system nor 
the problems are at the heart of their academic goals. 
Reflecting Back to the Literature. The ICN is celebrating it's Tenth 
Anniversary this year so, obviously, some of the equipment and sites are older than 
others. Much of the literature deals with online or less sophisticated systems like the 
ICN so little mention is made of complaints regarding equipment failures. What is 
mentioned, though, is students' concerns about not being prepared to be more 
independent in their learning experiences as well as whether they have the 
technological knowledge necessary to use distance delivery systems (Hardy, 1998; 
Taylor & Eustis, 1999; Whitworth, 1999). As noted in the Research Context section, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University has a plan in place to survey and 
evaluate the skills and attitudes of students to distance delivery technologies. This 
system allows both students to become more comfortable with the technologies and 
the instructors to gauge the technological knowledge level of students in order to 
better assist them in being successful in distance education. 
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With regard to the mixed media used by Kyle, Maushak and Ellis's (2003) 
research on the use of such in an engineering graduate course. Students in their 
sample reported with a high level of satisfaction for lectures provided on WebCT or 
CD as well as the videoconferencing element, but did express concern over not 
being able to hear other students well. Again, potentially a technology problem, but 
possibly inefficient use of microphones at the connected sites. 
Personal Conceptions of Education 
A remote site student agreed that her conception of education has changed. 
She has seen that it is not necessary to be in a traditional classroom to learn. 
(Although faculty need not be onsite with students, the ICN rooms reflect a 
traditional classroom layout with the media equipment at the front along with large 
monitors, and the student seating facing the front. (See Figures 4, 5 and 6.) 
/ rea//zed you don Y have fo s/f /n a c/assroom fo /earn. [Deb - R] 
Another student shared how the ICN experience changed her not only her view of 
education, but her philosophy of teaching as well. 
/f even so/f of cba//enges my /n/f/a/ pb//osopby of feacb/ng, my 
pb//osopby of educaf/on because / rea//y d/d nof know before fbaf you 
can /earn af a d/sfance aparf from yusf geff/ng somefb/ng /n fbe ma//, 
wb/cb /s fbe fype of d/sfance educaf/on / was accusfomed fo, or maybe 
by fe/ews/on. /'d bea/d abouf fbaf... on/y /f's yusf aud/o. So fb/s way 
of commun/caf/ng / /bund fo be an accepfab/e way of wbem /eam/ng 
can be pmmofed. [lona - O] 
Yet another student has seen that the ICN can bring much needed education to 
people who would not be able to go to college otherwise. 
/ //ke /f because /f /s an exfens/on of educaf/on.... /fa mofber fwo 
bours away wanfed fo gef ber educaf/on fbrougb /SL/ buf sbe was nof 
ab/e fo fraye/ fo /SU because of ber k/ds and ber earner fbaf sbe Is 
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Figure 4. This is an instructor's view of an ICN classroom in Lagomarcino Hall on 
the Iowa State University campus. 
Figure 5. This is a student's view of an ICN classroom in the Brenton Center in 
Curtiss Hall on the Iowa State University campus. 
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Figure 6. I his is a diagram of a typical, well-equipped ICN classroom. The model 
for this diagram was the Indianola High School ICN room. 
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ba/anc/ng. Tben /f wou/d be a wonde/fu/resource A»r fbaf k/nd of 
person wbo has a /of of fb/ngs fo ba/ance, and /f d/d nof /nc/ude a 
commufe. /f expanded my y/ew of educaf/on, fbaf /f cou/d /nc/ude more 
peop/e. /fis ye/y/nc/us/ye. /flsafypeoffoo/. / fb/nk /f made me more 
/nferesfed /n fechno/ogy and bow /f /s /nfeg/afed w/fb educaf/on. /'m 
bappy fo be /nfroduced fo /f now fo gef a fee/ /or /f as a sfudenf. 
[Abby - O] 
Rather than being unfamiliar with applications of technology in distance 
education, Ellen had used it in the corporate world. 
/ bad preconce/yed concepf/ons because / bad used D/sfance Ed 
... af P/oneer ye/y successfu/// for years. So / /mmed/afe/y came 
/nfo educaf/on expecf/ng educaf/on fo be on fbe same...af /easf c/ose 
fo fbe same p/ane as fbe bus/ness wodd us/ng fecbno/ogy. / was 
p/effy amazed fo ^nd ouf bow way beb/nd educaf/on /s. / don Y fb/nk 
weVe eyen foucbed fbe f/p of fbe /cebe/g /n us/ng fecbno/ogy /n 
educaf/on. / fru/y be//eye fbaf af some po/nf /n f/me, we may see 
fbese b/g bu//d/ngs preffy mucb go away because / fb/nk you can 
accomp//sb neady fbe same goa/s and, m some cases, do a beffer 
yob fbmugb fecbno/ogy, a//ow/ng peop/e on a scbedu/e fbaf su/fs fbe/r 
needs /nsfead offbem bay/ng fo /ump fbmugb boops fbaf frad/f/ona/ 
educaf/on mgu/res. [Ellen - R] 
She also expressed her surprise and concern that higher education is not 
using distance education delivery methods more fully. Ellen predicted that 
education in the future would be more student-centered and less bricks and 
wood and buildings. 
/7/f's exposed me fo a /of of d/Z^erenf /deas, concepfs. /fis made me 
more sayyy abouf myse/f / f/y fo /nfe/yecf some of fbaf /nfo my own 
c/assnoom so fbe sfudenfs rea/zze /f's nof yusf bnck and morfar fbaf 
make up fbe scboo/, fbaf fbere Is a greafer wodd ouf fbere. 4nd one 
of fbese days fbey?/ face /f. [Bob - R] 
Bob sees that there have been and will be a lot of changes in education, but he does 
try to keep the human element in his classroom while teaching students that there 
are places and ways to leam that do not necessarily involve buildings and/or 
teachers at the front of the classroom. 
Only one faculty member shared his personal conception of education. The 
most important change is the understanding that education is education no matter 
where or when it takes place. 
/Yn even geff/ng fhe /ee/zng fhaf /eam/ng af a d/sfance, /snY an /ssue 
anymo/ie. The /ssue Is nof d/sfance. The /ssue /s access. And fhe 
access /s ne/af/ye fo where peop/e are /ocafed af. And fhe fechno/ogy 
/s aya//ah/e fo us.... M/hen /f comes fo /eam/ng, ^ has nofh/ng fo do 
w/fh where fheylne /ocafed /f fhey haye access, of course, buf /earners 
are /earners. So fhey can gef access fo /eam/ng sef and a// more 
power 
fo fhem. /f fhey canY, we// fhen fherels a proh/em, fhey?/ haye fo dhye, 
or do some ofher fype of fh/ng fo gef fo fhe use of fechno/ogy or fhe 
d/sfance fh/ng fhey need fo fake care of .. / fh/nk /fs, we use fhe 
fechno/ogy fo reach ouf fo peop/e where fhey are.... [Frank, 
professor] 
Summary. Changes in personal conceptions of education are most evident 
among students, but either limited or unsaid among faculty. One student even 
shared that her distance education experience had affected her philosophy of 
education. The one faculty members who responded clearly sees that education is 
education and the ICN is just a tool to deliver education to Iowa's citizens. 
Teaching Methods 
Both students and faculty were asked what methods were used in a distance 
learning environment. First, students share their view of what methods they saw 
used. A repeated response from students was that most of the instruction was 
presented in lecture format. 
/f was sfncf/y //sfen/ng fo fhe professor ponf/ffcafe for fwo or fhree 
hours essenf/a///. [Ellen - R] 
Yet, some students reported that a mixture of methods were used by 
instructors. Here is a sampling of those comments: 
/ fb/nk fbere was a preffy good m/x. /f depended on fhe /nsfrucfor. / 
fended fo have severe/ /nsfmcfors more fban once. So you k/nd of 
knew wbaf fbe/r sfy/e was go/ng fo be. M/e bad one professor fbaf 
was a// /ecfure. He d/d do some ofber//ff/e fb/ngs on fbe s/de, buf nof 
ye/y mucb. Tben we bad ofber ones fbaf were a /of of d/scuss/on 
and a /of of open-ended.. .so we d/d gef a good m/x. [Ginny - R] 
For me /f was a pneffy egua/ m/x /n fe/ms of/ecfunng and /nferacf/on. 
A/o one professoryusf a/ways /ecfured. 77?ene was some amounf of 
/ecfunng and.. .buf my c/asses were f%p/ca//y sma// /n number on 
campus and af fbe off s/fes.... /f yusf bas fo do w/fb fbe professor wbo 
bas fo be ye/y f7ex/b/e and zea//y manage fbe f/me we// /n bu//d/ng 
d/scuss/ons as eady /n fbe de//ye/y as poss/b/e so fbe sfudenfs and/br 
b/m or berse/f do nof gef cuf o/f/n fbe process. [Kitt - O] 
(Generally there would be a lecture session and then maybe a 
discussion and then the project would be a culminating type of activity 
at the end of the class. The article reviews were a kind of ongoing on 
your own... I remember the one (class) we did. They (the professors) 
did a role play, and we had to ask them questions, and from the 
questions that we asked, we had to put together our school 
improvement plans. And, you know, it's had a great impact on me 
because I can remember to this day because they were hilarious. I 
mean they dressed up in costume and everything like that... . But we 
interviewed them and asked them questions, and if we didn't ask them 
good questions, they didn't give us good answers. And so there was a 
lot of learning that went on within that context. [Carl - B] 
Carl shared that he remembered a role play done by faculty in class because 
it was funny and provided an anecdotal context for the concepts, data, etc. 
that helped him to recall what he had learned. 
(7]bere was a /of of anecdofa/ f%pe feacb/ng. You know, be bas gof so 
many expenences fo draw from. And / /earn beffer from fbaf, you 
know, fbaf fype of /nsfrucf/on. M/bere, /f you Ire go/ng fo /ecfure, okay, 
fe// me abouf fb/s po/nf, and /f you are an experf on /f, fe// me abouf fbaf 
s/fuaf/on. You know, wbaf.. .wby does /f make a d/fference ... you 
know, puf fbaf rea/ //fie confexf onfo A /Cad - By 
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Based upon personal experience teaching in an undergraduate classroom, 
the students share the same information. They remember information that is 
presented anecdotally. It seems that the anecdote replaces the mnemonic 
memory aid in some situations. 
I asked faculty what teaching methods they used in a distance 
education setting. 
/ was fo/d fbaf / cou/dnY cover as much mafena/ m an /CA/ 
con%uraf/on compared fo a regu/ar on campus dea/. / /7gured 
wou/d sort of sborf c/rcu/f fbaf by do/ng fhe course pack. Thafls 
been bene^c/a/ because /Ve used /f /n fbe course on campus 
as we//, /fis a b/f mom expens/ve /or sfudenfs buf / fb/nk /fis 
saved a /of of wear and fear. /George, professor/ 
As this quotation shows, George originally put a course packet together so that 
students would have his notes from lectures. Then he goes on to say that he had 
used it in his oncampus section of the class. This is one of the few opportunities to 
see that something done for distance students also helped students that 
were not at a distance. 
Frank shared his aversion to strictly lecture classes. He uses other 
methods to get students involved in course content. 
/'m nof a /ecfurer, / am more of a person who gefs peop/e rea//y 
engaged w/fb fbe sub/ecf maffer. Buf fbaf, fbaf fakes a comb/naf/on of 
a /of of d//%erenf feacb/ng mefhods.... / ask fbem fo gef /nfo a /of of 
fbe //ferafure. And you do a /of of sbanng of fbaf. Buf fbe ma/or 
mefhod fbaf / use /n fb/s parf/cu/ar course /s case sfudy ana/ys/s, 
s/fuaf/on and ana/ys/s.... [Frank, professor] 
He used this as an example of the multiple methods in use in a class he is currently 
teaching. 
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Summary. Regardless of other instructional methods used, virtually 
every student reports that faculty lecture to some degree. Despite repeated 
reports of the abundance of lectures, the majority of student responses said 
that faculty attempted or successfully included some form of interaction in 
their methods repetoire. 
Faculty Skills 
Based upon the data in this study, faculty skills are viewed in two areas: the 
use of technology and virtual classroom pedagogy. 
Students in the technology-rich ICN environment express concern when a 
professor does not use that technology effectively or efficiently. 
/ don Y fh/nk fh/s /nsfrucfor used fhe /C/V fo /fs fu// capab///f/es. / fm/y 
be//eye fhaf /f you am go/ng fo feach on fhe /C/V,... you haye fo 
come up w/fh a/femaf/ve ways fo accomp//sh fh/ngs. You can Yyusf 
p/ck up whaf you do /n a regu/ar c/assmom and moye /f fo fhe /C/V and 
expecf /f fo work. / fh/nk fhafls whaf he was do/ng. So we had a /of of 
po/nf/ess /ecfure. Lecfure becomes p/effy d//ï9cu/f /f you can Y ma/// 
see /f fhe person Is whf/ng. [Ellen - R] 
Ellen has made a very good point here when she said that the ICN requires a 
different pedagogy than oncampus classes do. Students recognize that 
faculty are attempting to transfer methods from traditional classes to the 
ICN. 
/ fh/nk fhaf was yusf fhaf c/ass was go/ng fo be fhe same whefheryou 
were af fhe /C/V... The /C/V d/dnY fake anyfh/ng away from /f. . . . /f was 
h/s sfy/e. [Helen - R] 
/ fh/nk /fis fhe sfy/e of fhe feache^ fhe /eye/ of preparaf/on of fhe 
feachec fhe /eye/ of fhe w////ngness of fhe feacher fo puf fhe exfra 
e/ybrf /n fo rea//y engage fhe sfudenfs. [Helen - R] 
Qua/Ay of fhe /nsfrucfor fs cnf/ca/. The qua/Ay.. .nof fechn/gues, fhe 
feach/ng ab///fy, fhe...creaf/v/fy. [Ed - B and Helen - R] 
Based upon student comments, it is no surprise that faculty do attempt to 
transfer what works in the traditional classroom to the virtual classroom. Here is 
class activity that transfers well. 
/1m feach/ng, you know, peop/e hghf fhere /n fronf of me. Buf /n 
ferms of fechno/ogy, fhey have muWcu/fure awareness youma/s 
and gnef counse//ng youma/ enfhes fhaf fhey are do/ng abouf 
every fwo weeks. A// of fhose are com/ng fo me on e-ma//. / 
am yoff/ng down my responses and send/ng fhem back. There Is 
where fechno/ogy works. / don Y have person-fo-penson, buf / 
have fhoughfs, reacf/ons, fh/ngs fhaf are work/ng for fhem. /1m 
geff/ng a /of of rn^rmaf/on fhaf way. Theylre fh/nk/ng abouf 
fh/ngs and fhen fheyYe geff/ng my reacf/on fo fhaf, usua//y yusf 
short //ff/e...nof foo much. Af /easf /1m respond/ng, /eff/ng fhem 
know /1m read/ng whaf fheylre say/ng and my fhoughfs on some 
of fhose fh/ngs. As fechno/ogy, fhe e-ma// probab/y /s somefh/ng 
fhaf / rea//y /ncorporafe.... Af fhe beg/nn/ng of fhe c/ass, fhe 
rosfer/nc/udes fhe/r e-ma//s /fis more a.../s fhe fechno/ogy 
usefu/ /n hej)o/ng me fo ach/eve goa/s fhaf /Ve gof as a feacher. 
/s rf usefu/ /or fhe sfudenfs /n ferms of ach/ev/ng fhe/r goa/s as 
/earners? [Joseph, professor] 
Using email rather than hard copy, Joseph has been able to transfer his 
joumaling activity from the traditional classroom to the virtual one. Yet, I find 
his last question most intriguing, */s /f usefu/ for fhe sfudenfs /n ferms of 
ach/ev/ng fhe/r goa/s as /earners?" That would have been a question I could 
potentially have helped him answer, but none of his students chose to be 
participants in this study. 
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As Joseph mentioned, there are students in front of faculty at the origination 
site. 
/7/f's a/mosf /nsf/ncf/ye fo puf fhe peop/e /n /mnf of you /asf because rf 
you sfarf puff/ng.. ./f you fa// /nfo fhe frap of g/y/ng fhe sfudenfs /n fronf 
of you fop pnonfy, youlne go/ng fo be /nundafed wrfh guesf/ons, non-
yerba/ cues rmmed/afe/y. M/haf you?/ do rs you?/ sfarf p/ay/ng fo your 
aud/ence /n fronf of you and you?/ fbrgef abouf f/m/ng and a// of fhe 
chf/ca/ ^cfors you need fo moye Arm s^e fo s/fe. /n some respecfs, 
/fis much eas/er fo do ff w/fhouf anybody rn /mnf of you. Buf fhe key /s 
youlne go/ng fo haye fo haye peop/e /n Âonf of you /f you Ye go/ng fo gef 
pa/d. /fis a budgef /ssue. [Kyle, professor] 
Kyle brings up an interesting side issue. Would it be easier if faculty were alone at 
the origination site? As Kyle notes, such an option is not possible at this time due to 
budget constraints. It will cost to use the ICN room whether students are there or 
not, but it is more cost effective to have students at the origination site as well as the 
remote sites. 
Summary .As I said at the beginning, faculty skills can be divided into the use 
of technology and pedagogy. The use of technology or lack of use has been the 
predominant theme of this section. Unfortunately, it is hard to address pedagogy 
when few, if any, faculty have had any educational training. (See Teaching Methods 
section.) 
Reflecting Back to the Literature. Several studies have been done 
regarding the willingness to apply knowledge learned from training with the ICN 
technology (Abou-Dagga & Herring, 1997; Merkley, Bozik, & Oakland, 1997; 
Robbins, 1997; Torrie & Miller, 1997; Taylor, Torrie, & Hausafus, 1997), but they do 
not address the issue of the training itself. For example, what would be included in 
the training. What is acknowledged in this body of research is that there are some 
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training options available in some places. If available, should training be required 
(as is done at Indian Hills) or just offered for faculty who want to take it? Should 
training only be required if technicians are not available? These are some of the 
questions that yet need to be answered. 
Faculty Training 
One remote site student expressed concern about faculty members' training 
in teaching using the ICN: 
/ fru/y be//eye fhaf /f you expecf an /nsfrucfor fo he successfu/ on fhe 
/C/V or one fhe web or anyfh/ng e/se, you have fo feach fhem how fo 
do fhaf. You can Y yusf expecf peop/e fo nafura//y ffgure a// fhaf sfuff 
ouf. [Ellen - R] 
Another concern was raised that related to faculty training: 
A /of of fhe f/mes fhe Aacu/fy d/dnY /enow how fo use fhe fechno/ogy. 
77?afS fhe prob/em / had when / /7rsf sfarfed. [lona] 
A student who was a trained educator and administrator had these comments to 
share: 
/ wanf fo gef fhe besf ouf of fhe /nsfrucfor fhaf we can gef. And /f fhe 
/C/VS fhe besf way fo do fhaf, fhen ffne. /f fhe /nsfmcfor /s framed /n 
how fo use /f appropnafe/y, / fh/nk /f!s a greaf foo/. / don Y fh/nk a// fhe 
/nsfrucforls are fra/ned fhe way fhey need fo he fo use /f. And some of 
/f goes back fo . .. / make fh/s yoke, huf /'m ye/y senous ahouf /f when / 
make /f. .. /f a/mosf seems //ke fhey d/dnY fake fhe educaf/on ... fhe 
undergrad /eye/ educaf/on presenfaf/on c/ass fhaf fhey haye for fhe 
med/a cenfer. [Carl - B] 
Of course, Carl is right about faculty not taking the undergrad level education 
presentation class. (Refer to Teaching Methods section.) His comment was 
not the joke he thought it was. 
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Indian Hills has a plan in place that requires faculty to take specified training. 
One of the students involved in this study also teaches. He explained the process in 
an interview: 
WW, fbey regu/re you fo go fhroug/7 fen bours of fra/n/ng. Tlhey g/ve 
you a sf/pend fbaf /s payab/e affer you feac/7 your /7rsf c/ass over fbe 
/C/V. 8uf fbey regu/re you fo do a /ecfure over f/?e /C/V and fbey fra/n 
you a// abouf a// of fbe wb/sf/es and be//s and... bow fo operafe 
everyfb/ng, and bow fo fap /nfo fbe fremofe/ s/fes and bow fo fa/k fo 
fbe camera versus /ook/ng down and fa/k/ng fo sfudenfs. Or wben 
your /remofej s/fe comes up, /nsfead of /ook/ng down af fbe screen fo 
fa/k fo peop/e, youlne /ook/ng af fbe came/a. So /fis //ke fbere Is some 
/nferacf/on befween fbe fwo of you. So, /fis - / mean fbe fra/n/ng /s 
very good. And / fb/nk fbe /C/V peop/e af Camp Dodge ca// /nd/an 
H///s 'Vfdeo Un/vers^y" because we puf ouf more /C/V c/asses fban 
anybody e/se /n fbe sfafe. [Bob - R] 
In the previous sections, students stated that faculty do not use the ICN effectively 
and efficiently. They have even suggested training in using the technology. Here 
Bob has given us an example of how such training works. 
Tb/s fra/n/ng program appears fo bave fbe pofenf/a/ for a//ay/ng sfudenf 
and facu/fy concerns over fra/n/ng. /f a/so may be/p fbe /CA/ /ook more 
appea//ng fo ofber /owa c/f/zens. /f fbe /C/V can be markefed /n a more 
appea//ng manner; fbe sysfem may be ab/e fo rece/ve fund/ng for fbe 
ma/nfenance and rep/acemenfs as needed. [Helen - R] 
Helen's comments support the need for training and suggest that such training may 
help in marketing the ICN and receiving more funding for the maintenance and 
replacement of equipment. She has obviously connected training to the ICN image 
to funding to equipment maintenance and repair bringing the interrelationships of 
individual elements full circle back to the hardware used to deliver distance 
education to the state's citizens. 
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One professor commented on the lack of understanding of faculty with regard 
to ICN technology. Rather than faculty learning to use it efficiently and effectively, 
he states that he and other faculty need technicians present to use it. 
/M/osf of fbe professors ma//y do nof understand or /enow a// fbe 
fecbno/ogy. Buf we're w////ng fo use /f, you /mow, /fis go/ng fo be/p us. 
Buf fo use ff ef/ecf/ye/y we need a fecbn/c/an. [Frank, professor] 
To follow up on the need for a technician, another professor made this 
statement: 
We d/dnY seem fo baye somebody /fecbn/c/anj aya//ab/e a// fbe f/me /7n 
fhe room/. There was a person /n fhe back room eve/y now and fben 
buf nof mgu/ady. / was k/nd of fo/d / bad fo work fbe /equ^omenf/ up 
fmnf /n order fo be ab/e fygure ouf. ..fo, you know, commun/cafe back 
and fbffh befween fbe d/ffierenf s/fes. / bad fo sorf of froub/e sboof 
fb/ngs myse/f as mucb as / cou/d. Tbe ofber /ocaf/ons for fbe ofber 
courses, / fb/nk we a/ways bad somebody on sfaff /n fbe back room fo 
band/e fb/ngs.... 77?e o/der guy wbo ref/red /ecenf/y was mucb more 
adepf af know/ng wbaf / needed fo do. / guess be'd yusf bad a /of of 
expenence. He wou/d f//p fo fbe overhead before / asked b/m fo do /f. 
[George, professor] 
Summary. Is the solution for helping faculty to use the technology to 
train them or to provide technicians to do the work? In this era of major 
budget cuts at all levels of education, is it more cost effective to train faculty 
or to employ technicians? Although I do not know the cost of either choice, 
but common sense tells me that training faculty would not necessarily be an 
ongoing process (except for new faculty) so it would seem that training is the 
most cost effective choice. 
Reflecting Back to the Literature. The same questions from the last 
Reflection Back to the Literature remain. Since the willingness to use training with 
the ICN technology (Abou-Dagga & Herring, 1997; Berkley, Bozik, & Oakland, 
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1997; Robbins, 1997; Torrie & Miller, 1997; Taylor, Torrie, & Hausafus, 1997) has 
been documented. Should such training be required or just available? Should 
faculty be able to rely on technicians or be trained to rely on themselves. How will 
continuing education budget cuts potentially change the face of distance education? 
Faculty Incentives and Compensation 
Faculty incentives and compensation is an issue that I only addressed 
with faculty, not students, so all comments in this section will be those of 
faculty. 
Distance education is different from oncampus, traditional classroom 
education in a number of ways, one of which is the need for additional time to 
prepare for and present a class using ICN technology. Questions have arisen 
among faculty willing to commit that time to offering such classes. Among those 
questions are: Is the distance education class considered as part of a professor's 
course load, no different than oncampus or traditional classes? Is it considered 
overload or in some other substantive way different? If it is considered different, is 
the professor granted release time or a monetary incentive to compensate for the 
additional preparation time required? These issues are not necessarily settled or not 
uniform across departments and colleges. Other questions arise, as distance 
education policies are written. Are all distance education classes created equal - in 
terms of the time needed to prepare for them, etc.? If they are not equal, can a 
uniform policy be created? Inevitably, all the questions relate back to incentives. 
Here is a sample of some of the faculty comments regarding incentives. 
One offhe fh/ngs 6e/ng fnve, and /fs sf/// f/ue, we do gef a //ff/e 6/f of 
/ncenf/ye because you bnng /n fu/f/on and of course fhe umvers/fy 
fakes 
a cuf, fhe co//ege fakes a //ff/e b/f of a cuf, fhe department fakes a cuf, 
eyenfua//y a //ff/e b/f of fh/s money comes down fo fhe facu/fy 
members. 
. . .  /  k / n d  o f  a g r e e  w / f h  f h e  P / e s / d e n f  o f  f h e  U n / y e r s / f y  n o w .  P r e s / d e n f  
GeofK'oy sa/d we//, somefh/ng fo (he ^acf, our f/rsf pnonfy fo fhe 
sfudenfs fhaf come fo fh/s s/fe (campusj. Thaf has fo he our number 
one pnonfy, because fhey're /nyesf/ng fhe/r f/me, fhe/r money, fhe/r 
energy fo be /nfens/ye /n fhe/r sfud/es. I/Me can? be a// fh/ngs fo a// 
peop/e regard/ess where fhey are. [Frank, professor] 
The recenf/y ref/red head of one of fhe departments / work w/fh had /f 
as a bas/c prem/se fhaf anyone who teaches an /C/V course essenf/a//y 
gefs cred/f for feach/ng fwo c/asses. And fhe ffrsf f/me you do /f, fhaf Is 
abouf nghf. The sfa/fup f/me /s way more fhan for a regu/ar c/ass.... 
Buf / fh/nk g/y/ng us, /n essence, doub/e cred/fs /s probab/y oyerdo/ng 
/f. For fhe f/rsf preparaf/on / fh/nk fhaf Is abouf fhe nghf compensaf/on. 
Thereafter fhaf /fis probab/y, you know, a //ff/e generous. ... /Another 
She had a po//cy af fhe f/me fo f/y fo encourage facu/fy fo feach on 
/C/V. /f was k/nd of a bounty fhaf was pa/d for peop/e fo be w////ng fo 
feach /f. /f / remember; you gof //ke fwo thousand do//ars as extra 
money for //ke a research budget. Wh/ch wenf fo whafeyer department 
/f was you were feach/ng A)r. Then you cou/d use fhaf for your own 
research fraye/ or g/ad ass/sfanfs or whafeyer. Thaf po//cy was 
d/sconf/nued a wh//e ago. [George, professor] 
The question of whether incentives and compensation exist is not a question. 
What those incentives and compensation are is still a viable concern for 
faculty. 
The following section represents an interchange on the topic in one of the 
faculty small group interviews. 
And by fhe way, /n fhe D/sfance Ed Counc// here af /owa State, fo 
show you fhaf these guesf/ons are perf/nenf, there are no po//cy 
statements fhaf haye been deye/oped /n fh/s matter. Whaf you're 
fa/k/ng abouf essenf/a//y /s fhe guesf/on of whether or nof D/sfance 
Educaf/on /s a pa/f of fhe feach/ng /oad. That's fhe who/e /ssue. The 
prob/em w/fh fhaf /s who do you gef. / wenf fen years w/fhouf eyer 
feach/ng a D/sfance Educaf/on course and bas/ca//y wou/dnï feach /f 
for whaf fhey wanf fo pay because bas/ca//y fhe prob/em /s fhaf /f 
youYe go/ng fo feach /f sfncf/y as a Conf/nu/ng Educaf/on cou/se, extra 
f/me fo do /f. And you know whaf you gef pa/d for fbaf same course on 
campus /f you feach /f on a temporary bas/s? Tlhafls fbe p/ob/em fbaf 
fbey are fac/ng nghf now. Tbey don Y know bow fo dea/ w/fb /f. The/r 
remedy /s fo do a comb/naf/on w/fb peop/e /n fronf of you /sfudenfs af 
fbe ong/naf/on s/fej so fbey can af /easf g/ve you a reasonab/e sa/a/y. 
/'m nof sure, buf my guess /s wben / f/rsf sfarfed feacb/ng D/sfance 
Educaf/on fh/rty years ago, fbey probab/y /ncreased, /f/Yn nof 
m/sfaken, wbaf you gef for feacb/ng a D/sfance Educaf/on course 
abouf e/gbf hundred do//ars.... Puf rf fb/s way. Sa/anes bave 
/ncreased four f/mes s/nce fben. Sfarf/ng sa/anes. Depends on bow 
you negof/afe /f.... S/x fbousand do//ars... So see, you cou/d feacb 
fbaf course as a femp and make fwo fo fbree f/mes wbaf you'd make 
Anom Conf/nu/ng Educaf/on.... /f wou/d be abso/ufe/y no ad/usfmenf 
because /f wou/d be face-fo-face wrfh ... You know, so rea//y wbaf rf 
bo//s down fo /s Conf/nu/ng Educaf/on /s probab/y faugbf by peop/e 
wbo are on an exfens/on appo/nfmenf A)r fbe mosf parf or young 
facu/fy. [Kyle, professor] 
Pay/ng car payments or fry/ng fo pay o^ fbe/r co//ege /oan.... /f/'m 
go/ng fo feacb oyerfoad.. j4f fb/s po/nf, fbe ofber aspecf /s fbaf fbe 
standards for research, a// fbose fb/ngs, conf/nue fo go up. /n ferms of 
trade of% /Yn mucb befter do/ng wbaf / need fo do for fbe research part 
because fhaf Is fbe currency fhafls essenf/a//y go/ng fo make a 
deference /n ferms of sa/anes because fhe others.../ cou/d go ouf Aor 
some consu/f/ng and gu/ck/y p/ck up much more than / wou/d feacb/ng 
a course on /C/V w/fh a /of /ess stress and sf/// gef fo see peop/e face fo 
face. [Joseph, professor] 
/ on/y do rf because / //ke fhe web-based. / on/y do /f because /fis k/nd 
of /nfngu/ng and acfua//y, fo fe// you fhe truth, / cou/d buy myse/f.../ on/y 
do /f dunng fhe summer. / cou/d buy /f ouf of my grants and / wou/dnY 
even have fo feach /f. /f's nof a matter of even f7nanc/a/. / make a da//y 
regu/ar sa/ary fo feacb a three-hour course. /Yn nof go/ng fo mess w/fb 
fh/s $2300 stuff. /Conf/nu/ng Educaf/on pays $75Q/lcred/f hour so a three 
hour course pays fhe /nsfrucfor $2250 for a semester.y Tbey can come 
up w/fh /f yusf //ke fhey do fhe summer budget.... That Is exacf/y whaf / 
do. 8uf the po/nf of fhe matter /s fbe on/y reason why / even do fhaf 
/s.. .because / cou/d pay myse/f off my grants.. ./s because /Yn k/nd of 
ba/f-way /nfngued w/fh fbe poss/b///fy of f/y/ng fo puf fhe /C/V and fhe 
web page fogefber and make rf work. So /fis sfncf/y an /nfe/Zecfua/ 
cunos/fy. /f has nofh/ng fo do...and /'// be gu/fe honesf w/fh you, when 
fhe /nfe//ecfua/ cunos/fy starts fo wane, / probab/y won Y feach any more 
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O/s/ance Educa//on courses. 77/ be qu//e bones/ w//b you. 7ba/% /be 
on/y reason /Vn do/ng // ngb/ now. For God% sa/re, as many of /be 
peop/e say, /Vn ge///ng foo o/d. [Kyle, professor] 
/ don Y wan/ // /o sound ///ce /be on/y reason one does /b/s /s /or.. ./s /o 
ge/ pa/d. //'s no/. / hope /ba/ was c/ear w//b my ramb/mg. / do /b/nk, 
/bougb, /bere /s a sense o//u/^//men/ /ba/ comes /mm Zc/nd of 
rea/zz/ng /be s/uden/s are /bere because /bey ba/e no op//on. /n a 
sense, youYe say/ng /o yourse/^ KVn con/nbu//ng /o /be profess/on 
because /'m W//ng /o do /b/s." /And //ke Joseph and / sa/d, weVe go/ 
op//ons /o do # o/benwse. M/le don Y baye /o do /b/s. kkîeVe go/ o/ber 
op//ons. 1/kbVe been pa/d be//er [Kyle, professor] 
Several things came out of that interchange: There are no policies at this time 
regarding the status of distance education classes with regard to faculty course load; 
there is no policy regarding incentives and compensation except perhaps on a 
departmental level; the presence of students at the origination site is imperative to 
getting paid more than $2250 for a semester long three credit hour course; the only 
instructors who will teach for $2250 a semester are those who have an extension 
appointment or young faculty with bills to pay; because research standards are 
increasing, faculty time is better spent working on research than teaching distance 
education classes; two reasons a faculty member would engage in distance 
education is intellectual curiousity and a feeling of contributing to the profession; and 
faculty do not have to teach distance education because they can do other things 
that are less hassle and pay better. Based upon the results of this interchange, it is 
hard to credit Kyle's statement that he does not 'Wan/ // /o sound ///ce /be on/y 
reason one does /b/s /s /or.../s /o ge/pa/d." His statements and Joseph's put money 
at the heart of the issue. Release time or other forms of incentives and 
compensation were not even a part of their discussion. 
Summary. This summary could easily be a repeat of the introduction to 
Faculty Incentives and Compensation. The questions still remain as to the status of 
distance education classes on faculty course loads and as to what incentives and 
compensation are available - is money the only incentive? 
Reflection Back to Literature. In a time of major budget cuts in education, 
the question of incentives (Hardy, 1998; Iowa State University Extended Education 
Task Force, 1991; Ng, 1998; Wherry, 1998; Wolcott & Haderlie, 1996), especially 
financial ones, becomes an issue that cannot be ignored. It is interesting with the 
focus on budget cutting and financial incentives, one study (Rude, 1997) found that 
innovativeness in distance education does not relate to whether faculty receive 
incentives or not. While the faculty in this current study are expressing concern over 
the issue of money, innovativeness in distance education is occurring at community 
colleges with or regardless of incentives. Cho and Berge (2001), in their study of 
barriers to distance education believe that faculty should be more involved on a 
design level which will require a commitment of time and an understanding of the 
changing roles of faculty. For that commitment, Cho and Berge recommend some 
form of compensation, but not what form it would take. 
Student Characteristics 
Distance education students are a demographically different group than the 
traditional college student. They fall into the largest growing category of college 
students, that is, the nontraditional student. The best way to understand these 
students is to let them speak for themselves. 
/ /h/nk se/f-mo//ya//on has /o be a b/g /ssue /or be/ng /here. / don Y 
/h/nk you're go/ng /o see peop/e sz//zng m an /C/V room /or /hree hours 
on a Monday n/gh/ un/ess they're /akzng /ha/ c/ass /br a reason. // has 
/o coun/ /or some/hzng. / wou/d say z/'s probab/y go/ng /o be your more 
ma/ure /earners /ha/ know how /o ge/ some/h/ng ou/ of wha/ / wou/d 
say wou/d probab/y be your /radz/zona/ /ec/ure. T7?a/^s /he mode /ha/ 
mos/ of /hese /hzngs are /akzng. [Susan - R] 
/ /h/nk wha/!szmporfan//s /ha//rus//eve/ w//h /heproAsssors.../hey 
/enow /ha/ we Ye /ookzng a/ r/ d/%ren//y. We're no/ /ry/ng /o squeak our 
way /hrough /h/s. We're do/ng A /or me. Our //yes our busy. We're 
do/ng r/ /brme. [Ed - B] 
/, //ke a /o/ of peop/e fha/ are /n grad schoo/ or, you know, go/ng for 
/he/r degrees,... TheyVe a// se/f-mo/zva/ed. We don Y need a /o/ of 
con/ac/. Wë yus/ need some c/an/7ca//on on some areas /ha/ are a /z///e 
b// gray, fuzzy. The res/ of // we can pre/fy much %ure ou/ /or 
ourse/yes or we wou/dnY ha ye go/ /o where we Ye a/. [Bob -R] 
/ guess /ha/ ge/s back /o /he po/nf of be/ng a se//-s/arfer. /f you read 
/he book.. .read /he chap/er //ke you were supposed /o, d/d /he 
asszgnmen/s, answered /he /es/; you d/dnY rea//y have any gues//ons. 
[Bob - R] 
These are many of the same attributes that faculty may or may not 
recognize as is evidenced by their comments. 
So /n /erms of/he/r charac/ehs//cs as /earners, / don Y see any 
dr/Tigrence. Theyyus/ happen /o be /oca/ed a/ ano/her p/ace. Now 
/heyVe persona/ s//ua//on a// dr/fer; cons/derab/y. Bu/ when you 
s/ar/ /o ge//zng /o know /hem, /he/r sz/ua/zons rea//y do d//fer and 
/he/r //me schedu/e /s very d/A7cu// and /ha/'s /he reason some of 
/hem m/gh/ say /hey //ke /o use /he yzdeo /ape, because /hey can 
p/ay /ha/ any //me /hey wan/ /o. They have a spare amoun/ on /he 
/am/Z/s gone and cou/dyus/ use /he VCR /o y/ew /he /ape.... /7// 
yus/ yanes, and /he/r work sz/e^s yary, you know, wha/ /hey're do/ng 
yanes cons/derab/y and /he/r pressures, /he pressures /ha/ /hey 
ha ye, some wha/ yanes because of /he/r work s//ua//ons, /he/r 
/am///es sr/ua/zon and a// /ha/ /ype of/h/ngs. So / /h/nk a /o/ of/he/r 
persona/ sz/ua/zon are d/Aferen/ /han on-campus s/uden/s /ha/ are 
here day zn day ou/ fak/ng gradua/e /eye/ courses /o ge/ /he/r 
degrees /hereAsre /hey?/ ge/ z/ done sooner.... So / /h/nk /ha/^s 
wha/ we ha ye /o /ook a/ and / /h/nk /ha/Is wha/ d/s/ance ed person 
has /o /ook a/ /oo. They haye /o say we//, / can Y go /o 4mes, a//hough 
/ wanf a /SU degree. / wanf fb/s course Aiom /owe Sfafe. / /oye fb/s 
p/ace, buf / can? be fbere, so /W pay a //ff/e more fo gef A 77?af seems 
fo be wbaf they're say/ng. /TJbey m/gbf say fbaf d/mcf/y, buf / fb/n/c 
fbeyYe say/ng fbaf w/fb fbe/r do//ar. [Frank, professor] 
77?e beaufy of fbese peop/e /s because fbey baye fo ma/ce fbe e/ifb/f. 
77?ey /enow fbey baye ... /?/baf% fbe /b/funafe fb/ng abouf our c//enfe/e 
.. .fbey rea/zze fbaf we am do/ng fb/ngs under cond/f/ons fbaf are /ess 
fban opf/ma/. Tbey)e do/ng fb/ngs under cond/f/ons fbaf am /ess fban 
opf/ma/. /f does /c/nd of deye/op a sense of camamdene fbaf /s spec/a/, 
fbaf you //fem//y do nof, / /7nd, gef /mm fbe undergraduafe popu/af/on. 
/f(s k/nd of fun. [Kyle, professor] 
Summary. According to student comments, distance education 
students are self-motivated, purposeful in their pursuing a degree, have busy 
complicated lives, and limited options for pursuing the degree they need. 
Some remote site students expressed concerns about using the microphones 
to communicate, sharing personal information in what seems (to the student) 
to be an atmosphere (broadcasting) not conducive to maintaining 
confidentiality, and being unable to use WebCT, but not wanting to try to 
learn. One faculty member noted that as learners he sees no difference, but 
does see a big difference in the personal and work lives of the distance 
education students. Both faculty recognize that the students involved in 
distance education, as the students themselves have stated, are limited in 
their options for seeking a degree. Unfortunately, for these students, distance 
education is the last and only resort they have. 
Reflection Back to Literature. General student characteristics 
among those at remote sites especially include a higher age (> 25 years old) 
than oncampus students placing them in the category of nontraditional 
students (Biner et al, 1997; Collins and Pascarella, 2003; the National Center 
for Educational Statistics, 1999; Rosenthal, Mathews, and Stout, 1992; 
Washburn-Hawkins, 1997; and Zarghami, 1997). With few exceptions 
distance is a gendered environment with regard to the student participants. 
As high as 90% of distance education students are female regardless of the 
form of distance education delivery and across the United States and Canada 
(Coldeway, MacRury, and Spencer, 1980; Ross and Powell, 1990; Spronk & 
Radtke, 1987; Sturrock,1988; Washbum-Hawkins, 1997; and Zarghami, 
1997. 
Distance education students were described as self-motivated and self-
starters who live very busy and complex lives. They are also self-selected into 
distance education classes. Collins and Pascarella (2003) tried to control for the 
differences between randomly assigned, traditional oncampus students and self-
selected students, but were unable to do so because distance education students, 
especially at remote sites, are demographically different from traditional students. 
The issues of student preparedness for using the technology or willingness to 
learn to use it, having study skills that encourage independence, and having a 
learning style that would increase possibility of success in the technology rich 
environment of distance education are very important, but have little research 
support at this time. Two studies have looked at the issues of students' technology-
related skills, study skills for independent learning, and learning style that will 
enhance the possibility of success in a distance learning environment (Taylor and 
Eustis, 1999; and Temple University, 2003). 
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Personal Impact 
When asked about what effect distance education had on their lives, 
participants sometimes asked for clarification so I suggested possible contexts in 
which their participation in distance education had an impact such as school, work, 
future plans, etc. A personal goal was often the response to this question. One 
student gave both positive and negative views. 
/ fb/nk /f a//owed me ... fb/s d/sfance educaf/on has a//owed me fo 
fu/fber my career as an educafor and as an adm/n/sfnafor. Had we nof 
had fb/s program, / mean ... / probab/y wou/dnY bave been ab/e fo do 
fbe fb/ngs fbaf / Ve done... ./%jf f/mes / debafe wbefber fb/s /s fbe 
sfopp/ng po/nf m my career or wbefber /7/ go on furfber, buf /f's a/so 
o%red me fbe opporfun/fy. /Vow / don Y bave fo go d/sfance because / 
can go fo /owa Sfafe, and / can do fbe c/asses and work on my Pb.D 
sfu/f now af fbe L/n/vens/fy. So # rea/// was somefb/ng fbaf bas a//owed 
me fo do somefb/ng fbaf bas bene/yfed me profi9ss/ona//y and my 
/am//y. For fbaf /Vn ve/y fbankfu/ fbaf we've bad /f and been ab/e fo 
use /f. /Cad - BJ 
Then Carl described the negative impact: 
/TJbere bave been f/mes wbere / bave nof managed my f/me ve/y we//. 
/And / won Y puf fbaf on fbe Un/vers/fy or anybody e/se buf me . .. and 
my fam//y bas su/7iered a //ff/e b/f because of/f. /f^s nof somefb/ng 
wbere fbe fam//y /s go/ng fo be broken up. / fb/nk we're pasf fbe cns/s 
f/mes now, buf /f's puf a sfra/n on fbaf ne/af/onsb/p. / bavenY seen my 
k/ds as mucb as /'d //ke fo. / /ook af /f as... There's fwo ways fo /ook 
af /f. Tbeylre young now and youlre m/ss/ng ouf on a// fbose young 
fb/ngs, or fbey're young now and /%? go/ng fo be done before fbey gef 
/nfo wbere fbey are rea//y /nvo/ved /n sfu# ... /'m probab/y gone a /of 
/ess now fban / was for coacb/ng. Buf / sf/// bave a /of of sfu/f / do af 
bome because of fbe ... you know, wbefber ass/gnmenfs or read/ng 
or wbafever.... 4nd so you manage your f/me. You /earn fo ... wben 
you gef bome ... from fbe f/me you're bome fo fbe f/me fbe guys are /n 
bed, fbaf Is fbe/r f/me. /f% nof anybody e/se's. Tben, a/fer fbaf, /f^s your 
f/me. You do your sfud/es or wbafever e/se a/fer fbey/e /n bed. 7/y 
and do fbose fb/ngs fo manage fb/ngs. /And peop/e say /f's a sfra/n on 
fbe/r /am///es. / agree w/fb fbem, /f /s. /And / bavenY even goffen fo fbe 
d/sserfaf/on pbase of fb/s wbo/e fb/ng. 
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Carl had more to share about the impact on his family, especially his two young sons 
(kindergarten and third grade). 
/ do mosf of my work on fhe computer anof so af f/mes fhere are Z/ghfs 
when fhe compufer comes home over 14^e//, does Daddy gef fo use rf 
or are you guys go/ng fo use rf a// n/ghf or oyer fhe weekend or 
whafeyer?".. .(/)f fhey were Zn m/dd/e schoo/, we'd s/f down and do 
homework fogefher. Tlhaf / cou/d see be/ng a very pos/f/ve experience 
for fhem. /f^s nof fhaf fype of expenence. 8uf fhere are n/ghfs where 
/Ve sa/d, "Okay, /ook. /Ve gof fh/s ass/gnmenf due fomorrow. / need 
fo come home, eaf supper spend a //ff/e f/me, and fhen go hack and 
work on some schoo/ wo/*,'and fhose k/nds of fh/ngs. So fhey k/nd of 
have a undersfand/ng of /f. 
Carl's interview took place at his work site. He shared that he did not have a place 
in his home which allowed him to focus on his assignments so he went back to his 
work site in the evening where he also had Internet access to communicate with his 
study group. Bearing in mind that Carl was very through in describing the impact of 
distance education upon his life, I am including other excerpts so that more voices 
can be heard. 
This student said that he did not feel that he had to make any kind of personal 
accommodations, but yet the impact he felt was the need to be "considerably more 
prepared for his class. 
/ fh/nk you ha ye fo be fa/r/y d/sc/p/Zned fo fake a c/ass //ke fhaf because 
you need fo be ab/e fo arf/cu/afe your guesf/ons, ha ye guesf/ons /n 
m/nd a/ready because fhe /ecfure fh/ng has been reduced s/gn/Zrcanf/y 
fo dea/ w/fh a// of fhe fechn/ca/ /ssues of/usf do/ng and /CZV c/ass. / 
fh/nk you need fo be beffer prepared haye a beffer /dea of whaf 
guesf/ons you need answered fo be ab/e fo ask fhem duhhg fhe c/ass 
penod because your f/me /s shorfened so much, yusf dea//ng w/fh a// of 
fhe ofher fh/ngs. / fh/nk you need fo be beffer prepared. [Andrew - O] 
/ had fo go ouf and buy a new compufer—wh/ch was fru// because of 
fhe course. So, you know. Tbaf and fhaf^s probab/y pneffy much rf. 
[Ellen - R] 
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I had to do almost exactly what Ellen did when she started her graduate course 
work, but in my case, I had to buy my first computer. 
Prior to beginning my graduate work at ISU, I had a similar situation in which I 
had a late night class but it was followed by an early morning class at a university in 
Missouri. With that kind of a schedule, I made arrangements to stay on campus one 
night a week - for a fee of course. Here Susan very articulately gives a view of her 
experience prior to having a nearby ICN site available. 
G/yen fbe facf fbaf / wou/d baye bad fo dnye fwo bours one way fo fake 
fbe c/ass or? campus and fben fwo bours back bome agar/?, /fis made 
a buge dr/fienence. / wou/d dnye down on Monday n/gbfs. / wou/d 
spend you /ygure seyen fo e/gbf bours erfber on my way fo c/ass, af 
c/ass, and fben back bome. So bas/ca//y a M work/ng day spenf 
fak/ng fb/s one c/ass. Versus on Wednesday n/gbfs, / wou/d gef bome 
/mm work af 4.00 or 4.30. We wou/d baye supper; be^o fbe k/ds wrfb 
homework, pracf/ce p/ano. /'d pack my books up af ^ye fo 6.00. /Id 
dnye a fwo-m/nufe dnye /nfo fbe scboo/, s/f down, ^/p on fbe fe/ey/s/on 
af 6.00. 4f 8. 00 /'d Wp rf back o/f aga/n, dnye /7ye m/nufes back bome, 
and /# be bome fo puf fbe k/ds rn bed. /fis a wbo/e dr/fenenf ba//game. 
Yes, rf deAn/fe/y rmpacfed my abr/rfy fo baye wbaf / wou/d ca// a more 
norma/ /am//y /rfe wb//e go/ng fbrougb fb/s yery becf/c scbedu/e fry/ng fo 
comp/efe a degree.... Tlbere was one n/gbf / bad fo bnng my k/ds rn 
wrfb me. Tlbey saf /n fbe back of fbe room and bad a p/zza wb//e we 
gof fbrougb fbe frrsf bour of /ecfure because my busband was /n /7e/d. 
Tbaf was sort of n/ce. Tlbere was no way / wou/d baye been ab/e fo 
fake fbem fo /SU wrfb me and s/f rn fbe back of fbe room. Tbaf was 
sort of a n/ce accommodaf/on fo baye af fbaf po/nf. [Susan - R] 
Although none of the sites I went to were within five minutes of home, I was 
still able limit my travel. 
Here are some more voices relating their personal impacts: 
My graduafe degree, more or /ess, was probab/y fo keep my yob. You 
know, / was a/ways fo/d / d/dnY need rf, buf rf's opened some ofber 
doors, /'m becom/ng more fecb sayyy abouf some of fbe fb/ngs fbaf / 
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can do, and fhere are some doors fhaf are open now fhaf werenY 
be/bre. [Bob - R] 
y4nyf/me anyfh/ng fakes you away /mm home /f cufs /nfo your /am//y 
///e. So.. .go/ng fo work cufs /nfo your /am//y ///e. Buf, you know, you 
ha ye fo have an undersfand/ng ^m//y. My /am/// /s grown. Tlhaf 
wasnY an /ssue. My spouse /s ye/y suppo/Y/ye. /n /acf, she wanfs me 
fo go back and gef my Ph.D. and fhafls nof go/ng fo happen. [Bob - R] 
Sacr#7ce persona/ and bus/ness f/me, rea//y. You know, / fh/nk our 
^m///es.../7/ speak/oryou ("anofhersfudenf /nfe/v/eweej ... / fh/nk our 
fam///es had fo sacn/7ce fhmugh fh/s. We're nof qu/fe around as much. 
/ fh/nk fhe bus/ness sacnf/ces /n fhe sho/Y fe/m—as /1m a //ff/e more 
preoccup/ed w/fh fhe c/ass—buf /n fhe /ong ferm, / fh/nk fhe fm/n/ng 
has been good and bene/7c/a/. [Ed - B] 
/ had a rea/ sfrugg/e w/fh my son.... / don Y fh/nk fhere's anyway fo 
say fhaf educaf/on /s /mpo/Yanf beffer fhan /or h/m fo see me s/ff/ng on 
fhe //y/ng room couch on a Sunday a/femoon read/ng and sfudy/ng /or 
my c/ass. He sees /f. / see fhaf as a ma/ pos/f/ye. My daughfer has 
made commenfs.... They unde/sfand whafls go/ng on. T7?ey know 
/fis.. .fhey know because /Ve fo/d fhem, /fis pa/f/y fo gef a degree and 
pa/Y/y because / wanf fo do fhe besf fhaf / can. Th/s /s a pnw/ege fo be 
ab/e fo gef more educaf/on. / fry fo /mparf fhaf. / see /fas a ye/y 
pos/f/ye fh/ng. [Helen - R] 
Since it is such a succinct way of saying what many other students did, I have let 
lona have the final word on personal impact. 
/f / d/dnY haye fhe /C/V c/asses, fhere Is no way / wou/d be /n graduafe 
schoo/. [lona - O] 
Summary - Students. Taking distance education courses have had both 
positive and negative impacts upon students. There is the understanding that a 
sacrifice in work and family time will result any time students take classes. The 
sacrifice can be the result of being out of the work place and having to make up time 
or out of the home and losing precious family time. There are also a variety of 
payoffs. For example, less commuting time with an ICN site nearby, inability to get a 
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degree without distance education technology, the potential for job enhancement or 
change, etc. Only the individual student can determine whether the scales balance 
to make distance education worth the sacrifices that are necessary. 
Unfortunately, for this theme, there was limited responses from faculty. Frank 
warned about spreading "yourself too thin" and knowing one's own limits while 
Joseph contributed one statement. 
On/y af/ecfed my persona/ ///e /n fhaf / go/ so /msfmfed a/ f/mes. 
[Joseph, professor] 
Summary - Faculty. Although students had much to share, faculty did not. 
This may have been the result of faculty having different concerns. The distance 
education class(es) each of them teach are just a small portion of the rest of their 
academic course load and research agenda so the impact may not be as significant 
to them as to the students seeking a graduate degree. 
Logistics 
Student. As I continued to analyze the data, distance actually became a part 
of the time issue. In discussions with remote site students, it became apparent that, 
even though they talked about distance, mileage issues would be best described as 
time issues. For example, 
Them were /bur of us /n fhe c/ass fhaf... / came /mm fhe c/osesf 
away af 2 hours. One guy came /mm 2 % ; one guy came /mm 3 % 
hours away one way. We were a// /n fhe c/ass /n fhe /a// and sa/d we 
were a// go/ng fo he /n fhe c/ass /n fhe spnng. So we wenf fo fhe 
pm/essor and sa/d, % fhere any reason why we can Y puf fh/s on fhe 
/C/V?" [Susan - R] 
This is actually a question of time needed to travel the distance required. 
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The ICN system has scheduled times to begin and end. One remote site 
student shared her experience with time and technology regarding a conference 
session: 
We cou/dn? gef connecfed af a// even fbougb we bad s/gned up for fbe 
f/me. Ve/y frusfraf/ng. Or fbe f/me runs ouf. You know, you on/y baye 
a b/ock of f/me and so rf fbe conference /s go/ng /ong, you bave peop/e 
wbo are ask/ng guesf/ons from fb/s s/fe and fben you are d/sconnecfed. 
/f's frusfraf/ng. [Cathy - R] 
Regardless of which specific time issue is most important to the student or faculty, it 
is still a matter of time. Such regimented time constraints as those of the ICN can be 
planned for and dealt with. This issue of time is an important aspect of logistics for 
an ICN-delivered class. As Cathy mentioned, it will shut off when the allotted time is 
over. For example, if the ICN was scheduled to shut down at 8:00 p.m., it will do so 
at 8: 00 p.m. according to the clock at the control site. It will not stay on until 8:01 
even if you only had just one more thing to say. Timing in the class is crucial to this 
system. 
Scheduling issues are obviously time issues as well. 
And convenient. I always felt it was much more convenient and that 
is one thing I do think at the ICN and any kind of distance education. 
It is much more convenient than, you know, the Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday. I like the nontraditional schedule to help meet 
the needs of the working parents, working adults.... Location wise 
its a convenience. I would do it again. I am not sure that I like it. 
[Cathy - R] 
Deb had little difficulty with adjusting her schedule to meet that of the class. 
In fact, she described it as "perfect." 
The course, fbe c/ass sfa/fed af 5.30. L/sua//y / work unf// 5.30 or 6.00. 
/ d/d bave fo /eaye earfy, buf fbaf was okay. . . / d/d baye fo change my 
scbedu/e a //ff/e b/f buf fbafls okay w/fb me.... / fb/nk fbaf fbe c/ass 
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f/me was acfua//y perfecf. We wens fhe/e ^om 5.30 fo 7.00 p.m., / 
fh/nk, once a week. Then we had fhe ass/gnmenfs, fhe read/ng, fhe 
fesfs on//ne. There were //ke fen qu/zzes or somefh/ng. /f was a 
per^cf amounf of f/me. [Deb - R] 
Deb also found a way to deal with the WebCT portion of the her class by 
working on it after her children were in bed at night or at any other convenient time. 
/ d/d spend more f/me on fh/s c/ass because / had fo /og /nfo WebCT) / 
had fo rea//y sfudy ha/d, fake fhese gu/zzes.... Buf anyway, /f was a 
b/gger f/me comm/fmenf. /f d/d seem fo fake more f/me, buf fhen / 
d/dn Y have fo s/f /n a c/assroom for fwo and a ha/f.. .wa/f, s/x, seven, 
e/ghf, n/ne.. ./or fhree and a ha/f hours. /yusf saf /n fhere /or an hour 
and a ha# Wh/ch was greaf. / d/dn Y m/nd fhe /nconven/ence because 
/f rea//y wasnY an /nconven/ence fo me.... Because /Id he away fhree 
and a ha/f hours a week norma///, when fh/s was yusf an hour and a 
ha% / fook qu/zzes /afe af n/ghf when fhe k/ds were /n bed. / cou/d do 
/f whenever / wanfed. Thaf was fhe neaf fh/ng abouf /f. [Deb - R] 
Susan shared her improved schedule that resulted from being able to take 
her class at the local ICN site. 
Wednesday n/ghfs, / wou/d gef home /rom work af 4. 00 or 4. 30. We 
wou/d have supper, he/p fhe k/ds w/fh homewo/k, pracf/ce p/ano. /'d 
pack my books up af /Tve fo 6. 00. /'d dhve a fwo-m/nufe dhve /nfo fhe 
schoo/, s/f down, ^ on fhe fe/ev/s/on af 6.00. /Af 8.00 /'d /7/p /f back 
offaga/n, dnve /Tve m/nufes back home, and /'d be home fo puf fhe 
k/ds /n bed.... Yes, /f de/Tn/fe/y /mpacfed my ab///fy fo have whaf / 
wou/d ca// a more norma/ fam//y ///e wh/7e go/ng fhrough fh/s ve/y 
hecf/c schedu/e fry/ng fo comp/efe a degree. [Susan - R] 
She also expressed her pleasure at being able to have a more normal 
family life during the process of working toward her degree. 
Summary. By virtue of classes being at ICN sites closer to where students 
lived and worked, they were able to make time commitments and work toward 
graduate degrees that they would otherwise have to forego, potentially to the 
detriment of their careers and future plans. Since the logistical issues students 
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addressed were ones with a personal element, there is not a direct tie-in with the 
literature review. 
Faculty and Class. One of the major complaints from students is not getting 
class materials in a timely manner. One faculty member tried to fax such materials 
so that the remote site students would have them, but a problem arose. 
fTJbe comp//caf/on was we bad fo do a /arge amounf of fax/ng fo gef 
fbe mafena/s back fo fbe off campus sfudenfs as gu/ck/y as poss/b/e. 
/f fumed ouf...we /earned eady on fbaf fbaf was a /of more effecf/ve 
fban fry/ng fo use ma//. Buf fbaf k/nd of puf a beavy demand on fbe 
fax macb/ne and /f gof fo be a b/f expens/ve.... /fis fougb for fbe 
sfudenfs fo gef /nfo fbe Aionf o#7ce a/fer bours.... Tbaf presenfed a 
prob/em because fbe c/ass began af s/x. /Ind somef/mes fbey wou/d 
fry fo fax fb/ngs ngbf before c/ass, and fbey somef/mes cou/dnY. So 
fbere was fbaf k/nd of/og/sf/ca/ comp//caf/on. [George, professor] 
Although he has worked on it, George has still not solved the problem of timeliness 
with regard to class materials reaching the remote sites. 
Kyle sees that the only advantage to using just the ICN for course delivery is 
that he does not have to travel. 
The on/y advanfage fbaf fbe /CN bas /s fbaf you don Y bave fo gef /n 
fbe car; don Y bave fo gef /n fbe p/ane. [Kyle, professor] 
But he does see value in using the ICN in concert with a web-based class format. 
He reports that he has gotten positive comments from students about the mixed 
media class format. 
Tbe b/ggesf prob/em wrfb do/ng rf w/fb graduafe /eve/ courses, wb/cb 
you pnman/y do /f wrfb, /s fbaf mosf of fbe graduafe /eve/ courses bave 
a componenf fo /f fbaf doesnY frans/afe we// /nfo s/mp/y verba/ 
commun/caf/on. Tbaf's probab/y fbe b/ggesf d/sadvanfage. Tberels 
gof fo be fbaf e/emenf of fbaf wbere you bave fbe opporfunrfy. Peop/e 
can see fb/ngs. You can draw somefb/ng on fbe board. Tbey need 
some of fbe v/sua/. /n ^cf, fb/s /s one of fbe reasons / confend fbaf 
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you can Y do a web-based course we// w/fhouf fhe /C/V or fwo-way 
aud/o/v/deo conferenc/ng. ,4cfua//y / gef ve/y good feedback fhaf fhey 
wou/d prefer fhaf fo me sfand/ng up fhere andyusf be/ng a fa/k/ng 
head. [Kyle, professor] 
Since he has already stated that he will not do a class that is strictly ICN nor 
will he do a class that is strictly web-based, he has combined the two to meet 
his needs and what he perceives as his students' needs. The ICN gives him 
a way to see and get to know students while the web-based portion takes 
care of all the academic requirements such as assignments, quizzes, and 
tests. 
Summary. Both students and faculty have logistical concerns with regard to 
distance education. Some are as seemingly simple as getting the site closest to 
home so that family disruptions are minimal or getting materials on time so that they 
can be used in class or however needed. Others involve more complex issues of 
how to hold down the expense of faxing while having a machine to use after hours or 
I have to take my children to class with me because my spouse is not available 
tonight. 
Reflections Back to Literature. Remote site students shared some 
concerns with Sorensen (1997) which included not receiving materials in a timely 
manner. This is a primary issue for both students and faculty. Due to the expense 
of the accessible and rapid systems, fax or FedEx, the problem has not been solved, 
but continues to be worked on. The University System of Maryland Institute for 
Distance Education (1997) suggested some logistical supports which included this 
very issue, the timely distribution of materials to all students. They also 
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recommended that students keep a copy of assignments they complete before 
turning or sending them to the instructor as well as access to proctor sites if needed, 
and a way to ensure the security of student until they are back in the students' 
possession. Finally, they recommended student access to advising services, to 
general non class-related information, perhaps a contact person or number they can 
call to get questions answered or help the student to find someone who can provide 
answers, faculty office hours, and access to library, laboratory, software, and other 
resources that students on campus can access. 
Additional Comments 
Other than the issues already addressed, I asked students whether there 
were any other challenges or comments they would like to share. I got a variety of 
responses. Without any commentary, here is a sampling of those. 
/ /7nd /fis an /so/afed... af f/mes /fis an /so/afed educaf/ona/ 
experience. [Carl - B] 
/ don? knowrfrf was rea//y fhe /CM, buf be/ng a graduafe sfudenf and 
work/ng /u//-f/me. Thaf's a cha//enge /n and of /fse/f... / was yusf 
fe///ng someone /n my /am//y / was w/sh/ng fbaf fh/s one c/ass . .. / 
puf /f exacf/y fh/s way, "/ w/sh / werenY geff/ng gu/fe as much as my 
moneyls wo/Yh/" Because fhere were so many ass/gnmenfs and 
regu//iemenfs andrunn/ng ouf off/me /n fhe day. [Betty - O] 
One of fhe cha//enges /s mak/ng sure everybody hears you and you ye 
remembering fo push fhe m/crophone and a// of fhose housekeep/ng 
fh/ngs can be a cha//enge. [Dan - B] 
/ can Y remember fhe person's name, buf he was fhe...whaf do you ca// 
fhem? Teacher's ass/sfanf maybe. He was fhe fechn/ca/ ass/sfanf. 
v4nd / d/d have some prob/ems f/rsf geff/ng fo WebCT w/fh my 
compufer egu^omenf. ^nd fhen / had a very good experience wrfh fhaf 
person. He was ab/e fo gu/ck/y assess whaf fhe prob/em was and gof 
me up and runn/ng.... He was af /SL/. He wou/d be af every c/ass fo 
he(p /fhe pro^ssor/, you know, mak/ng sure he was up on fhe screen 
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and whafever fhaf fechn/ca/ sfuff was. v4nd fhen we a/so had his e-mai/ 
address.../ don? have /f now, buf...if we had any prob/ems a/ong fhe 
way. Lafer on /n fhe course, / had a prob/em w/fh one of fhe on//ne 
exams / was faking. / was fhrown ouf of fhe program... ouf of IVebCT, 
and / fhoughf / /osf my guiz scores and had fo fake fhe guiz over. / 
fa/ked fo fh/s ass/sfanf and /f was fine. He he^oed me. /f was a good 
experience. [Deb - R] 
/ fh/nk one concern / have, and / fh/nk /f comes from be/ng /n academ/a 
myse/f and yusf as a sfudenf who wou/d //ke fo provide feedback from 
fhe experience, /s fhaf unf// fh/s /asf semesfer / have nof been 
eva/uafing my off campus c/asses. Which / f/7/nk /s an unusua/ 
s/fuafion given fhe facf fhaf fh/s /s a faidy new way for mosf peop/e fo 
be feach/ng. / don Y know /f fhey d/dn Y reguesf fhaf fhey have feedback 
from fbe c/ass or if fhere were no forms ava//ab/e af fh/s po/nf fo 
eva/uafe a c/ass of fhaf magnifude. /f fhere's nof, /s fhere someone 
working on do/ng fhaf? How do you puf fogefher a sfudenf eva/uaf/on 
form fhaf Is been faughf off campus fo address c/assroom en v/ronmenf 
and infe/acfive acf/vifies? Tlhafls a who/e differenf v/ewpoinf in 
Oisfance Educafion fhan, / fh/nk, in a face-fo-face envimnmenf. / fh/nk 
/fis somefh/ng fhaf needs fo be /ooked af. Probab/y nofyusf af /owa 
Sfafe, buf probab/y nafionwide af how you wou/d eva/uafe fbaf c/ass. 
Lasf semesfer fhe professor did send ouf an eva/uafion form in fhe mai/ 
fo us and asked us fo /?// if back ouf and send if back in, buf if was fhe 
same one used for a face-fo- face c/ass and had nofh/ng fo do wifh a 
/of of fhe fhings—/ shou/dnY say a /of—buf fhere were some fh/ngs fhaf 
were nof app//cab/e be/ng off campus. [Susan - R] 
/ fh/nk /n some respecfs.../ don Y know, if Is sorf of hard forme fo puf 
fhaf in perspecfive. / wanf fo say iso/af/on in some respecfs. ,4ny c/ass 
/ fake af /SU, /'m /so/afed affer fhe c/ass /s over because / have fwo 
hours fo go home. So youlne /so/afed /n fhaf respecf. /n fhaf respecf 
/so/af/on wasnY a b/g dea/ before and affer c/ass, buf if was more of a 
dea/ during c/ass. 77?af gefs back fo my persona/ /eam/ng sfy/e. / ^e/ / 
need fo commun/cafe w/fh ofhers verba//y fo be ab/e fo rea//y 
fhorough/y undersfand a sub/ecf, and fhaf wasn Y an opfion ibr me. if 
fhaf was an on-campus c/ass, /'d be fhere earfy when /'d fa/k if over 
wifh anofher c/assmafe or we Id sfay /afer or somefh/ng //ke fhaf and 
v/s/f abouf /f. Where affer fhe /C/V, when fhaf fh/ng shufs o^ you 1rs 
done. There was a group of us, //ke / sa/d fhaf cou/d fa/k over fhe 
phone //ke affer c/ass wou/d gef done, buf /fis sf/// nof fhe same as a 
face-fo-face conversaf/on. Ofher cha//enges w/fh if? / fh/nk fhe issue 
of //ke you said, fhe prompf feedback, /f fhe resf of fhe-c/ass was 
geff/ng somefhing back buf we gef if back.. .fhe cba//enge of... [Susan -
R] 
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Our srfe was okay. The on/y bad fh/ng was ...rf we had one, we d/dn Y 
know A. One of fhe, //ke, fhe feacher m/cs was consfanf/y on. You 
know, so weld have fo have somebody s/f fhere and ho/d fhe buffon. 
^nd / fh/nk because we knew whaf was ava//ab/e fo us, we d/dn Y 
des/gn ourpresenfaf/ons fo be anyfh/ng fhaf we cou/dn Y do. L/ke, / 
fh/nk we probab/y cou/d have used fhe compufer, you know //ke some 
of fhe feachers d/d Power Po/nf over fhe /C/V. We d/dn Y because we 
d/dn Y have fhaf da//y access. The feachers on campus cou/d go /n 
fhere and work on /f where we cou/dnY do fhaf. We d/dn Y use fhe 
compufer on fhe /C/V as much as some...//ke fhe ong/naf/on s/fe d/d. 
Buf / fh/nk rf was ^ usf mosf/y our/ack of know/edge fhaf we cou/d do /f 
or how fo do /f. [Ginny - R] 
TTie amounf of f/me requ/red by us oufs/de of c/ass was preffy 
overwhe/m/ng. You know, we're do/ng fh/s /n fhe summer so we, 
oby/ous/y, have f/me, buf / mean, / was go/ng home and spend/ng four 
or fyye hours a day on one c/ass. You know, fhaf was a //ff/e 
overwhe/m/ng. TTvaf /usf happened fo be because of who and how he 
des/gned fhe course. / don Y know /fhe acfua//y rnfended for /f fo fake 
fhaf /ong, buf fhaf was a ma/or cha//enge. [Ginny - R] 
/ found myse/f / was e/fher work/ng or go/ng fo c/ass or sfudy/ng. 
There wasnY rea//y anyfh/ng e/se...any ofher f/me fo do. [lona - O] 
One fh/ng—as a graduafe sfudenf af fhe remofe srfe fh/nk/ng abouf 
puff/ng fogefher a program of sfudy and se/ecf/ng a ma/or 
professor.. ./fis k/nd of hard fo do from a d/sfance. /U/ you.. .a// / had 
were fhe professors fhaf /# had as /nsfrucfors. / d/dn Y rea//y qu/fe gef 
a fee/ for fhe campus cu/fure and fhe cu/fure of fhe deparfmenf be/ng, 
you know, removed from fhaf. So / fh/nk fhaf wou/d be one fh/ng fhaf 
was k/nd of a cha//enge. ... / don Y know whaf k/nd of fh/ngs fhey do 
now fo he^o fhose sfudenfs who are sfhcf/y o^campus fo...from fhe 
beg/nn/ng fh/nk/ng abouf fhe/r program of sfudy and who fhey wanf fo 
work w/fh as fhe/r ma/or professor and fhes/s/hon-fhes/s, a// fhaf sfu# / 
don Y know whaf fhey do now. 4f fhe f/me, fhaf was probab/y one fh/ng 
fhaf / sfrugg/ed wrfh. / happened fo fake a professor for my ma/or 
professor who / had had /n, / fh/nk, fhe second c/ass fhaf / fook on fhe 
/C/V. We c//cked and wenf from fhere. [ Jackie - O] 
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When I asked faculty the same question - what other challenges or 
comments would you like to share. These are the responses I received, also without 
commentary. 
Once you fygure ouf whaf you're go/ng fo be de//venng. /fis fb//ow-up 
wrfb fbe off-campus peop/e fhafls cha//eng/ng. L/ke, of course, fbe 
fechn/ca/ peop/e and fbe Conf/nu/ng Ed peop/e fo fake care of fbe 
v/deo fapes, fbey do a// fbaf on fbe/r own, wh/ch /s ^ne. Buf /f fhere Is 
anyfh/ng fbaf bas fo be ema//ed ormar/ed or whafever. We gof fo fake 
care of fbaf ngbf away, and fbaf needs fo be rn a f/me/y fash/on.... 
So, somef/mes sfay/ng on fop of fbe course regard/ess wbefber fbey 
ca// you or ema// you oc send somefb/ng /n fbe ma// and fbaf fypes of 
fb/ngs and a// fbaf com/ng af fbe same f/me, fry fo dea/ w/fb fbaf on fop 
of everyfb/ng e/se fbaf you're do/ng, /s f/me consum/ng.... And do/ng 
research on grad sfudenfs, rf was foo mucb. / was spend/ng 700% far 
more f/me on fb/s one course fban / spend on everyfb/ng e/se 
comb/ned. Tbere Is somefh/ng wrong w/fh fhaf p/cfure, rea//y, because, 
fhafls nof ngbf. We shou/dnY be spend/ng any exorbrfanf amounf of 
f/me. So you gof fo do some fh/ngs, do some fh/ngs very we//, and 
don Y do yourse/f/n. So fhen, yes, fhaf /s a prob/em, fb//ow up and 
keep/ng up fo pace w/fh everybody fhaf you have /n fbe course fo a//ow 
whaf you fh/nk /s necessary /s a cha//enge. [Frank, professor] 
/ fb/nk somef/mes we gef fund/ng fo gef new p/eces of egu/pmenf, we 
offen don Y p/an very ^r/nfo fbe fufure fo dea/ w/fb, whaf / ca//, a p/an 
obso/efe, you know, fh/s fh/ng /s go/ng fo be wrfh/n 5 years so fhe 4^ 
year weVe gof fo sfarf %unng ouf how fo rep/ace rf, you know, so you 
have fo p/an somefh/ng. To run fhe Brenfon Cenfer and ofher fac///f/es 
//ke fhaf, / fh/nk /f fakes a /of of resources. A/of on/y fo sef rf up, buf fo 
ma/nfa/n rf, fhe ma/nfenance part /s fhe hard parf. Buf sfafe and ofher 
groups w/// offen g/ve you money fo bu//d fhe bu//d/ng, buf nof fhe 
fumrfure, or nof fhe ma/nfa/n /f. So we have ma/or cha//enges when /f 
comes fo fhaf, w/fh fhe fechno/ogy. [Frank, professor] 
/f's more a maffer of off-campus sfudenfs nof gu/fe fee//ng as mucb a 
sense of connecfedness w/fh fhe c/ass, wh/ch / guess /s defrnrf/a/ 
because fhey are offen one hundred m//es or so away. So //fera/// 
'Yhey a/nY fhere." Buf / fh/nk menfa/// fhey're nof fhere as much foo. /f 
acfua/// seems fo be benef/c/a/ for fhem fo be more or /ess by 
fhemse/ves or maybe yusf one or fwo ofher peop/e /n fhe room w/fh 
fhem. ../f fhey are /n a sma// group, /f fhere /s //ke a cr/f/ca/ mass, fhen 
fhey fend fo form fhe/r own k/nd of pod, k/nd of fa/k/ng among 
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fhemse/ves more fhan fbcus/ng on fhe c/ass mafena/. [George, 
professor] 
/ guess /'m unconv/nced fhaf fhe /C/V vers/on af /easf /s fhe nghf way fo 
do /f. / zea//y don Y fh/nk fhe o^ campus s/uden/s ge/ as much ou/ of/f 
as fhey do fhe regu/ar c/ass, pmbab/y because of fhe /ack 0% you 
know, connectedness.... / fh/nk fhaf /he med/a aura fhaf fhe /C/V 
moms convey /s such fhaf you pmbab/y wanf fo see //ke a vanefy show 
or somefh/ng. / fh/nk /f pa/nfs a d/%/enf menfa/^y. The/e yusf doesn Y 
seem fo he as much /nferesf /n k/nd of pure /eam/ng compa/ed fo a 
regu/ar c/assroom. [George, professor] 
Anofher /ssue wh/ch arose /n ferms of our counse//ng program /s fhe 
/ssue of con//denf/a//fy. You m/se fhe /ssue of fhose fapes of fhose 
fh/ngs and so on. Peop/e are fa/k/ng ahouf /ssues perf/nenf fo fhe/r 
commun/f/es, peop/e fhaf fheyVe seen. T7?ey m/ghf nof he g/v/ng 
names. And /f fhaf's on fape, whose fape /s fhaf? Whaf's fhe access 
fo fhaf? /n some ways, peop/e /e/f //ee /n a sma// group /n my c/ass. 
And / say, Th/ngs fhaf are fa/ked ahouf here /n fenns of peop/e and 
cases and fh/ngs //ke fhaf, fhafls comp/efe/y conA'denf/a/ w/fh/n fhe 
paramefers of fhe pro/ess/on and so on." /f's one fh/ng fo do fhaf; /f's 
anofher fo he puf on fo he broadcast around fhe sfafe. Even yusf fhe 
con/7denf/a//fy /ssues on sens/f/ve /ssues fhaf peop/e m/ghf nof exp/ess 
ofhenv/se, fhaf fhey knew somehow /f m/ghf nof he sa^ fo do fhaf. /f's 
nof been a b/g /ssue, buf / knew / wasnY go/ng fo do pracf/cum or some 
of fhe counse//ng fechn/gues fypes of courses fhaf way.. . 
superv/s/on. [Joseph, professor] 
Summary. I believe the participants words stand on their own and need no 
further commentary, response, or elaboration from me. 
Overall Evaluation of Distance Education Experience 
There were positive, negative, and ambiguous responses about the ICN experience 
and the opportunities it provides. Here is a sample of the positive comments: 
/ fh/nk fhe /C/V has been rea//y good because /fis made educaf/on more 
read/// ava//ab/e fo fhose who m/ghf nof no/ma/// gone fo co//ege. / 
fh/nk back when my parenfs were /n schoo/. They d/dn Y have /C/V or 
anyfh/ng. There wasnY near as many peop/e /n co//ege or h/gh schoo/ 
or whatever /Vow w/fh /C/V and v/deofapes and a// fhaf, fhere are so 
many more peop/e go/ng fo schoo/, geff/ng fhe/r degrees. [Kitt - B] 
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Hones#/, # was a wonde/fu/ c/ass - / wou/d say fbaf, /f / bave fo g/ve /f 
a /effer grade, /'d g/ve /f an A, A-. / wou/d say /f was a greaf 
experience, buf / was a/so fbe sfudenf wbo was /n fbe c/assroom w/fb 
fbe professor. / fb/nk fbe ofber sfudenfs wbo were fak/ng /f Arom a 
d/sfance may bave a d^erenf perspecf/ve. [Abby - O] 
/f was greaf. / wou/d do /f aga/n..../ wou/d bope fbaf fbey cou/d offer 
more c/asses fbaf way. / mean, /f's obv/ous/y more conyen/enf /or me. 
/ //ye /n Ankeny and work /n Des Mo/nes. /fid be greaf /f we cou/d baye 
more courses fbmugb /C/V offered af DMACC, so / wou/dn? baye fo 
dnye fo Ames. / don Y fb/nk fbose k/nd of courses wou/d work for 
everybody you know //ke maybe unde/grads.. .fnesbman unde/grads or 
somefb/ng, buf w/fb adu/f /earners, / fb/nk /f wou/d work. A /of of fbaf 
fra/n/ng wou/d be se/Ad/recfed. / wou/d do /f.... You know, / d/d a// my 
ass/gnmenfs. / /earned A"om A. /'ye acfua//y re/erred back fo my 
research book for fwo of.. .we//, for severs/ of fbe c/asses /'ve faken 
s/nce fben. And, you know, fbe professor was ava//ab/e /f / needed b/m 
for anyfb/ng.... /f was good, /f was very good. / wou/d do /f aga/n. 
As / sa/d, we bad a spec/^c sy//abus. We bad course ass/gnmenfs. 
We knew go/ng /n wbaf fbe expecfaf/ons were. You know, fbe 
fead/ngs, fbe gu/zzes, fbe paper fbaf was due af fbe end. He /a/d /f a// 
ouf, yusf //ke a c/assroom env/ronmenf and we cou/d ask guesf/ons 
a/ong fbe way. He p/cked a coup/e of areas fbaf be fbougbf be needed 
fo expand on, and fbaf was preffy mucb fbe d/scuss/on for fbaf week. 
Buf /f anybody e/se bad anofber fb/ng fo fa/k abouf we cou/d cerfa/n/y 
bnng /f up fbaf day or e-ma// b/m and be wou/d fa/k abouf /f /n c/ass. 
/.../ bad a greaf expenence. [Deb - R] 
For me persona//y /f was greaf. Aga/n /f yusf gefs back fo f/me. / mean 
/f was A)ur bours more wben / cou/d do my yob, or be a mom, or be a 
w/fe, or be a sfudenf /f / wanfed fo be. /f gave me.../ mean, fbe 
conven/ence of /f far oufwe/gbs anyfb/ng e/se fbaf was an /rnfaf/on, a 
cba//enge, an /nconven/ence. Jusf bav/ng fbaf exfra f/me /n my day. 
A/fbougb / d/d m/ss some gu/ef f/me /n fbe car by myse//^ buf nof fbaf 
mucb. [Susan - R] 
Now, a sampling of the negative comments ... 
R/gbf o/f fbe fop, my /7rsf op/n/on /s / w/// never do /f aga/n. / d/d nof 
fee/ fbaf /f was a woffbwb//e expenence. Pa/f of/f, / fb/nk, was 
because MS bad nof bad a /of of expenence feacb/ng fb/s pa/f/cu/ar 
c/ass by /C/V. We bad a /of of fecbn/ca/ fb/ngs fbaf kepf bnng/ng up 
prob/ems /n cbeck/ng w/fb fbe oufs/de safe///fes (remofej and a// fbaf 
k/nd of sfu/% mak/ng sure everyone was on//ne. Tbe f/me consfra/nfs 
seemed fo gef us /n froub/e more o/fen fban nof.... My expenence 
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dea//ng w/fh /CA/ was nof whaf / wou/d ca// favo/ah/e.... fo sum /f up, / 
d/dn Y //ke fak/ng fhe /C/V c/ass. / don Y fh/nk / gof my money's worth. 
[Andrew - 0] 
/'m nof so enamored w/fh fhe /CA/ as / am w/fh on//ne and /ong 
d/sfance educaf/on. / fh/nk fhaf fhe /C/V and fhaf k/nd of d/sfance 
educaf/on has payed fhe way for peop/e fo be more accepf/ng of 
on//ne /eam/ng and correspondence /eam/ng. / say fhaf wou/d be /f. 
... / don Y fh/nk /f /s ye/y customer serv/ce fnend/y and / fh/nk fhaf /s 
whafls A%/sfraf/ng fo me. Buf aga/n, /fs okay, /'m a good sfudenf /n 
any seff/ng so /Vn nof /nf/m/dafed by fak/ng somefh/ng fhrough /C/V 
or on//ne or d/sfance or fiace fo face or sma// group or /arge /ecfure. / 
mean, /'m a good sfudenf and / fh/nk fhe ma/or/fy of fhe sfudenfs 
fhaf we Ve seen /n my program are a/so. Buf /# do /f aga/n and 
conyen/ence /s a b/g /ssue fo me. [Cathy - R] 
/ Ve fned fo b/ock /f ouf of my m/nd. Pad of /f was nof fhe professor's 
fau/f. / fh/nk he knows whaf he Is feach/ng. The group fhaf fhey puf 
together Air h/m for fh/s /C/V.. ./f was doomed fo fa//ure from day one 
because a// of us had a d/fferenf pu/pose A)r fak/ng fhaf course. 
Peop/e /n my group, we had fo do cmaf/ye components a/ong w/fh a 
paper. The/e were peop/e fhaf were wnf/ng grant mguesfs. There 
were peop/e fhaf were wnf/ng another sod o^ / can Y even remember; 
a ^nanc/a/ book of some sod. A// of us...we had m/xed pu/poses. So 
fhere was no way fhe /nsfrucfor se/ecf one focus and go w/fh /f 
because /t d/dn Y saf/sfy eye/ybody. There was, / fh/nk, ^ffy peop/e, / 
fh/nk, af fhe yanous /ocaf/ons. They rea//y set fhe who/e fh/ng up for 
fa//ure Anom day one. I/Vhoeyerpuf fhaf course together was nof 
fh/nk/ng. [Ellen - R] 
In contrast, a somewhat ambiguous responses 
/f we put /t on a sca/e of one be/ng worst, fen be/ng best, /'d say whaf 
/Ve gotten ouf of /f has been abouf a seyen or an e/ghf. / don Y fh/nk 
/Ve gotten eye/yfh/ng fhaf / can, buf aga/n /'// go back and say some of 
fhaf Is been me. T7me, /f you want fo ca// /f f/me. /fyou want to b/ame 
my yob, / can do fhaf. /'// yusf say / hayen Y... / hayen Y taken fhe 
ownersh/p on /f fhaf / pmbab/y need fo, fo gef eye/yfh/ng / need fo ouf 
of/t. /Ve read whaf / haye fo read and hayen Y gone aboye and 
beyond fhaf. Bus as far as fhe ... fhe expenence do/ng fhe fh/ngs, as 
/Ve sa/d before, / wou/dn Y as for any of my money back.... /Vn go/ng 
fo use a /of of fh/s stuff when / work w/fh my feachers as sfudenfs. Buf, 
you know, /Ve en/oyed /f. [Carl - B] 
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Yeah. I think you get out of it what you put into it, and I want to make 
sure that I get a good expenence. I'm willing to do that.... I would 
say positive (expenence) overall. ... I don't think I missed out on 
anything necessarily because of the system itself. It may have been 
an instructor thing. It did relate to the system or whatever, but as far 
as the system, I think it did what it was supposed to do.... For some 
classes, I think if you are going to take a Stat class on the ICN, you 
ought to have a pretty good knowledge of what's going on 
beforehand. I think it's not as easy to do that as a general course. I 
think overall, if it was ... if you can take a class you have to do it this 
way or you don't get to take it, then yeah. You know, you can put up 
with some glitches or so on to take the course. For somebody to say, 
"No. I 'm not taking it because it 's ICN." I  would never say... I 
would say that's a wrong decision. [Dan - B] 
Wig//, / guess / cou/d say fbaf /f was a pos/f/ye experience /n fbaf /Ve 
encou/agecf a co//eague fo do fbe same fb/ng. Sbels /ook/ng fo gef ber 
Masfer's degree. A/fbougb, /'// be bonesf w/fb you, go/ng fbrougb /owa 
Sfafe, /f's nof fbe cbeapesf way fo gef your degree. / fbougb, /f you're 
go/ng fo spend fbe money and you Ire go/ng fo spend fbe f/me fo do 
somefb/ng, /f m/gbf as we// be worfbwb//e. / baye a/ways fbougbf fbe 
degree fbaf / gof fbere was worfbwb//e fo me. / d/d gef /deas fbaf / 
baye frans/erred /nfo my c/assroom. You know, fbe oyera// 
expenence.. you Ye probab/y ask/ng a rea//y bad person because /Vn 
nof one of fbose peop/e fbaf gef ma/ n/fp/cky abouf fb/ngs. /'m a preffy 
easy-go/ng, /a/d-back person so / don'f gef rea/ worked up abouf 
fb/ngs. You know, / don Y baye any ma/or comp/a/nfs. [Ginny - R] 
Summary. It is difficult, based on student comments, to present an overall 
synthesis, but it is easy to say that good, bad, and indifferent or unsure opinions are 
represented. 
Faculty responses tend to run toward more ambiguous, more negative, and 
less positive. Since there were only two faculty who responded with comments that 
could be considered evaluative, there is less confusion as to what the general 
perspective toward the ICN and its use as a delivery system. 
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Here is a good example of an ambiguous response. It starts out 
being very positive, but soon devolves into a more philosophical comment, 
the "it's good enough if you have no other choice" stance. 
Bas/ca//y, /?/ be honesf w/fb you. Wy affrfude fowand d/sfance 
educaf/on, under whafeyer A)rm, /s fbaf ff/s a very y/ab/e.. ./f /s an 
a/femaf/ye. /f /s nof a pre/erred mode. / don? care even /f you Ye 
cany/ng ^ w/fb fbe web-based and y/deo sfream/ng and a// of fbaf. 
There are, /n my m/nd, no subsf/fufes for fbe feach/ng rn a face-fo-
face env/rionmenf.... / don? fb/nk /C/V w/// eyer be fbe prefierred 
mode. Buf rf you.../ fb/nk fbe quesf/on rs bow can you besf make rf 
an educaf/ona/ expenence, g/yen fbe //m/faf/ons, rf fbe a/femaf/ye rs 
you don Y gef fbe course. Under fbose condrf/ons /'m yery 
com/brfab/e w/fb rf. Buf / fb/nk rf peop/e sfarf fry/ng fo ask fbe 
quesf/on, "Can fbe /C/V—and /Ve beard fb/s around bere—"Can fbe 
/C/V be used rn //eu of a regu/ar course? Then we'// be ab/e fo gef a// 
of fbese peop/e rn our graduafe program." /'m nof cony/nced af fb/s 
po/nf fbaf rf(s go/ng fo be a y/ab/e opf/on. / fb/nk rf bas fo be an 
opf/on, buf / don? fb/nk rf can ever be fbe phmary or fbe frrsf opf/on 
A>r graduafe programm/ng. [Kyle, professor] 
In this second ambiguous (for the same reasons as the previous response) 
from the same faculty member, he spends more time why and when the ICN should 
and should not be used. 
Don Y /bo/ yourse/f /f / were fo fake a /ook and ask fbe quesf/on, "M/haf 
was fbe qua/rfy of fhe sfudenf/7eamer oufcomes and d/d rf make a 
dr/Terrence?" / wou/d rafe rf somewhere around an 8 or an 8.5 on a 70-
po/nf sca/e. Rea//y / fb/nk.. .my perspecf/ye /s, /f's k/nd of //ke a /of of 
ofber fb/ngs we do /n //fe. There Is fwo ways fo /ook af rf. One of fbe 
oufcomes bas fo do w/fb wbefber or nof fhere rea//y was a /eam/ng 
expenence. /n fh/s case, /'m very com/brfab/e w/fh fhe /C/V or fbe 
/C/Mveb page comb/naf/on. The ofher s/de of fhe corn rs fhe affecf/ye 
s/de. kVas rf a heck of a /of of fun? LVe//, no. Buf fhere are a /of of 
fh/ngs rn /r/e fhaf you do because rf's fhe r/ghf fh/ng fo do and you can 
do a good yob of rf. /'m say/ng fhaf /n some respecfs, rf you wanf fo do 
rf, because / know fhe qua/rfy confro/ /ssue /s go/ng fo conf/nue fo rear 
rf Is head rn here somep/ace, / fh/nk you can do a gua/rfy confro/ fype 
fh/ng. Lrfera//y fhe reason why / //ke fo use fhe web/VCA/ comb/naf/on rs 
because fhere rs fh/s aya//ab/e af a// f/mes. They know whaf fbey haye 
fo do; fhey know fhe resources are fhere. They eyen haye some se/f-
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assessments fo see how fhey're do/ng a/ong fhe way. And so rea//y / 
fee/ / can crank up a //ff/e b/f and expecf a /rff/e b/f more ouf of fhem 
fhan / used fo he ab/e fo when / wou/d go af rf, we wou/d fa/k and do 
fhe papers, / wou/d s/gn rf, fhaf k/nd of fh/ng. /n fhaf regard, / guess 
whaf / wanf fo say rs, rn ferms of how / fee/ ahouf feach/ng /C/Wweb-
hased courses, rs fhaf, rn ferms of fhe know/edge fhe sfudenfs come 
ouf wrfh and fhe sk/// fhey come ouf w/fh, / fee/ / can do a/mosf as good 
a yoh oryusf abouf as good a yob as / can rn a regu/ar c/assroom. Are 
fhere more hass/es? Yes. /s rf as safrs^//ng? A/of rea//y, buf fhere rs 
fh/s k/nd of "we wenf fhrough fhe depress/on fogefher; we wenf fhrough 
fhe war fogefher" fype of bond/ng fhaf fends fo occur fhaf g/ves you a 
perverse sense of camaraderie, /don Y know. /don?m/nd/f. You 
know, as /ong as /1m conf/nu/ng fo be /nferesfed and rnfe//ecfua//y 
cha//enged and cuhous abouf /f, /'// conf/nue fo do rf. [Kyle, professor] 
Joseph's contribution is less ambiguous and more negative than 
Kyle's. He was not pleased with the quality or the frustration he felt in a 
learning situation he did not choose. 
To me.../ was.../ fh/nk poss/b/y parf of my frusfrafron a/so probab/y 
maybe gof commun/cafed fo fhem, buf a/so probab/y fhe/r frusfraf/on 
poss/b/y gof communrcafed fo me. The overa// qua/rfy was nof as 
good, espec/a//y /n ferms of whaf fhe cumcu/um was—whaf we were 
fry/ng fo de/ryer and haye peop/e /earn. So, you know, on any sorf of 
sca/e of wh/ch you wou/d prefer; /1m a/ways go/ng fo p/ck person-fo-
person. Buf fhafls nof fo say fhaf /'m opposed fo fechno/ogy because / 
do rncorporafe fhaf. /yusf fh/nk fhaf fechno/ogy fhafls used 
approphafe/y and where are fhe sfrengfhs. Af /easf /n my parf/cu/ar 
area, / d/dn Y see rf had fhe sfrengfhs fhaf oufwe/ghed fhe ofher fh/ngs. 
[Joseph, professor] 
Summary. Student evaluations run the gamut from positive to negative with 
ambiguous in between while faculty warrants were more ambiguous without a clear 
and definite response - positive or negative. 
Final Comment 
Deb talked about the physical environment of the ICN classroom inhibiting her 
interactions with the instructor and students at other sites. Yet, with the exception of 
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additional equipment such as cameras and monitors, ICN classrooms tend to be set 
up to mimic traditional classrooms. (See Figures 4, 5 and 6.) 
Another issue that was not addressed in this study was the optimum number 
of sites and students at sites for the students to learn and the professors to be more 
effective. Albright and Graf (1998) shared that the optimum number of sites 
(including the origination site) was 3-5. The most manageable number of students 
per site is 4 - 5 while the total of students for one class, using the guidelines 
presented here, would be 20. Larger numbers make the instructor less effective if 
he or she does not have an assistant or technician who can operate the equipment. 
Also, checking in and communicating with more than 5 sites increases the amount of 
time that a professor has to spend with the group. If the professor has to scan each 
site to determine whether there are problems, questions, etc., that takes additional 
time away from all of the students. When preparing for a class, professors can 
specify a minimum or maximum number of sites which he/she will accept. 
Professors can also request upper or lower limits on the number of students 
necessary at each site - regardless of whether the numbers are small or large. And, 
from students' observations, they may be able to provide input as to what works best 
for them at a specific site or in a specific class. 
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CONVERGENCE OF DATA AND GUIDING THEORY 
In order to tie the data obtained in this study with the bioecological theory 
which is the guiding theoretical context, it is necessary to look at the global research 
question, "What impact does a distance learning environment have on participants -
both students and faculty?" In an effort to answer that question, a topic guide was 
prepared. The Topic Guide I used to address this question included: 
1. Class related concerns which later included the themes of communication, 
teaching methods, faculty skills, logistics, and faculty training. Responses 
related to these themes can be found in topics: experiences/interactions 
with other distance education students, experiences/interactions with 
faculty (if students) and experiences with other academic and technical 
personnel (if faculty). 
2. Non-classroom concerns that relate to the distance education experience 
included communication, technology, personal concepts of education, 
faculty incentives and compensation, and logistics. Responses related to 
these themes can be found in some of the ones listed above as well as 
non-classroom concerns that relate to the distance education experience, 
distance education's fit into context of personal lives, meeting personal 
goals, and personal accommodations/adaptations to participate in 
distance education. 
3. Distance education's fit into context of personal lives helped to develop the 
themes of personal concepts of education, student characteristics, 
personal impact, and logistics. 
4. Distance education's effect on personal conceptions of education. 
5. Personal accommodations/adaptations to participate in distance education 
are evident in the themes of technology, personal impact, and logistics. 
6. Challenges faced are covered in to some extent in all or almost all of the 
themes and in the section (Additional Comments) devoted to other 
comments about issues not already covered. 
7. Evaluation of overall experience 
8. Recommendations 
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With the exception of items 4-8, responses repeatedly overlap with a variety of 
themes that emerged from the study. 
Relating back to bioecological theory, each person functions in different 
contexts called microsystems. A person can function in more than one microsystem 
at the same time. For example, as Figure 2 shows, the person is present in the 
overlapping microsystems of workplace, classroom, family, and peer group. Figure 
3 then places that person within the mesosystems which is the context where 
interaction among microsystems occur. The next layer out is the exosystem which 
includes such larger institutions as education and government. In this layer these 
two constructs are the ones of most interest in this study. The final layer, the 
macrosystem, represents the pervasive culture in which we live. Overlaying all of 
these contexts is the chronosystem which I defined earlier as reflecting the effects of 
time across the entire model and is defined as the patterning of events and 
transitions over time. 
For the purposes of this study, I will first place a student in the center of the 
converging microsystems. At this point, the microsystem we will focus on is the 
classroom which is simultaneously overlapping both family and workplace. Logistics 
overlap the family microsystem because scheduling adjustments (child care, 
transportation, etc.) may have to be made there as well as in the workplace. In the 
workplace, logistics can become an issue depending on individual's schedules. 
Questions arise about whether the work schedule has to be modified to allow the 
student to participate in ICN classes. If so, are supervisor's supportive of the 
necessary changes? The student's microsystem will be home to such themes as 
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communication, teaching methods, faculty skills, logistics, and faculty training. The 
subcategories of student and faculty logistics will be in the portions of the classroom 
microsystem that overlap the family and workplace microsystems. This is where the 
classroom microsystem intersects with the faculty person's microsystem will hold the 
themes of communication, teaching methods, faculty skills, and faculty training. 
The faculty classroom microsystem will then overlap the faculty workplace 
microsystem. The areas of overlap will include themes such as communication, 
teaching methods, faculty skills, logistics, and faculty training. This overlap of 
microsystems and themes would not be as strong or as full of the same themes if 
the workplace were something other than a university. If either the faculty or the 
student interact with another student, overlap will occur with the same basic themes. 
The image of all of these themes and overlapping microsystems become three 
dimensional at this point as each of these microsystems interact with one another in 
the mesosystem. If the class grows or changes, each student will have his or her 
microsystems disrupted for a short time as the new person(s) or changes find their 
niche in the virtual classroom environment. 
Being a developmental, as in Bronfenbrenner (1998), I expect that humans 
are involved with ongoing reciprocal interaction with their environment and that the 
interaction becomes more complex, more sophisticated over time. Interaction does 
not have to be limited to other humans, but can be, for example, interaction with the 
ICN fiberoptic system. Such reciprocal interaction can also include such constructs 
as symbols or even goals. For these interactions to affect development, they must 
occur fairly regularly over a period of time. In the context of this study, the 
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consistent interaction of class sessions, study group meetings, communication with 
the instructor, etc. provides the opportunity for complexities to be understood and 
development to occur. Bronfenbrenner referred to these interactions as "proximal 
processes." These proximal processes allow for increasing complexity of interaction 
the developing human. The other major element of this project was time. The 
proximal processes must occur over time. In some cases, it is necessary for the 
complex development the person has achieved to be supported, the proximal 
processes can provide that maintenance as needed. A good example of that is a 
student who has been out of academia for years and now has to take a statistics 
course. (It has been 16 years since the student's last statistics class.) Proximal 
processes can help that student achieve her goal by working on a refresher course. 
Now back to the "so what" question. Having been both a student and an 
instructor using ICN technology, I have the background and perspective to see the 
pros and cons of the academic use of such technology. I also looked at the 
extraneous issues as they impact the participants involved in this study. It is the 
similarities and differences of the students and faculty that come together to interact 
at and beyond the ICN Nexus that provide the opportunity to appreciate its positive 
impact upon their lives, limit its negative impact, allow them to be more sensitive and 
understanding of each other's situations, and to look for ways to improve the 
distance education environment and processes for themselves and others. 
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LIMITATIONS 
Since this study deals with a variety of students and instructors from different 
academic disciplines, matching students with instructors and instructors with 
students was not possible. If I could have done so, I might have gotten a more 
coherent picture of how participants are interacting in a specific class at a specific 
time. Such an opportunity could potentially allow me to get a cohesive picture of the 
perceptions on both sides of the teaching and learning transaction and quite possibly 
allow me to offer more specific, concrete suggestions for enhancing the learning 
environment for all participants. 
The participants in this study were screened to meet the characteristics I had 
established before being to do the research. From that screened group, the 
participants were self-selected. Collins and Pascarella (2003) would definitely 
consider a self-selected group to be confounding, but based upon previous research 
(Biner et al, 1997; Coldeway, MacRury, & Spencer, 1980; the National Center for 
Educational Statistics, 1999; Rosenthal, Mathews, & Stout, 1992; Ross & Powell, 
1990; Spronk & Radtke, 1987; Sturrock, 1988; Washburn-Hawkins, 1997; and 
Zarghami, 1997), self-selected distance education students are the norm. 
Transferability is limited since I, as the researcher, am a major instrument of 
inquiry. Although I prepared participant descriptions with enough demographic 
information that it would theoretically be possible to find students and faculty that 
would meet the demographic requirements, but they must also be engaged in taking 
classes using the ICN. 
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The last limitation is related to my involvement as a major instrument of inquiry. I, 
like some of the students described, had a really good experience as a distance 
education student using the ICN. I am, therefore, disposed to look favorably upon 
the ICN. I have worked hard to provide balanced data and interpretations in this 
manuscript. Any errors of omission based upon that positive predisposition are 
mine. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
In the process of interviewing students and faculty, I asked them for 
recommendations for improving distance education using the ICN. I did not specify 
what areas were of interest and what ones were not. Students' responses are 
presented first. These are their responses divided, as much as I could, into 
categories that make sense. Following participant recommendations are 
practitioner-focused and researcher recommendations 
Participant Recommendations 
Consumer-Students 
For me, you need fo /ook af who's your customer and fbaf's fbe 
sfudenf. We need fo make fb/ngs, f/rsf of a//, as easy and s/mp/e /or 
fbe sfudenf as we can. /f fbaf means fbaf we have fo fake a sfep back 
and do somefb/ng a //We mom d/f5cu/f on our end, so be /f. Because 
fbey sbou/d be fbe peop/e fbaf we are fry/ng fo accommodafe. 
Educaf/on seems fo be f/y/ng fo accommodafe feacbers and k/nd of 
fb/geff/ng abouf fbe sfudenfs. [Ellen - R] 
L/ndersfand/ng wbaf k/nd of sfudenf fbey are and;usf anf/apaf/ng, 
you know you Ire probab/y gonna bave some fecbno/og/ca/ prob/ems 
so don? gef frusfrafed by /f. [Cathy - R] 
/ fb/nk, we gof fo sfarf //sfen/ng more and more fo fbe /earner from 
wbaf we use fo. Ofberw/se we may nof bave one /eam/ng from us. 
Tbey may be e/fber go/ng e/sewbere or fbeylre nof geff/ng fbe/r 
educaf/on fbey need. [Frank, professor] 
77?e peop/e fbaf are seafed /n i^onf of you are fyp/ca//y ...wanf/ng your 
/mmed/afe affenf/on yusf //ke fbey d/d /n anofber c/ass. Many offbem 
see fbe...my percepf/on /s fbaf many of fbem see fbe d/sfance s/fes as 
/nfnvd/ng on fbe/r c/assmom.... Tbaf fbey are, fbere/bre, nof geff/ng 
fbe qua//fy fbaf fbey wou/d gef ofberw/se by be/ng r/gbf fbere w/fb you 
buf w/fbouf you bav/ng fo be concerned abouf a// fbe peop/e ouf fbere. 
[Kyle, professor] 
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Faculty Training 
/ fru/y be//eve fbaf /fyou expecf an /nsfrucfor fo be successfu/ on fbe 
/C/V, you bave fo feacb fbem bow fo do fbaf.... Mbougb / do fb/nk 
fbaf /f fbey were, of course, fo fake a c/ass before fbey wenf and faugbf 
/f v/a fbe /C/V, / fb/nk maybe jusf fbmugb fbe s/mp/e exerc/se of s/ff/ng 
/n a c/assroom and f7nd/hg ouf wbaf /f ^ //ke fo be a sfudenf, you may 
sfarf rea//z/ng fbaf fbere are some fb/ngs fbaf you wanf fo do d/#erenf. 
Maybe fbafls fbe /7rsf sfep /s fo make eve/ybody fake a fbree-week 
course fbaf^s on fbe /C/V, espec/a/// /f you are go/ng fo feacb. You 
need fo supporf /nsfn/cfors and make sure fbey undersfand fbe 
d/^rences befween fbe regu/ar c/assmom and f/y/ng fo feacb v/a 
anofber way. [Ellen - R] 
One of fbe fb/ngs / /earned as / was a 7% observ/ng /nsfrucfors wbo 
needed fbe /C/V was fbaf fbey rea//y need fo go back and wafcb 
fbemse/ves perform over /C/V. There's ce/fa/n //ff/e gesfures. There's 
ce/fa/n umms, mmms. Wbaf do you ca// fbose? Even bow fbey dress 
/mpacfs bow we see fbem on fe/ev/s/on. / remember one /nsfrucfor; be 
wore a sfnped sb//f. We yusf saw a buzz eacb f/me be moved, /f was 
yusf a b/u/r. 77?af became so d/sf/acf/ng for us. /n some of fbe 
/esearcb fbaf /'ve /ooked af, /f says fbey rea//y need fo go back and 
assess fbemse/ves and see wbaf fbey /ook //ke fo fbe sfudenfs, 
espec/a/// fo fbose sfudenfs wbo am off s/fe. Seem/ng/y sma// fb/ngs 
/mpacf fbe wbo/e /eam/ng env/ronmenf. [Kitt - O] 
/f seems fo me fbaf feacb/ng an /C/V c/ass, fbe professors bave fo 
spend more f/me prepanng for fbe c/ass. L/ke my professors, fbey f/y 
fo make sure fbe sfudenfs off campus gef a// of fbe mafena/s /n 
advance, so fbey, you know, fbe sfudenfs can parf/c/pafe /n fbe c/ass 
d/scuss/ons and fbe ass/gnmenfs. So / fb/nk.. ./f% probab/y more 
cba//eng/ng A^r fbe professors. [Jackie - O] 
Tbe one /nsfrucfor be bad spec/f7ca//y asked for feedback on wbaf / 
fbougbf, you know, and fbe resf of us fbougbf be cou/d do fo make /f 
beffer. /\nd one of fbe fb/ngs be fended fo do /n c/ass wou/d be fo 
answer anybody's guesf/on abouf anyfb/ng and preffy mucb conf/nua//y 
go/ng over fbe same sfuff fwo weeks /n a row. Wbere / fbougbf /f 
wou/d bave been beffer fo bave a fwo-bour /C/V c/ass w/fb one bour of 
/C/V of#ce bours beA)re or a/fer c/ass. Thaf way you cou/d ask fbose 
guesf/ons. We cou/d //sfen fo fbem. Tben we cou/d sf/// gef down fo 
fbe nufs and bo/fs of c/ass and fbe confenf of fbe c/ass dunng fbose 
fwo bours. / fb/nk fbaf wou/d be somefb/ng / wou/d //ke fo see fbem 
sfa/f fo fb/nk abouf. Maybe you exfend.. .wben you bave an /C/V c/ass 
sef up fbrfb/ee bours, you scbedu/e fb/ee bours and a ba/f bours and 
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fhen you've gof fbe f/me Zn fbere fo use /or oA?ce hours f/me. A/of yusf 
ever? for fbe k/ds off campus fo ask guesf/ons, buf fbose fbaf are or? 
campus can ask and fbose fbaf are off can sf/// hear fbem. [Susan - R] 
For rf fo be a good gua/Zfy c/ass, over fhe /C/V, peop/e shouZd be 
reguZred fo go fhrough some fra/n/ng and gef on fbere and presenf a 
c/ass w/fh some /nferacf/ve s/fes w/fh sfudenfs af fbose s/fes. /f's my 
op/n/on. / cou/d be wrong, buf / doubf /f. [Bob - R] 
/ fb/nk fbere needs fo be beffer/ob done by fbe un/vers/fy bav/ng 
professors do fb/s, fo prepare fbem /n bow fo feacb effecf/ve/y over 
fbe /C/V. ,4nd bav/ng bad fb/s one pro/igssor fwo semesfers /n a row, / 
rea/rze Zf(s /usf b/s feacb/ng sfy/e. Zf /s fbe same on fbe /C/V as /f was 
Zn c/ass. Buf be d/d some ZnferesfZng fb/ngs fbaf / badnY even beard 
abouf. Obv/ous/y be bad goffen some f#)s //ke wben you wnfe on fbe 
ELMO so rf!s v/s/b/e on screen, you wnfe w/fh b/ack on a //gbf b/ue 
background /nsfead of on wbrfe. Jusf //ff/e fb/ngs //ke fbaf obv/ous/y 
be bad some preparaf/on, buf fbere are yusf some ofber /ssues you 
cou/d do fo be/p /nfegrafe. You know, bave d/scuss/on go/ng on and 
make /f more of an acf/ve /nvo/vemenf. ... I/Vhen you are af a 
d/sfance and a s/ng/e /earner af a d/sfance, rf rs maybe bard fo bave 
fbaf mof/vafZon fo conf/nue. You bave fo be a sfrongZy, seZZ-mof/vafed 
/earner fo be an /nd/v/dua/ af one s/fe by yourse/f and conf/nue w/fh 
fbe c/ass. [Susan - R] 
/ bope fbaf some of fbe fb/ngs fbaf come ouf of fb/s sfudy are some 
/mpefuses /or fbe Sfafe of /owa fo reexam/ne bow fb/s /s be/ng 
de/Zvered because / fb/nk fbere /s foo mucb of a frend fo yusf fbrow a 
/ecfurer /n fronf of a buncb of peop/e and say we're deZ/venng coZZege 
courses. / fb/nk fbere /s a buman e/emenf fbaf ends up be/ng m/ss/ng 
ouf of fbem. Tbere^s ways fo sfrucfure fbem. / fb/nk fbey need fo do a 
beffer/ob as a wbo/e. Z'm nof fa/kZng specZ^caZZy abouf any of my 
cases. Z fb/nk as a wboZe fbey can do a beffer/ob of he/p/ng feacbers 
/earn bow fo make Zf more of a bumane c/ass. /n fb/nk fbaf wou/d be 
a beffer way fo puf Zf. To bnng a buman e/emenf back /nfo feacb/ng, 
weZZ Znfo—rf was probab/y never fbere. Bnng Zf Znfo fbe ZCZV and bave 
fbem be ZnferacfZve wZfh Zf.... Buf rf gefs back fo.. .fbey are probab/y 
draw/ng on fbe/r feacb/ng fechn/gues fbaf fbeyVe bad overyears of 
experience versus maybe a co//ege pm/isssor wbo've never bad even 
educaf/on courses fo draw on or somefb/ng //ke fbaf—fo be ab/e fo 
puf fbose fbZngs fogefber.... There needs fo be, Z fb/nk, a refhZnk/ng 
of.. .we don? need fo frash fbe /C/V. //usf shudder when Z hear fbem 
say fbaf. Z fhZnk Zf's a greaf fooZ for de/Zvenng Zn/brmaf/on. Buf fbe 
foo/ ZfseZfZs nof goZng fo change. Zf has fo be how Zfls de/Zvered and 
how fbe peop/e on eZfher end of Zf receZve and send fbe message.... 
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/'d ///ce fo see fhaf message gef fo somebody somewhere. [Susan -
R] 
M/haf shou/d / use. Thaf comes down fo undersfand/ng feach/ng and 
/eam/ng process. Of course we Ye k/nda b/g on fbaf /n our deparfmenf 
because /1m /n /ead as our expe/f/se. Buf fo enhance, / fh/nk, whaf 
we've done /s and we pe/pefuafed a prob/em, we have bad feach/ng 
on campus, and a// we do fhen /s puf /f on fhe /C/V. Bad feach/ng 
aga/n, b/g /ecfum on fhe sub/ecf maffer and you engaged fhe /earner 
af a//. So, de/zve/y fhrough d/sfance mechan/sms /s rea//y nof go/ng fo 
be any beffer fhan de//vehng on campus /f we don Y /ook af feach/ng 
mefhodo/ogy and _/usf //ke whaf Is approphafe /or fhe /earner. 77?af's 
my message. [Frank, professor] 
Class Evaluation 
/ fh/nk one concern / have, and / fh/nk /f comes from be/ng /n 
academ/a myse/f andyusf as a sfudenf who wou/d //ke fo prov/de 
feedback Anom fhe expehence, /s fhaf unf// fh/s /asf semesfer / have 
nof been eva/uaf/ng my off campus c/asses. Wh/ch / fh/nk ;s an 
unusua/ s/fuaf/on g/ven fhe facf fhaf fh/s /s a ^//fy new way for mosf 
peop/e fo be feach/ng. / don Y know /f fhey d/dnY requesf fhaf fhey 
have feedback /mm fhe c/ass or/f fhere were no A)/ms ava//ab/e af 
fh/s po/nf fo eva/uafe a c/ass of fhaf magn/fude. /f fhere Is nof, /s fhere 
someone work/ng on do/ng fhaf? How do you puf fogefher a sfudenf 
eva/uaf/on form fhaf Is been faughf off campus fo address c/assroom 
env/ronmenf and /nferacf/ve acf/v/f/es? Thaf's a who/e d//ferenf 
v/ewpo/nf /n d/sfance educaf/on fhan, / fh/nk, /n a face-fo-fgce 
env/ronmenf. / fh/nk /f's somefh/ng fhaf needs fo be /ooked af. 
Pmbab/y nofyusf af /owa Sfafe, buf probab/y naf/onw/de af how you 
wou/d eva/uafe fhaf c/ass. Lasf semesfer fhe professor d/d send ouf 
an eva/uaf/on form /n fhe ma// fo us and asked us fo f7// /f back ouf 
and send /f back /n, buf /f was fhe same one used for a face-fo- face 
c/ass and had nofh/ng fo do w/fh a /of of fhe fh/ngs—/ shou/dn Y say a 
/of—buf fhere were some fh/ngs fhaf were nof app//cab/e be/ng off 
campus. [Susan - R] 
Logistics 
/ k/nd of w/sh fhe professors wou/d gef fhem (YesfsJ back a //ff/e sooner 
because whaf happens /s you don Y have your fesf /n ^onf of you 
because /fis /n fhe ma//. v4nd fhen fhey're go/ng fhrough fhe fesf, and /f 
you don Y have yours /n fronf of you fo know whaf worked and 
whaf.. .whaf you gof and whaf you d/dnY. Tlhaf's k/nd of ^ %/sfraf/ng. 
[Helen - R] 
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Thaf Is probab/y fhe b/ggesf chf/c/sm fhaf / have of fhe d/sfance /eam/ng 
/s when fhem /s somefh/ng you need fhaf you don'f have /f. /f fa/ces a 
f/ff/e exf/a e%rf. /f fa/res fe///ng fhe speakers, */ need your nofes a 
week /n advance so we can copy fhem and gef fhem ouf fo fhe s/fe 
peop/e." v4nd fhen you've gof fo a/n peop/e down fo do fhaf. Because 
/ Ve spoken af fh/ngs and.. .yeah, /1m geff/ng my sfuff ready an hour 
before /1m supposed fo he fhere. You /enow, /1m jusf ///ce everybody 
e/se fhaf way. [Helen - R] 
Support for Distance Education 
/ wou/d hope fhaf /owa Sfafe, orspec//7ca//y fhe program fhaf /'m /n, 
wou/d cons/der do/ng fhaf agarn. / fhoughf rf was a greaf expehence 
and / /earned from rf, wh/ch rs whaf fh/s /s a// abouf. [Deb - R] 
/'m very.. .even fhough /Ve had a negaf/ve expehence w/fh O/sfance 
Educaf/on, / fnr/y be//eve #1s fhe d/recf/on we need fo be /ook/ng af. / 
fh/nk fhaf /fis go/ng fo be a rea/ boon for peop/e ///ce you and / when we 
were younger w/fh k/ds and fhe respons/b///f/es of//fe and fry/ng fo 
make schoo/ work and schedu//ng work. / fh/nk /fis yusf go/ng fo be an 
/ncred/b/e answer A»r a /of of peop/e ouf fhere who are more p/ace 
bound af home fhan your fyp/ca/ e/ghfeen-year-o/d. / fh/nk fhaf fhe 
fufure of d/sfance ed /s /ncred/b/e rf we can gef some peop/e /nfo 
educaf/on who have some v/s/on. [Ellen - R] 
These entries have not be divided between student and faculty, but by 
topic. The only editing I did was to shorten some of the responses that 
rambled a bit. 
Comment 
Despite some students knowing and admitting that they have deficits in 
understanding, operating and feeling comfortable with technology, they did 
not list recommendations for students to leam to use and be comfortable with 
technology. Perhaps it was not mentioned because students felt that they 
were responsible for learning how to use technology so it was not mentioned 
on this list. That may be a logical explanation for some, but at least one 
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student, Deb, clearly stated that the technology-rich physical environment of 
the ICN room was inhibiting her interaction with others. She also added that 
she could not use WebCT and had no desire to learn to do so. IfWebCT 
were a more integral, requisite element of course work, she might have 
discovered that it was prudent to learn more. 
The next comment that I have relates to learning styles and study 
skills. Again, as in the Results section, I am surprised that none of the 
students discussed whether they learn well with specific teaching methods 
that may relate to their learning styles and study skills. The two studies I 
addressed in the Literature Review and Results sections have looked at the 
issues of students' technology-related skills, study skills for independent 
learning, and learning style that will enhance the possibility of success in a 
distance learning environment (Taylor and Eustis, 1999; and Temple 
University, 2003). My question is why do other colleges and universities not 
have something similar. This is the responsibility of all three categories of 
respondents. The students should utilize and support efforts to screen all 
students for the purpose of matching their learning styles and study skills to 
the educational opportunities available. Practitioners should use their 
influence to encourage further research and screening to enhance student 
success. Of course, researchers should do the studies necessary to provide 
students and practitioners with tools to enhance student success in 
academia. 
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Practitioner-Focused Recommendations 
These may look familiar because you have seen some of them already 
in the participant recommendations. It is not a case of plagiarism, but a list I 
made as well. It just means that we agree on a specific topic. 
Evaluation 
When I was a student I too got the evaluation forms that did not fit my 
classroom experience. A good comprehensive evaluation needs to address 
the class and the distance education environment. This is a good research 
issue as well. 
Faculty Training 
In the literature, in the student interviews, and in my own experience, 
the issue of providing training for faculty is prominent. Unfortunately, most 
faculty need basic teaching methods, need "best practices," and need to learn 
to use the ICN technology effectively and efficiently. 
Office Hours 
One faculty member, in a mixed delivery media based class, used the 
WebCT for content, quizzes, and test. He then used ICN time for office 
hours. One of the students also suggested it in the first part of this section. 
Comment 
As I stated in the previous section, practitioners need to support 
students in their efforts to achieve academic success. They also need to 
support researchers who study subjects such as learning styles, study skills, 
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technology utilization, etc. as each of those efforts focus upon the goal of 
academic success. 
Researcher Recommendations 
Evaluation 
I think it bears repeating that we need a good reporting instrument that 
focuses on evaluating the very specific learning environment of the ICN. As 
with the student who recommended, when I was a student, I got those same 
generic evaluation forms. With the help of a technician, I solved my problem 
by using an anonymous email response system. That way I was also able to 
ask the questions I wanted students to address. 
Faculty Training 
I believe that this is one of the most important areas that needs some 
very pragmatic research to see what works and what does not. The places I 
would start are the University Center for Teaching Excellence (CTE) which 
offers faculty the opportunity to be evaluated by CTE staff, the ICN, and the 
Indian Hills training that participants have mentioned which, if I understood 
correctly, has a brief ten-hour training plan. 
Origination Site to Remote Site Student Resentment 
From personal experience when I was a remote site student and when 
I served as a teaching assistant (TA), I observed origination site student 
behaviors that indicated a resentment toward remote site students. I have 
also heard origination site students complain about remote site students, then 
express the wish that the class was not being carried over the ICN. Zarghami 
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(1997) also found that this was a potential problem and suggested that it be 
considered for future research. I had originally planned to include that issue 
in this study, but I did not get enough evidence, even anecdotal, to make that 
part of my research here. 
Survey of Two-Way Audio and Video Distance Delivery Programs 
Most of the research I found when working on my literature review was 
focused upon online distance education or compared either traditional to 
distance delivery or two different distance delivery systems. I would like to 
see this study, Zarghami's (1997), Patton's (19 ), other studies representing 
similar delivery methods, and some original current research on ICN-like 
systems to get an overview of the work and ideas for using the ICN to its full 
potential. 
Diversity and Distance Education 
I had two international students in my study, but that was not deliberate. 
They just happened to meet the criteria I established for screening potential 
participants. I do know that the Salish-Kootenai Community College and Haskell 
Indian Nations University are both engaged in different forms of distance education 
delivery. I believe this is an avenue worth pursuing. Are they doing anything that is 
different from what we do? Can they teach us something about distance education 
delivery? Can we learn from each other's experiences? 
Comments 
I will, one more time, suggest research that follows up on the studies done at 
Temple University (2003) and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and University (Taylor 
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and Eustis, 1999) regarding learning styles, study skills, technology comfort, and 
academic options that will enhance all students' opportunities for success. 
I am sure that there are other ideas for further research that I have not 
touched upon, but here I stop. I have a short quotation from Romanoff (2003) that 
I'd like to end this manuscript with: 
D/sfance educaf/on ex/sfs on fbe prem/se fbaf fecbno/ogy and 
feacb/ng w/// comb/ne fo proy/de an effecf/ye /eam/ng expenence for 
fbe sfudenf. To fbaf end, d/sfance educaf/on /s a pofenf/a//y powerfu/ 
feacb/ng and /eam/ng yeb/c/e wben dep/oyed fbrougb A»rmafs fbaf 
cap/fa//ze on bofb frad/f/ona/ and /nnovaf/ye pedagog/es and /eam/ng 
formafs. L eam/ng commun/f/es are effecf/ye Asrmafs for nurfunng 
academ/c success and for A)sfe/?ng a sense of so//darffy and ive//-
be/ng by reduc/ng fbe d/sfance befween sfudenfs, facu/fy members, 
and fbe courses fbaf make up fbe/r curr/cu/a. The absence of an /n-
person, ^ce-fo-^ce c/assroom expenence /s /ess /mporfanf fban fbe 
presence of a /eam/ng expenence fbaf a/Rm?s fbe /nd/y/dua/ and fbe 
co//ecf/ye effb/fs of sfudenfs and feacbers. /Is mucb as fbe use of 
fecbno/ogy can expand fbe pbys/ca/ d/sfance befween feacbers and 
/earners, /f can a/so serve fo reduce fbaf d/sfance by enbanc/ng fbe 
sense of commun/fy among sfudenfs and feacbers. (p.58) 
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Printed on Iowa State University Letterhead Stationery 
April 26, 2002 
My name is Sherry Washburn and I am conducting research toward my dissertation 
"Distance Education from the Inside Out: Experiences Grounded in the Real World 
of Participants" which, as you can see from the title, focuses upon the distance 
education experience. I am focusing upon the experiences of the remote site 
student, the origination site student, and faculty who teach distance education 
courses. 
The study will consist of an initial survey (enclosed/attached) which asks for basic 
demographic information and the level of your experience with distance education. 
Some individuals who consent to do so will participate in a focus group to find out 
about their experiences with distance education, faculty, students, and other 
university personnel; focus group members will discuss their general ideas about 
how distance education fits in and affects our lives. 
The focus group interview will last two hours or less and will be audiotaped by my 
assistant. 
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary and if you wish to withdraw from the 
study, you may do so at any time, and you do not need to give any reasons or 
explanations for doing so. If you do withdraw from the study, please understand that 
this will have no effect on your relationship with Iowa State University or any other 
organization or agency. 
To prevent violations of your own or others' privacy, you will be asked not to talk 
about any of your own or others' private experiences that you would consider too 
personal or revealing. You also have an obligation to respect the privacy of the 
other members of the group by not disclosing any personal information that they 
share during our discussion. 
All the information that you give will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by 
law, and that the names of all the people in the study will be kept confidential. All 
participants will be asked to choose their own identifiers (pseudonyms) to be used 
during the study. Throughout the duration of the study, all hard copy, audiotape, 
disk, etc. data will be secured under lock and key. I will be the only one with access 
to that data. Data will not be reported in such a manner that personal identification 
can be made by others who may know you or other participants. 
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If you consent to an in-depth interview, participation is still voluntary and can be 
discontinued at any time. Confidentiality will also be maintained in the manner 
outlined above. 
Although you may not receive any direct benefit from participating in this study, your 
participation may help others in the future. Please consider taking a few minutes to 
complete this survey, return it within the next ten days, and continue to participate in 
this study as fully as you feel comfortable with. 
If you have concerns or questions now or at any time during this study, please feel 
free to contact me by email at brndilee(5)iastate.edu or by telephone at (515) 290-
5494 or (515) 231-8356. You may also contact Graduate Program Coordinator Dr. 
Dianne Draper at 294-4024. 
Thank you for taking the time to read this. 
Sincerely, 
Sherry Washburn 
Doctoral Candidate 
Department of Human Development and Family Studies 
Modified from Morgan, 0. L. & Kateger, R. A. (1998). The focus omuo kit 
APPENDIX B. ICN DISTANCE EDUCATION SURVEY - STUDENT 
ICN Distance Education Survey - Student 
1. Gender: Male Female 
2. Age: 
3. Marital status: Single Married Divorced Widowed 
4. Number of Children: 
6. Student status: Grad Non-degree Seeking Grad 
7. College enrolled in: 
8. Department: 
9. Major/Specialization: 
10. Minor (if applicable): 
11. Number of credit hours you take in an average semester: 
12. Number of courses taken through any form of distance éducation: 
13. Number of credit hours taken through ICN: 
14. Number of courses taken through ICN: 
15. Would you be willing to participate in a focus group, possibly an in-depth interview 
. regarding your distance education experience? 
Yes No 
If you answered "yes" to the previous question, please carefully print your 
contact information on the back (name, email, phone) and the most convenient 
time and method to contact you. If you are returning this by email, you may 
include contact information in the body of the email. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. 
APPENDIX C. ICN DISTANCE EDUCATION SURVEY - FACULTY 
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ICN Distance Education Survey - Faculty 
1. Gender: Male Female 
2. Age: 
3. Marital status: Single MarriedDivorced Widowed 
4. Number of Children: 
6. Faculty status: Instructor Assistant Professor Associate Professor Full Professor 
7. College: 
8. Departmental Appointment: 
11. Number of credit hours you teach in an average semester 
12. Number of courses taught through any form of distance education: 
16. Number of credit hours taught through ICN: 
17. Number of courses taught through ICN: 
18. Would you be willing to participate in a focus group, possibly an in-depth interview regarding 
your distance education experience? 
Yes No 
If you answered "Yes" to the previous question, please carefully print your 
contact information on the back (name, email, phone) and the most convenient 
time and method to contact you. If you are returning this by email, you may 
include contact information in the body of the email. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. 
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Statement of Informed Consent - Group Interview 
I, , agree to participate in this research project 
"Distance Education from the Inside Out Experiences Grounded in the Real World 
Contexts of Participants" that is being conducted by Sherry Washburn from Iowa 
State University. 
I understand that the purpose of this study is to hold a group interview to find out about the 
distance education experience of graduate students (both remote site and origination site) 
and faculty participating in classes using ICN (Iowa Communications Network) fiberoptics 
technology; we will discuss our general ideas about that experience. 
I understand that the study involves a focus group interview that lasts two hours or less, 
which will be audiotaped. 
I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that if I wish to 
withdraw from the study or to leave, I may do so at any time, and that I do not need to give 
any reasons or explanations for doing so. If I do withdraw from the study, I understand that 
this will have no effect on my relationship with Iowa State University or any other 
organization or agency. 
I understand that because of this study, there could be violations of my privacy. To prevent 
violations of my own or others' privacy, I have been asked not to talk about any of my own or 
others' private experiences that I would consider too personal or revealing. 
I also understand that I have an obligation to respect the privacy of the other members of 
the group by not disclosing any personal information that they share during our discussion. 
I understand that all the information that ! give will be kept confidential to the extent 
permitted by law, and that the names of all the people in the study will be kept confidential. 
I understand that I may not receive any direct benefit from participating in this study, but that 
my participation may help others in the future. 
The researcher has offered to answer any questions I may have about the study and what I 
am expected to do. 
I have read and understand this information and I agree to take part in the study. 
(Date Signed) (Participant's Signature) 
If you have concerns or questions about this study, please contact Sherry Washburn at 
(515) 290-5494 or (515) 231-8356 Graduate Program Coordinator. Dr. Dianne Draper at 
294-4024. 
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Statement of Informed Consent - In-depth Interview 
I, , agree to participate in this research project 
"Distance Education from the Inside Out Experiences Grounded in the Real World 
Contexts of Participants" that is being conducted by Sherry Washburn from Iowa 
State University. 
I understand that the purpose of this study is to hold a group interview to find out about the 
distance education experience of graduate faculty presenting classes using ICN (Iowa 
Communications Network) fiberoptics technology; we will discuss our general ideas about 
that experience. 
I understand that the study involves a in-depth interview that lasts two hours or less, which 
will be audiotaped. 
I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that if I wish to 
withdraw from the study or to leave, I may do so at any time, and that I do not need to give 
any reasons or explanations for doing so. If I do withdraw from the study, I understand that 
this will have no effect on my relationship with Iowa State University or any other 
organization or agency. 
I understand that because of this study, there could be violations of my privacy. To prevent 
violations of my own or others' privacy, I have been asked not to talk about any of my own or 
others' private experiences that I would consider too personal or revealing. 
I understand that all the information that I give will be kept confidential to the extent 
permitted by law, and that the names of all the people in the study will be kept confidential. 
I understand that I may not receive any direct benefit from participating in this study, but that 
my participation may help others in the future. 
The researcher has offered to answer any questions I may have about the study and what I 
am expected to do. 
I have read and understand this information and I agree to take part in the study. 
(Date Signed) (Participant's Signature) 
If you have concerns or questions about this study, please contact Sherry Washburn at 
(515) 290-5494 or (515) 231-8356 Graduate Program Coordinator, Dr. Dianne Draper at 
294-4024. 
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APPENDIX F. CONFIRMATION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS PROTECTION IN 
RESESARCH TRAINING 
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY Research and Advanced Studies 
Office of [he Vice Provost 
211 Beardshear Kail 
Anics, Iowa 50011-2036 
51; 204-6344. 
FAX 515 294-6:00 
O F  S C I E N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  
August 28, 2000 
This is to certify that SHERRY WASHBURN attended an Iowa State University 
workshop on July 20, 2000 regarding the protection of human subjects in research. 
The workshop covered the following topics: 
- the historical perspectives of human subjects research 
- The Belmont Report 
the federal regulations (45 CFR 46 and 21 CFR 50&56) 
assurances of compliance 
- IRB composition and duties 
elements of informed consent 
- types of IRB review 
modification of research activities and unanticipated problems 
Iowa State University policies and procedures 
In addition, attendees were provided a copy of The Belmont Report and the Iowa State 
University Multiple Project Assurance filed with the Office for Human Research 
Protections. They were also given information on the resources available on the World 
Wide Web. 
Patricia M. Keith 
IRB Chair 
Prem S. Paul 
Associate Vice Provost for Research & 
Institutional Official Responsible for 
Human Subjects Research 
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APPENDIX G. HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW COMMITTEE RESEARCH 
APPROVAL AND RENEWAL FORMS 
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Iowa State University Human Subjects Renew Form 
| OFFICE USE ONLY : 
| EXPEDITED X FULL COMMITTEE L4 j 
PI Last Nunc Shem' Washburn Tide of Project Distance Education From the Inside Out: Experiences Grounded in the 
?,nl WfTjd fprrtcxis of Participants 
Checklist for Attachments 
The following are attached (please check): 
13. E3 Letter or vninen statement to subjects indicating clearly 
a) the purpose of the research 
b) the use of any identifier codes (names, fs), how they wû] be used, and when they will be removed (see item 18) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research 
d) if applicable, the location of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
Q in a longitudinal study, when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) th»t participsnan is voluntary; nonparticipation will not afket evaluations of the subject 
14. Kl A copy of the consent fbnn (if applicable) 
15. D Letter of approval for research from cooperating organizations or instmrnons (if applicable) 
16. E Data-gathering instruments 
17. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
First contact 
06/11/01 
Momth/Day/Y ear 
Last contact 
12/31/01 
Month/Day/Y ear 
18. If applicable, anticipated date that identifiers will be removed Horn completed survey instruments and/or 
audio or visual tapes will be erased: 
13/31/02 
Month/Dav/Year 
Date 19. Signature of Departmental Executive OfBcer 
20. Initial action by the Institutional Review Board (IRB): 
[Syrojcct approved Q Pending Further Review 
F1 No action required 
Date 
21. Follow-up action by the IRB: 
Project approved Project not approved 
Date 
Date 
Patricia M. Keith 
Department or Administrative Unit 
O Project not approved 
Date 
Name of IRB Cbahperson 
Pm 
Signature of IRB Chairperson 
Project not resubmitted 
O/ 
Approval Date 
Date 
3/01 
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OFFICE USE ONLY - , 
Pmiaa ID# I - 5*^3 Project Category: IRB Approval Due: kf" r iv ; 
Oncle ID# __ Key Personnel Training IRB Expiranon Dae: Lo" 1- 03. 
Iowa State University IRB 
Human Subjects Review Form 
(Please type and use &e Mrached mscructions fbr completing thi: form) : 
1. Title of Project: Distance Education Frorn the Tnside Out: Expériences Grounded m the Real World Cotexw of Q ^  j Q j 
2. I agree to provide the proper sur&rillnncf of this project to insure that the rights and welfare of the human subjects are 
protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in research procedures after the 
project has been approved will be submitted to the committee for review. I agree that all key personnel involved in 
conducting human subjects research will receive training in the protection of^uman subjects. I agree to request renewal 
of approval for any project continuing more than one year. 
Sherry Washburn 06/01/01 
Typed name of principal investigator Date 
Human Development & Family Studies 86 LeBaron Hall 
Department Campus Address 
294-4500 (until 6/30/0 H 290-5494 fafter 6/30/01) bmd3ee@iastate.edu 
Phone number and email 
Principal investigator 
Q Faculty O Staff Q Postdoctoral E Graduate Student Q Undergraduate Student 
Typed name of co-principal investigators) Date Signature of co-principal investigators) 
3 a. Co-Principal investigators) (check all that apply) 
Q Faculty [] Staff Q Postdoctoral Q Graduate Student [] Undergraduate Student 
3b. Typed name of major professor or supervisor Date Signature of major professor or supervising 
(if not a co-principal investigator) 4â2bky member * 
T)r TjN^npeDraper 
?" 
4. Typed names of other key personnel who will directly interact with human subjects. 
Sherry Palmer ( assist with audiotaoing. function as scribe, possibly summarize/debrief focus group members) 
5. Project (check all that apply) 
Q Research [3 Thesis or dissertation Q Class project Q Independent Study (490, 590, Honors project) 
6. - Number of subjects (complete all that apply) 
%1Q # adults, non-students —40 # ISU students # minors under 14 # other (explain) 
# minor: 14-17 
7. Status of project submission through OfEce of Sponsored Programs Administration (check one) 
Q Has been submiited [] Will be submitted E Will not be 
7a. Funding Source: Family and Consumer Science Graduate Research Fund Cup to $250.00) with anv remainder being self-
funded 
3/01 
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OFFICE USE ONLY 
IRB Approval Date: 7/ ^  / 0 1 Protest ID# 
OndcID# IRB Ezpinnoc Dam: 1 / (2 / C? A 
Iowa State University 
Continuing Review and/or Modification of Research Involving Human Subjects 
(Please type the inform arinn on this form) mm 
This and other forms are on Ac Hnman Subjects Research OfGce web site at IRw 
httpV/grants-svr.admin imstate edo/VPR/hnmanmhiect5.html ^ 2 
SECTION I: P I/Project Information 
1. I agree to provide the proper surveillance of thi: project to inane dug the rights and welfare of the human subj ects re 
protected. T my sd-om-c pwnrmt rrrmm^tw Additions to or dwTigM in research procedures after the 
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Chain of Possession of Confidential Records and Transcription Equipment 
I, , acknowledge that I have received the following 
list of audiotapes (specific number) of interviews and focus groups for the research 
project "Distance Education from the Inside Out: Experiences Grounded in the Real 
World Contexts of Participants" that is being conducted by Sherry Washburn from 
Iowa State University. 
(Specific tapes were listed here) 
I have taken possession of these audiotapes for the sole purpose of 
transcribing them for the researcher to use in the analysis of the data generated 
from the interviews and the group interviews. 
I understand that I am responsible for any loss of or damage to the audiotapes while 
the are in my possession. For the purposes of this document, "my possession" 
refers to the time I accept the audiotapes to the time I return the audiotapes to the 
researcher or her representative. 
(If equipment is provided) I also understand that the transcription machine and all of 
its auxiliary parts belongs to Iowa State University. I am accepting it on loan for the 
sole purpose of completing the transcription assignment. 
I have read and understand this information and I agree to taking possession of the 
above described audiotapes and equipment as provided to me by the researcher. 
(Date Signed) (Transcriptionist's Signature) 
(Date Signed) (Researcher's or Representative's Signature) 
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Chain of Possession of Confidential Records and Trancription Equipment -
Returned 
I, as researcher or researcher's representative, 
acknowledge that I have received from (transcriptionist) the following list of 
audiotapes ( ) of group and in-depth interviews for the research project "Distance 
Education from the Inside Out: Experiences Grounded in the Real World Contexts of 
Participants" that is being conducted by Sherry Washburn from Iowa State 
University. 
Participants' Audiotapes 
(Specific tapes were listed here) 
I have also taken possession of the transcription machine and all of its auxiliary parts 
(if supplied). I am accepting both the tapes and the transcription machine, including 
auxiliary parts, in their current condition with no obvious damage. 
(Date Signed) (Transcriptionisfs Signature) 
(Date Signed) (Researcher's or Representative's Signature) 
APPENDIX J. SAMPLE STUDENT TRANSCRIPT 
Sample Student Transcript 
Student Interview 
1 : So you are working toward a degree then? Is that the reason you took the 
ICN courses? 
2: I am working toward a Master's in Organizational Learning and Mature 
Development 
1 : Oh, okay. 
2: And it's through the Education program. 
1: Yeah. The ELPS. 
2: OLHID...O-L-H-I-D. 
1 : Okay. That's right. 
2: Which is new. Which... 
1 : Yeah. I was involved in something about the time that changeover went from 
Adult Ed so it became OLHID. 
1 : Could you tell me about your experiences or your interactions with other 
Distance Education students? What was that like? 
2: You mean during the class? 
1: Um-hum. 
2: Umm...lt was...It was...I've only taken one. I've only had one class on the 
ICN. And it was...for me it was a lot different than a regular classroom environment 
because we really didn't interact with each other. We didn't. I mean I said hello to a 
few of them. I didn't get to know really anybody in this class. I knew a few people in 
the class. But our attentions were directed at the screen. We could ask the 
instructor questions, but the interaction just wasn't there. And of course, we didn't 
interact with the people at the other sites either. 
1 : So you were at a different site than the instructor for this? 
2: Yes. I was at DMACC and the instructor was at Iowa State. 
1 : Okay. What class were you taking? 
2: It was with Dr. Res Ed. 
1 : Okay. I know Dr. Did you have any interactions outside of the classroom 
with any of the students? Maybe those that were at your site or anything like that? 
2: No. 
1 : Okay. Was it mainly lecture then? What kind of format? 
2: Mostly lecture, but we did have the opportunity to ask questions about the 
reading or the quizzes that we were taking online. But it was mostly Dr. talking to 
us. 
1: Okay. Since we're talking about that, could you tell me a little bit about your 
interactions with Dr., any other of the faculty you might have had interactions with 
related to that? 
2: I didn't have any interactions with Dr. I mean I don't think I ever asked a 
question during class. I didn't answer a question during class. I didn't have a 
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reason to talk to him, call him. Although...well, the only interaction I had was e-mail 
to Dr. I did actually...! did e-mail him a question about our final project or 
assignment, and he did respond. And that was good. But I haven't had any 
interaction with the others. 
1 : Okay. Now, was it a quick response on the e-mail? 
2: Um-hum. 
1 : Did he set up a way for you to have like, I don't know, I guess, "Virtual office 
hours," that type of thing, for those of you who weren't there? I mean did he have a 
contact time in place or was it strictly e-mail? 
2: Let's see. Well, we had a chat or a discussion group set up, but nobody 
really used it. 
1: Online? 
2: Yeah. On the WebCT. We didn't really use it. I didn't even know how to do 
it, so I didn't do it. But, you know, you could e-mail him directly at the Iowa State 
address or you could e-mail through WebCT. Umm...and...no, he didn't set a 
specific time, you know, like "between eight and nine p.m. I will be available online." 
He didn't really do that. But he was responsive. So I don't think he really needed to 
do that. 
1 : Do you have any idea how many were in your class? 
2: Let's see. DMACC we had twenty-five. 
1: Okay. Wow. 
2: And then there were like four other sites. I believe. 
1 : And this was last spring? Or fall? 
2: It was last summer. 
1: Okay. Umm...since you were at a distance. Did you have any other contact 
with like academic people or technical personnel or anything like that? 
2: Yes, we did. 
1 : Can you tell me how that worked out? 
2: I can't remember the person's name, but he was the...what do you call them? 
Teacher's assistant maybe. He was the technical assistant. And I did have some 
problems first getting to WebCT with my computer equipment. And then I had a very 
good experience with that person. He was able to quickly assess what the problem 
was and got me up and running. 
1 : So he was at ISU then and you were communicating with him? 
2: He was at ISU. He would be at every class to help Dr, you know, making 
sure Dr. was up on the screen and whatever that technical stuff was. And then we 
also had his e-mail address...! don't have it now, but...if we had any problems along 
the way. Later on in the course, I had a problem with one of the online exams I was 
taking. I was thrown out of the program... out of WebCT, and I thought I lost my 
quiz scores and had to take the quiz over. I talked to this assistant and it was fine. 
He helped me. It was a good experience. 
1: Good. Was there any technical personnel onsite at DMACC? 
2: No. We had to rely on somebody in the class knowing how to turn the 
equipment on. 
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1 : Okay. Did you have any outside-of-the-classroom concerns related to the 
experience, like for example, accessing readings or, you know, just any kind of 
situation that was outside the class related to your Distance Ed experience? 
2: The only thing I can think of is for our final project we had to create. What did 
we do? It was a research class so we had to come up with something. And you 
know...let me think...I actually learned a lot from this class. It doesn't sound like it 
right now. But we had to do, you know, plan a project and do the research and 
figure out the control groups-all these things. I really wasn't sure...I was having a 
hard time finding resources. I'm trying to think. How did I finally figure that out? 
Well, that's right. Dr. had some resources on WebCT. So at first, I didn't realize that 
they were there. But then, he then announced "Well, they're out there," and we all 
said, "Oh, okay." But he had them linked through WebCT, but we didn't realize that. 
1 : Since this was your first class, did he or the assistant go through, you know, 
This is how you access WebCT, and this is what's on there. This is how the ICN 
works".. .that type of thing? 
2: Yes, but...which was very good that he did that. I would recommend it, 
absolutely. But what happened is, for those of us who couldn't get on WebCT... I 
mean, we just had a problem doing that. So that by the time he explained it, we 
hadn't even been out there. So we weren't even, you know...it was just...it took 
several weeks to get on WebCT. So... 
1 : Was there any problem related, for example, to the scheduling of the class? 
You're working.. .you mentioned you work 24/7 at the bank. I mean, was that an 
issue anywhere along the line? 
2: No, it wasn't. I think that the class time was actually perfect. We were there 
from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m., I think, once a week. Then we had the assignments, the 
reading, the tests online. There were like ten quizzes or something. It was a perfect 
amount of time. It wasn't.. .it was great. I would do it again. 
1 : Okay. I know you said that your goal was to get the OLHID degree. How do 
you feel just that the Distance Ed, the ICN, that type of thing has fit into doing that? 
Has it fit very well? Has it helped you meet your goals? How has that worked for 
you? 
2: I think it fit very well. I would hope that they could offer more classes that 
way. I mean, it's obviously more convenient for me. I live in Ankeny and work in 
Des Moines. It'd be great if we could have more courses through ICN offered at 
DMACC, so I wouldn't have to drive to Ames. I just finished a class with Deb 
Kilgore, which was 690 Special Topics, which was Web-based Learning. It was a 
great class. And I think...I think she's moving to the Higher Education department. 
I'm not sure what's all going on there. I hope that through that.. .what we basically . 
did is we studied this whole area of learning online. You know, whether or not 
corporations or educational institutions could begin to offer more classes through 
that method versus sitting in a classroom. What we learned is that it is very doable, 
especially with adult learners. And so, I would do it. I would sign up for a web-
based type of course. The class we had was wonderful. I think that...I don't think 
those kind of courses would work for everybody, you know like maybe 
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undergrads.. .freshman undergrads or something, but with adult learners, I think it 
would work. A lot of that training would be self-directed. I would do it. 
1 : So you would do the web-based or you'd do the ICN? Either one again? 
2: Yes! I would. I mean, the course that Deb had, we met four or five 
Saturdays, you know, all day. But it was about web learning. You know, the course 
itself wasn't on the web, but I'm hoping that she'll try it someday. I think she will. 
1 : So you had the access to the computers to look at what was going on on the 
web while you... 
2: Yes. Yep, yep. We looked at other programs, other learning programs that 
were on the web to just see what they were like and how., .you know, how do you 
engage the learner and do you engage the learner. Is there really a transformation 
of learning and all of that? I think that...I mean, I will just say that here at Meredith I 
manage our tuition aid program, our reimbursement program for employees. And 
we have several employees who are taking courses through like the University of 
Phoenix online. There's two or three universities that do that. And they seem to be 
learning a lot, and they say it's so convenient for them. You know they can go there 
when...well, most of the courses you have a set time that you have to be online. So 
there is some accountability. Instead of showing up in the classroom at seven p.m., 
you have to show up. You know, you need to sign on and the instructor needs to 
see that you're there at a certain time kind of thing. You talk about whatever subject 
it is. I don't know. I think it can work. 
1 : And with your degree that you're getting, are you planning on having it 
completed in the near future or...? 
2: I'm not sure what I'm going to do with that. I would hope to be done in a year, 
but I'm also checking out some other programs at some other schools. 
1 : And will that degree help you with promotions or moving up in the world or on 
to another position...is that the plan with it? 
2: No, not really. My intent...no, I don't need a Master's to do my job. What I 
need is a Law Degree to do my job. 
1 : That will take a little longer! 
2: That will take a little longer. And I so far have been able to get by without it. 
No, I'm just doing this for me. I do work with, you know, obviously, adults every day. 
I think it will be useful program. I do some training, and I do some counseling. In 
fact, the courses I've had thus far have helped me. They really have. I don't think I'll 
get a promotion out of it. It would be great if I did. 
1 : You mentioned this was the first time you've taken an ICN class and you 
talked about the web-based too, so how do you feel this has actually changed your 
perception of education or has it? 
2: It has changed my perception. Part of it is because of the work environment 
I'm in. I think that most of.. .well, my manager manages the training and 
development area for the company. What we're used to is classroom-style training 
and learning. And I know that's changed over the years. And, you know, I had 
never tried a Distance Learning class before. When I did the ICN last summer, I 
thought, "This is great!" I mean, it was great. It made me...I had to be...it was an 
independent...it felt more independent. I spent more time reading, more time trying 
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to soak it in myself. There were quizzes. There was a quiz with each chapter. Just 
I felt I had more control of what I learned because, you know what, when I showed 
up that next week at the ICN class, I may not have an opportunity to ask a question 
of the professor. If I did, did I want to ask it in front of seventy people? So I felt like I 
took more responsibility for my learning. And I kind of liked it. Plus I realized you 
don't have to sit in a classroom to leam. So it's really opened my eyes as far as my 
job. In fact, we do offer one compliance-type session online now, which we never 
did before. I think...I think our company is still going to be more geared toward 
classroom learning, but it did change my view. I was skeptical at first. But now I 
think it will work. 
(Ringing starts in the background) 
1 : When you're talking about taking more responsibility and that.. .is 
empowerment a good word to use? You know, you empowered yourself through 
this course. 
2: Yeah. Yep. You know, maybe it's just easier. You know, if you know every 
week you're going to be in front of the professor. You know, instead of really 
researching something you're not sure about, just ask him when you see him. But 
this way I felt I had to just leam more on my own. I mean, he was there if I needed 
him for anything. But I just, I don't know, I spent a lot of time on that particular class, 
maybe because it was a tough area for me because I'm not in that part of the 
business. I enjoyed it. 
1 : And I.. .with scheduling and your work and everything else, you know, that 
type of thing, do you feel like you had to make any kind of personal accommodations 
to be able to do what you needed to do for the class? You know, being there, doing 
the extra work, that type of thing. Do you feel like you had to do some? 
2: I did somewhat, but it was okay with me. The course, the class started at 
5:30. Usually I work until 5:30 or 6:00. I did have to leave early, but that was okay. 
And actually, the actual class time commitment was less than the other courses I've 
been taking. The other courses last from 6:00 until 9:30. It was less of a 
commitment. I did have to change my work schedule a little bit, but that was okay 
with me. I 
1 : And okay with your supervisor? 
2: Yep, yep. And again, I did spend more time on this class because I had to 
log into WebCT, I had to really study hard, take these quizzes. It was a time 
commitment that also involved my home computer. I couldn't do it at work. There 
were too many interruptions. I did take a couple of quizzes during my lunch hour. 
But that was even hard. Then the phone would ring, and do I answer it? But 
anyway, it was a bigger time commitment. It did seem to take more time, but then I 
didn't have to sit in a classroom for two and a half...wait, six, seven, eight, nine...for 
three and a half hours. I just sat in there for an hour and a half. Which was great. I 
didn't mind the inconvenience because it really wasn't an inconvenience to me. 
1 : So, it didn't encroach on family time or it did? 
2: No. I don't think it did. Not really. Because I'd be away three and a half 
hours a week normally, when this was just an hour and a half. I took quizzes late at 
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night when the kids were in bed. I could do it whenever I wanted. That was the neat 
thing about it. 
1 : What kind of challenges do you feel like you may have faced to be able to do 
this? 
2: Well the technology requirements. Once I figured out that accessing WebCT 
through Internet Explorer was much more efficient and it just worked better than 
through Netscape or AOL even. That was a big hurdle for me. Just learning my way 
around WebCT. I know you're talking about ICN, but this was part of it, I guess. 
WebCT was. I didn't have any other hurdles. 
1 : Technical problems maybe with the ICN? Were there any of those? 
2: Let's see. I think just a couple of times the class; we might have had a small 
difficulty. I think we had to leave class early one night because the sound wasn't 
working or something weird, but it was like we had to leave a few minutes early. It 
was no big deal. 
1 : Do you feel that it compares well or not, as the case may be, to the classroom 
learning that you've had the opportunity to do? I mean, is it comparable as far as 
quality, what you learned? 
2: I think it was. Yeah. I, you know, I paid "x". You know, I did all my 
assignments. I learned from it. I've actually referred back to my research book for 
two of...well, for several of the classes I've taken since then. And, you know, the 
professor was available if I needed him for anything. So I think it was, you know, I 
guess the real comparison would be if I took the same course in the classroom and 
compared them. But I'm not going to do that. Once is enough. 
1 : Could you give me an evaluation of the overall experience for you? 
2: It was good. It was very good. I would do it again. As I said, we had a 
specific syllabus. We had course assignments. We knew going in what the 
expectations were. You know, the readings, the quizzes, the paper that was due at 
the end. He laid it all out, just like a classroom environment and we could ask 
questions along the way. He picked a couple of areas that he thought he needed to 
expand on, and that was pretty much the discussion for that week. But if anybody 
else had another thing to talk about we could certainly bring it up that day or e-mail 
him and he would talk about it in class. I...I had a great experience. I do know that 
l...let's see, there was one person in that class that I have had one other class with 
since that time. And, you know, we didn't really know each other in the Res Ed 
class, and we really didn't continue our discussions in the next class we had 
together, we happened to sit at opposite ends of the classroom. So, you know, but 
just in passing, we talked about Res Ed. We both got good grades on our final 
project. So and that's about all we said, other than, you know, it was a good 
experience. That's about the only contact I've had with anybody. I'd forgotten that 
you asked me that earlier. There was one person. So... 
1 : Since we came back to what I asked earlier... 
2: Yeah, sorry! 
1 : That's okay! That's okay. Did you ever do like any group work? Or the 
group discussions were all focused toward the instructor rather than back and forth? 
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2: Correct. Right. We did not. We had that opportunity on the final project. 
You could work in groups of two or three and come up with one final paper. You had 
to get it approved, you know, by Dr. I just did my own thing. Most of us did because 
we all had different interests, I guess. No, he didn't break us up like during the class 
time. He didn't break us up into small groups to do a project or anything. 
1 : Would you recommend this form of Distance Education if someone asked? 
2: I would. Yes, I would. 
1 : Any final comments? 
2: Well, I'm just...I'm curious about what your view is going to be on this. Do 
you share that? 
1: As far as...you mean, when I've got everything...the dissertation and 
everything completed? 
2: I'm just wondering what you... 
1 : What I think? Ahh. 
2: What you...Are you arguing for it or against it or...? 
1 : I'm just trying to find out what other people's experiences are like. And yes, I 
have had my own on that end of it. Did you have any final comments? 
2: Oh...let's see. I would hope that Iowa State, or specifically the program that 
I'm in, would consider doing that again. I thought it was a great experience and I 
learned from it, which is what this is all about. 
1: Thank you. 
APPENDIX K. SAMPLE FACULTY TRANSCRIPT 
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Sample Faculty Transcript 
FAC Interview 
Her = Interviewer 
Him = Speaker 
Her Well it depends on how much you talk. 
Him Ok. 
Her And how much I bother in middle, anyway, actually the, couldn't talk about 
without sounding stupid??? Would you repeat that information about and 
everything on the tape for me. 
Him Sure, sure. Well, I've been teaching Distance Education using Distance 
Education loaded delivery for several years now in 2 courses in particular. 
One focuses on International Education and the other focuses on 
Presentation shortages used in agriculture and one is really particularly focus 
on the undergraduates of the presentation class and the other one is 
graduates on International Education focus. Kind of the role of education and 
development, ag development in particular. And I have all kinds of students 
relative to their location , several students on campus. Like right now I have I 
think it's 16 students in front of me and then there's one in front of ICN site in 
Cedar Rapids. And there's 8 other people taking this course by video tape. Of 
course the demands of those who are taking the course by video tape relative 
of these in front of you or even at our ICN site are a little different of what you 
expect and get from those students. There is a little bit more of a challenge in 
some respect, although I've found that they love the courses because they're 
so convenience and all that kind of thing that's easy. Easier for people that 
have a full time jobs to take a video course than it is, certainly then it is to 
drive to Ames and even easier for them then having that fixed time they have 
to go to that ICN site. We're not getting a lot of people that are really setting 
up for the course for ICN sites but they really are interested in the video tape 
thing. And we've even had some of those people take & buy video tapes drive 
in for some of the sessions because they like them so much. So this course 
seems to go over really well at the graduate level. But I think it goes over 
really well and this may develop into something may actually know about 
later. I think it goes over well because of the message that I use. It's not 3 
hours of lecture. I'm not a lecturer, I am more of a person who gets people 
really engaged with the subject matter. But that, that takes a combination of a 
lot of different teaching methods. But anyway, the description basically, oh, 
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we have one location depending on the type of course I guess. And 
I've had a lot of success with it actually. 
Her Ah, you mentioned your method. Could you give me an example? 
Him Sure. The particulars with the graduate level courses, I expect students to 
come to that course or to the graduate level course with considerable amount 
of, well, #1, interest in the subject matter and I so.... Hope for in the graduate 
level course in particular and certain amount of expertise relative to being, 
you know, getting into the academic part of it. To the literature and knowing 
how to do research and those types of things. Those things are crucial to this 
course because I ask them to get into a lot of the literature. And you do a lot 
of sharing of that. But the major method that I use in this particular course is 
case study analysis, situation and analysis. And therefore that if were 
going to use that type of a kind of focus for many of the evenings. That means 
you got to figure out some way of getting them connected with each other. 
Working in groups. And that has necessitate and not only giving them the 
case for them to read and analyze and all that kind of thing. But also gives 
them specific questions so when they do get together in groups they're really 
focus on the questions and the case rather than talking on, you know, in 
circles and about other things that really don't pertain to it. And you always 
have to be very careful about how much time you give small groups or even 
pairs of individuals. You don't want to give them much time to discuss these 
things because then they'll get way off base many times. Particularly if you 
have 3 or more in a group and if you give them too little time. Then that s not 
enough for them to really sympathize what's going and try to get something of 
substance. So it takes a bit of finesse. But it seems to work really well 
particually with graduate students. It works less well with undergraduates 
because, I think they really not...ah... undergraduates are more accustom to 
coming to class, taking notes, regurgitating whatever they know on a test. Of 
certain graduates students are that way too. Although I think we break them 
earlier in the graduate program because I think they are more mature and 
they've been, many of them, most of them have been in the job world before, 
so they're a bit more flexible on how to adjust that's how I look at it at least. 
The undergraduates, they're so accustom to this mode of going to a 
classroom that has neat little rows or chairs that are bolted down to the floor 
and they only respond once or twice during the semester to anything other 
than taking those steps. But I realize that and over generalization. But it is 
more typical than what I described otherwise. And I think we're moving 
towards much more involvement. But I have had a number of people tell me 
that take courses which I deliver them by distance ed methodology, but the 
majority of the courses that they've taken by Distance have been lecture 
mode, in other words it's an on-campus version of the lecture only then put it 
on tape or they put it on the ICN and there really isn't all that much 
interaction. Weil, I think that's poor methodology not only for the people at a 
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Distance but its equally poor here. I don't see a difference. I really don't. I see 
no difference from and I speak from experience here, several years. I see no 
difference in delivering the course here or in front of people or delivering by 
video tape or the ICN. Using those technologies because some how we got to 
get the people engaged with the subject matter. Now, how you do that with a 
person who receives a video tape of what you were doing is another set of 
issues. But there are ways of doing it and you can do it through email, you 
can do it through telephone calls, we can communicate quite often that way. I 
really pretty, and then the written materials that they sent either through email 
or otherwise. So there are ways of engaging them but certainly having them 
in your presence is a little bit easier to get people working in groups. But I've 
had people discuss, have discussions from one site to another site. Or even 
people at a site share with them. So it's a little awkward but it works. So that's 
what I've been doing basically. 
Her Now have you used any other forms, case, internet or any of that? 
Him I haven't put in any of the courses that I've been working with in web base 
format. I went to a workshop last Friday in which a little bit of that was 
explained on to how we could do that. However, I went away from that 
workshop thinking how not all courses are suitable for what you do & all that 
type of thing. Suitable for the web, and not all courses are suitable for ICN or 
through the video tape or whatever. It depends a great deal on what it is that 
your trying to do, what you want to deliver and all that kind of thing. To 
suggest that everybody ought to teach their course on the web, using the 
web. I think it's like saying everybody ought to be lecturing, you know. One 
methodology, one delivery mode. It's not suitable for all courses, for all 
situations. See that's the reason we have so much variety. Which is great! 
You can pick & choose & do whatever you think is best for the subject matter 
as well for the learner. So to suggest, not saying anybody is, I'm just saying if 
someone would suggest that all courses should be delivered through the 
internet. I guess I would somewhat disagree and say well hey wait a minute, I 
wouldn't necessarily disagree but I would say I think you need to think very 
carefully here, what's the subject matter, what's the purpose of your course, 
what are the objectives, what are you trying to achieve, and probably more 
importantly, what do you want the students to be able to do as a result of this 
okay, if you answer all those questions and its very clear, then you say, all 
right now, how is the best way to deliver this and if you come out & say well 
actually this could all be done by using a web based format, fine, that's great! 
But if a professor doesn't . Yes I could reach a number of people that 
way, but I don't know if that's the best way to deliver this course. This course 
really has this set of principles & skills that people have to develop and a 
person may not be convinced that this is the best way to deliver that at a 
distance. Maybe they fell that it is so important to have people really touch 
each other almost. Not literally but really be in close proximity to them. So 
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there's a lot of things to look at here. I don't know, I'm not tied to anything, I 
would say in my mode of operation is well let's try it & see if it works, if it 
doesn't work, well okay, then well do something else. So I think that that's 
been healthy, at least the time I've been since we've had the internet or the 
Brenton Center downstairs since 95. Someone else was the department head 
when I was starting out would be somewhat interested in that. Well, I don't 
know anything about technology but I certainly will see if we can deliver a 
course this way. And then several other people in our department say okay, 
I'll deliver a course that way. So we all decided that our 500 level courses, all 
courses at the 500 level would be offered, via distance ed technology. So we 
just kind of made that decision. Well, right or wrong or whatever, that what we 
decide. For the last several years, we've been doing that. I think its worked 
fairly well. And different faculty in our department, if need to have had the 
Brenton Center so close that we can get in to use it when we can. We even 
use those facilities for on-campus courses that are not taught at distance. 
They're just really just using the technology. 
Her You mean like a regular class sort of. 
Him Yea, whenever those rooms are available we ask permission to use them. 
Her They're very busy 
Him The only problem is, you know, just like any technology, you get things worn 
out. You have to get it replaced, that's always a challenge. But 
Her So you no longer technologically challenged 
Him Well, I don't know, I would like to think I'm learning and all that. And this 
technology were certainly useful for certain things. And I guess what I would 
say I use a mixture. Sometimes you use a computer, sometimes we just use 
an overhead that I have put on the ELMO. We just mix it up. So fortunately, 
we got some good help that can guide you if you make a mistake. That, I 
guess, is our philosophy in general, at least mine is, just give it a try. I mean, 
it won't hurt to try things. And some of the time it might work, and it has. 
Actually I've been rather surprise that how accepting a lot of people are that 
are taking courses by distance what I mean by accepting, they accept what 
we think at least what I think, that is a major goof up when we're using new 
technology and that no one has ever said anything about that. You know 
there's been some sort of problem or if we didn't have very good connection 
or didn't use something right. They've never made any comments about that. 
The just have said oh we just appreciate so much. It works, we've really 
learned a lot. Then they emphasize what they've learned. I think they're so 
pleased that they have access. That they're tolerance of a lot of the, I don't 
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know, what we look at is problems that maybe there's not as big a problem 
that we think they are. I don't know. 
Her You never know about those things do you? 
Him You really don't. They are so happy to get the course. 
Her Do you do this at evaluations like other course and kind of have that feed 
back to look at? 
Him Yes, yes. Of course we use the standard forms where we get some 
Her Bubble sheets. 
Him quantitative data. Although I don't put a lot of stock in quantitative data. 
Although we still have to get it. But, I put more weigh on what they write, now, 
as, some of their feelings and its amazing of some of the things that they've 
said. We had so many people say, oh I so enjoyed this course, you know, I 
have a bang out of it. I keep wondering, boy, is it really as exciting as they say 
that it is? I had one person come to class like he's on campus last week. He 
lives south of Des Moines, but he called out & said, or asked me if he could 
come to class and be there that night & he said I've still get the video tape 
won't I? And I said yes you're signed up to see the video, you paid for it, 
might as well get them. But he said well is it all right if I come to class too? I 
said absolutely, it's your nickel, your driving up here on. So he came & he 
says oh this is so much fun, I really enjoy this class and he says a lot of what 
were doing pertains to his job, you see, that's the real advantage here, I think. 
Not only are we giving access to taking a course that they say their interested 
in, but if they can use anything from these courses and apply them into the 
real world right way, the next day like this gentleman had said, he said you 
have no idea how much this really pertains to my job, my every day job. He 
works for the state economic development or something. He said that this is 
so useful and I said I'm so happy that you find it useful because then you're 
getting you dollars worth & your getting it so its close to you & he said I play 
the tapes over in case I've missed something you know, so I go back & play it 
again. That's the real advantage for him. And he's just excited about it, and 
he's not the only person who's made that comment to me. A lot of people 
have said that. Now when they talk about video tape, of course we have to 
record and we have to copy it & then have to send it. And they pay for that. 
That's beyond their tuition. But these people don't seem to be objecting to 
that. However, some people on campus here that are working with the 
technology. They're not, while they're getting sour on ICN & they're getting 
sour on video and they would like to see more people go web-based with their 
courses. Cuz you could video stream and you could do a lot of things. Or to a 
CD, developing a CD. Well I don't see anything wrong with it. In fact a CD 
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would even be better in some instance. I think agronomy, the Master's of 
Agronomy does all on CD's. 
Her Oh, I didn't know that they done that. 
Him Yea, yea, It's a new program. And it's a specialized masters degree. But 
they're doing it totally by CD's They have these courses all on [Frank, College 
of Agriculture professorjthere, all on there quite elaborate. Of course they're 
using their, part of their $80 million dollars endowment, to upgrade. You can 
do anything with money. And they've used some those funds to develop this 
which is excellent. I mean they're really doing a very good job. And I had that, 
we had that demo really demonstrated in this workshop I went to. It's 
excellent. 
Her I don't exactly understand the connection between agriculture & agronomy 
and what the different is & those kinds of things? 
Him Ok. Well, agriculture is a general term 
Her Agronomy is concentrated 
Him Yea, agronomy is study for the crops, basically, with agriculture culture of 
farming or culture of production and so the culture & production would be 
crops, animals, you know those things associated 
Her You know, I was going to say.. .culture part of being. Yea I do think of it as a 
crop. Animals & all of that when I think about it. So agronomy just kind of 
puzzles me. So what is the full crop fix into 
Him Well they study crops, soils, the largest agronomy probably the rural land 
grant institution of higher learning 
Her Of really 
Him Which this is huge. It's a big, it's a college within itself. The soils is huge 
studies, soils here and crop science, of course, wheat science, we got a quite 
a large emphasis on wheat soils here. 
Her Talk with people who been working with the seed science part. Now, do they 
get into the insect, pesticide, things like that? 
Him No that's entomology. 
Her Entomology, see they don't get into that at all 
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Him Well they're 
Her It seems like it connects. 
Him Yea, it does and this university, this college in particular. But this university as 
a whole has more collaboration between departments then most. Most 
universities of higher learning, the land grant system in particular I guess. We 
don't see as much collaboration between departments. A lot of joint 
appointment. So some entomology professors do have partial appointments 
in agronomy and all that kind of thing. I a lot of that is based on the extension 
system, as well. So there's really more collaboration going on between 
department that maybe they realize. Because there is a direct connect 
between entomology & agronomy. And they do a lot joint research, that's for 
sure. 
Her I know Steve & Denny work animal science. We have a connection obviously, 
why were here today 
Him Right, through the experiment station and in particular on research and other 
wise as well. 
Her With all the budget cuts & everything that is going on. Is the department, I 
mean is the college still really supported, you know, you having all these 
courses over the ICN and that type of thing? 
Him I would say that this college is. Because we've had a pretty good history the 
last 7 or 8 years. Actually we've had a longer history that that. The first 
technically distance ag course was put together by Iowa State University. I 
mean, they went out on a, I don't know if you've ever hear of Corry Trains' or 
'trains' in other words they went around Iowa and they traveled by trains and 
stopped at various places & gave presentations in grain, corn and livestock & 
all that types of things. 
Her Haven't heard it called that, but I had heard about what your talking about. 
Him So technically that was the first distance ag and for years & years & years 
we've driven out from the center here, Ames, to various sites & gave face to 
face workshops & courses and that kind of thing. And then we've a, in recent 
years, of course, we flew from the Ames airport to, on ISU Chartered planes 
or whatever to sites & put on a workshop every week. And we've done that for 
years and then, of course a lot of to say nothing to people driving. Since as 
we've added road systems in the fifty years or so. And of course to say 
nothing of other types of things on a short run with TV, radio & all that. But 
since the 90's I guess, early 90s we've kind of accrued, but we put on some 
satellite types of things around the state. And then of course with the Brenton 
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Center being developed, and the ICN's, fiber optics around the state. Well 
then, it just blossom, and this college has, I would say this college of 
agriculture has been more supported than any I can think of in terms of doing 
outreach & using the latest technology to get there. And now getting there is 
hooking up on the web of ICN or video tape or whatever, CDs. That's the 
latest on how to get there instead of driving, being face to face. One of the 
things being true, and its still true, we do get a little bit of incentive because 
you bring in tuition & of course the university takes a cut, the college takes a 
little bit of a cut, the department takes a cut, eventually a little bit of this 
money comes down to the faculty members. And they can use that for either 
their own professional development or their indoliment of this courses and 
most of them just use these to help the development of this courses. But 
to be very honest, there are professors that will not do this. They say it takes 
too much time. We don't want to deliver in that way. It's not a good way to 
deliver, of course yata yata. I don't want to force anybody to do anything they 
don't want to do. However, I think the philosophy that I expressed earlier in 
which I said something about, well, why don't we try it at least. I always 
thought a professor ought to just try something. But we tell students that all 
the time, we tell our children that, well, you know, just try it & see if you like it, 
if you don't like it, fine. But you have to try it. I think a little bit of that is 
probably wise, but here again, it goes, I think it still goes back to is this an 
appropriate thing to do for the course that were teaching. Should we be 
reaching out in this way. To say that it's cost effective & efficient, oh, you 
have to kind of a weigh that off because your time is valuable. We're paying 
very high salaries to people, you want to get the most efficient use out that as 
we can. Does development and delivering a distance ag course justify itself 
for the time invested and the money that's in technology invested. And all that 
kind of thing. We have to be careful about the answers to those questions, I 
do believe. I kind of agree with the President of the University now. President 
Jopry said well, something to the fact, our first priority to the students that 
come to this site, That has to be our number one priority, because they're 
investing their time, their money, their energy to be intensive in their studies. 
We can't be all things to all people regardless where they are. Well, that's 
probably a healthy attitude, actually. But if we can deliver some things 
efficiently and effectively to the masses, then we ought to be trying it the best 
way we can. And if we can package it, kind of like agronomy has done, then 
we're probably going to be able to sustain for all those people who want to 
pay for that. Now, the people who are taking the course that I'm teaching, I'll 
use that as an example, those 8 people taking it by video tape, they're 
investing a lot more than just the tuition. The tuition is high enough, I mean 3 
credits at graduate level worth at Iowa State University of not cheap. And then 
they pay an extra $200,1 don't know $250 on top of that for these video tapes 
and the mailing of them, I mean they're investing a lot of money, but they still 
love it. So and its okay, since maybe they're employer's are paying for it. But 
somebody is paying the cost. They must say, they're still are after it and like I 
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said, a lot of these people are out of state people, so we must be offering 
something that is not available to them closer wherever they may be or what 
we're offering is so good that it surpasses what other people think. And I like 
thinking of the 2"^ one, what we're offering is so good that no one else is 
offering anything close. I don't know if I answered your question. 
Her About the students level, do you see, I know you've mentioned about people 
with the video tape or professional probably out there working, you know. But 
as far as just generically students at a distance, do you see them with 
different characteristic there than the ones here on campus 
Him Well, in terms, when it comes right down to, that's an excellent questions 
actually. What it really come down 
Her ??? 
Him Yes, tell your committee. When it comes down to their characteristics as 
students learners I don't see any difference really, I mean they're interested in 
the subject matter, they're engaged with it, they do something with it, in fact, 
over this weekend, I was just grading some papers, some major projects. The 
quality of those off-campus is equal to and in some cases maybe exceeding 
to what I'm getting from on-campus students. So in terms of their 
characteristics as learners, I don't see any different. They just happen to be 
located at another place. Now they're personal situation all differ, 
considerably. Because I try to get accredit these people at a distance and it's 
a little harder with the video tape I mean you never see them and you hear 
them on the phone, you recognize their voice & everything, but see 
email messages and you see they're papers and everything, but like I said, in 
those dimensions, they're like any other students. But when you start to 
getting to know them, their situations really do differ & their time schedule is 
very difficult and that's the reason some of them might say, well or they like to 
use the video tape, because they can play that any time they want to. They 
have a square, spare amount on the family's gone and could just use the 
VCR to view the tape. it just varies, and their work site's vary, you 
know, what they're doing varies considerably and their pressures, the 
pressures that they have, somewhat varies because of their work situations, 
their families situation & all that type of things. So I think a lot of their personal 
situation are different than on-campus students that are here day in day out 
taking graduate level courses to get their degrees therefore they'll get it done 
faster. The people that are here. The people that are out there around the 
country, in the beaches, whatever, they have a different time table cause 
obviously they're not taking 3 courses, 3 credit courses, and doing research 
on campus & all that. They're happy, and almost feel lucky to be taking one 
course. Because that's all the time they have and maybe all the money they 
have. Therefore it's going to take a longer to get their degree and we hope all 
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of them are working on a degree rather than just taking course. That's one of 
the bagaboos about this thing and the Provost has said this, in fact, the last 2 
Provost's have said this 'We really hope that people are taking a program, not 
just a course . And that's a challenge with off-campus people. We have an 
off-campus degree program. The off-campus Master's of Agriculture degree, 
and it's a general agriculture thing. And it's not as, certainly not as specific 
specialize as Masters of Agronomy. But the Master of the Ag Program is very 
poplar with agra business people. And yet we find that it takes them years 
before they get their program done. As oppose to, like yourself, you're here, 
you're taking courses, your time table is shorten considerably compared to 
months probably at least. That's what we find our graduate students on-
campus. So you can do a lot more with them in a very short period of time, 
where off-campus course or off-campus person taking a course off campus 
by distance, they're not as flexible, and therefore, stretched out & that makes 
it more complicated because life changes us. Living life changes us from day 
to day. And the longer you stretch out your educational program, the more 
likely you're going to be impacted by those ups & downs in life. You know, 
because your living it everyday for several years where if your in the graduate 
program. It doesn't mean you don't have a life, it just means, that you're 
educational program is on a shorter period. Therefore you don't have as 
many ups & downs. You understand what I've been saying? 
Her Yes, yes I do understand 
Him It makes perfect sense when you start working with these people that, well 
we're going to be a long time working with Joe and Sally because they're, 
one's in Colorado and one's in Missouri and John, he's in Iowa here, but 
they're all in this program. And they deeply want this program. But all at a 
different timetable, a different set of issues. There's an set of problems. 
Sometimes just crazy. So it makes it a little more difficult to get a program 
delivered. And then you get to get faculty on board, t be part of that 
committee, you know, and then if we're lucky we get this person on campus 
to share their creative component, you know, we do the initial planning and 
meetings on line or by phone and all that kind of thing, which is another 
situation, but in the final analysis they all had to take the final exam of course, 
and getting faculty on board is to, with what all this means, and what they 
have to do, and that's another thing. So, there are a lot of challenges with the 
distance skill entry of the program, let alone a course. But, I don't I think its 
worth it, really, because, if we're going to be a Land Grant Institution, that 
means, we're going to serve the wherever they are. It shouldn't make 
any different if they're on campus or off campus. But like I said about 
President Jofry there may be limits to that and one of them is constrain is or 
I'll tell the people your going to have to pay a little bit more for the 
convenience. Now so far, if we use the web, that seems to be a pretty in­
expensive delivery system once we get to the point of delivery. You have to 
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have the technology, the equipment, the personal that know what they're 
doing to assist the professors who may not know all that much about 
technology and that's one of the things that some of us have said around 
here. Professors should not be expected to know the all the ends & outs of 
this technology. That's not our job. Our job is suppose to be the study and the 
sharing the teaching of our expertise's, our subject matter. I am not a 
technology goober, and I don't want to be. I want to play with it maybe, but I 
don't want to know how it operates, and I want somebody to fix it when it 
doesn't do what it's suppose to. But I don't want to know all the ends & outs 
about it. But I will pay for a person that does. I would be willing to help share 
in the costs. So I think that's what we have to look at and I think that's what 
distance ed person has to look at too. They have to say well, I can't go to 
Ames, although I want a ISU degree. I want this course from Iowa State. I 
love this place, but I can't be there, so I'll pay a little more to get it. That 
seems to be what they're saying. I they might say that directly, but I think 
they're saying that with their dollar. 
Her Have you, as far as the interactions between like the students of a distance 
and the students here, about the video tape obviously makes a different. But, 
you know if your on the ICN I guess. Do you get any feelings of how that 
works? It's like, lets say, focus students out there that have a problem 
because they're out there, or the ones here maybe don't like something. You 
know taking up time type of things. 
Him You know I've thought about that a lot because I think, I think I have a 
problem with it or I come to the conclusions that I have more problems with it 
then they do. I really, it seems like I was more ill at ease, especially at first. 
But then technology and all that and this loosy goosy thing that you just 
describe. That's what I would call it. Because it just seems like, oh we've so 
disconnect here & they're not getting with each other, not seem to be 
learning. They didn't see it that way, as least my perception, the feedback that 
I get because, I think, I think because primarily of these that I have taken. But 
I've tried very hard. I really work at this because I think it's critical for students 
learners or student learners, whatever you want to call it, get engage with the 
subject matter. Not just listen to the subject matter and somehow internalize 
it. The only way really to internalize the subject matter, is to get engage to it 
and that means the professor has to organize learning sessions in which 
they're talking and they're focusing in on something that the professor has 
organize for them to discuss & all that kind of thing. And they're even sharing 
their own ideas and they're raising questions. I found that if I lecture for a long 
period of time, I get very few questions. However, if I engage them in some 
way, getting them involve on some way where they're suppressing things and 
I share like few case studies & those types of things I get lots of questions. So 
that ought to tell us something. Get them engage and miraculously they're 
going to hear something that they have a question about. Whereas if you just 
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lecture & lecture & lecture, they'll take the notes, and they'll probably do well 
on the test, but I really wonder if they've engaged the subject matter. I don't 
think they have. So, yes, I been uncomfortable, at least initially a few years 
ago. I was very uncomfortable then. I had, a very good example of that, I had 
3 sites with about 3 or 4 students at each site, I had about 20 people in front 
of me and I think it was this very course that I'm teaching now, International 
Education course. And all these people at these sites were, I think, nearly all 
of them were Extension profession. And the people on-campus, they were our 
graduate students here. I happen to get a few graduates students from other 
departments, as I have now. And I don't know, I just felt uncomfortable, there 
wasn't much of a connection between them. They weren't really connecting. 
But over the years, I think, we've been able to change that. However, like I 
said, I think I was more uncomfortable with it then they were. Because we did 
have, each one of those sites serve as a group and they could discuss things 
with each other. And they could share with the rest. We can ask them 
questions as you, I'm sure you've experience on the ICN. And here lately of 
course the last few years we've been sharing email addresses and people out 
there request, they said, well I'd like to email John about that because I think 
we should talk a little bit about our common interest. So then, they talk with 
each other through the email or they call them. So, I just send out a list of 
everybody's email & phone and addresses because that's what they wanted. 
So we had shared with everybody. If they want to contact each other, they 
can outside of classes. In fact, I have them do some group things and I from 
one week to the next I said, We'll talk with your group, do the school actively 
with yourself and then get on the web and talk with each other htat way or by 
phone. Whatever you want, but talk to these people. Because there's not 
enough class time. We can't do this in just 3 hours, there's too much going 
on, you got to have some out of class discussion, just like you would if you 
were living close to each other. Hopefully you would do that. So, especially 
graduate students. Because I expect more from graduate students, rightly so. 
I mean, your trying to a graduate degree pretty high level thing. And 
therefore you should be discussing issues, you should be debating issues, 
you should be reading a lot more. Now rather or not they all do that, but 
I think it eventually shows in class. But yea, there is a certain amount of 
uncomfortableness and I see that at the beginning of each course that I teach 
this way, but we soon get over it. Here again I think a lot of the time the 
people of the distance don't have much of a hang up with that as I thought 
they would. Because you know you feel responsible and you feel as a 
professor you want them to have a good learning situation just like people on 
campus. So you wonder how can we make this the best possible. Well then 
we make mistakes, all this stuff falls apart, they don't seem to be overly 
agitated about it. I get more feedback from people that say 'I see such a 
contract between some professors' they've had delivered this way and me, 
and they say 'wow I've taken 3 courses from Iowa State by video tape and 
they're all just boring lectures, this course is so different. And I said 'well, I 
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don't know if the course is so different, your professor maybe considerably 
different'. Because I don't deliver the, I say, I had to tell them I'm not going to 
spend 3 hours of lecturing at you. I could, I certainly have enough information 
to share but I'm not going to do that, because my philosophy is just the 
opposite. We got to, if your going to have true learning, you got to get really 
involved. And if we don't get all the content covered in a semester I'm not 
going to worry about too much. And that may not be safe to say, certain 
course because there's certain skills you have to leam. But I'm satisfied with 
that with my courses because I think the really need to be involve in the 
for that to happen you got to get them talking & writing and its just 
critical I think. So if we don't get all the content covered, it would be more 
worthwhile for me to have that student, one or tow students to come back as 
they often do & say, you know, I took your course or a course from you 5 
years ago & I'm still using that stuff I learned. Woe that's powerful! That 
should make you feel good. And then I say, well you better update your skills 
& knowledge a little more, your suppose to keep reading 5 years ago. But 
anyway, I think technology thing & all that over that a little bit. But I don't 
know if I'll be totally comfortable with it. Because it is a little awkward. You 
see them on the screen and they can see you on the screen and that's okay. I 
guess I just like the closeness of having people around you, you know, you 
can do so many things with them. But here again, I think we need to help as 
many people as we can feasibly. 
Her then kind of that little additional think that takes out of them but that's 
what they really weren't looking for. You know how it works, you find 
something like oh this is interesting. 
Him Yea, it happens to all our research. What we leam is not exactly what we set 
out to leam. 
Her Well, maybe that's what you were meant to learn right? 
Him Yea, that could be. 
Her And I haven't seen anybody really draw into this, but sometimes kind of 
negative reaction to some people on campus and those are from the people 
on campus, but not from the other 
Him Oh, you mean the students? 
Her Yes, from the students on campus have you seen any of that? 
Him No, not actual overtly as students hurting by saying things or failing 
behavior for instances for me taking a few minutes on a class time just 
to address the video tape people. Because, you know, they're going to get the 
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video tape. But they won't be able to do certain things that I'm going to do 
with the class that's in front of me. Their going to have to do some things on 
their own. Well the something on their own has to be and so I take a few 
minutes to ? it. I haven't, now there may be some resentment on a part of 
those sitting in front of me, but I don't think so. They haven't said anything, 
now that don't mean they don't have it or they don't feel it. And maybe in a 
research study where it's a blind thing, that's when they express it. But I 
haven't experience it myself. I'm conscience of that because, you know, you 
don't want to take too much of my time, just get the feeling that we're looking 
over the tops of their heads and talking about them. Which in actual reality, 
we are. But you know, I haven't, maybe its because I haven't used too much 
of their time to do that. But I, still like Wednesday night I took a few minutes 
and just said, okay those of you on ICN and the front of me, just be patience 
because I want to make a statement to the video tape people about varies of 
things, the final exam, going to be administer out there, not here. And it's 
going to be a little different because it has to be written on what I want to do in 
the class in front of me is an oral exam, which is totally a different 
organization. And how are we going to do that, and I said, okay, you people 
who are taking this course by video tape you're going to have to do this, this, 
and this and the test will be in the mail soon and you'll have to answer it either 
sending responding by email or written through the mail, whatever you want 
to do, but I have to have them by a certain date, you know, I went on & on 
about that. So I was thinking, I wonder what the people in front of me are 
thinking? They're probably thinking, how are you going to do this on a oral 
format. Of course then I took time later to explain that. So, but I haven't 
picked up on any negative coming out. I wouldn't be surprise that there aren't 
some. But I would think that would be a more of a issue with undergrads or 
something. I think undergrads, as a general rule, now here again is another 
one of those over generalizations. But I think undergraduates are more 
impatient and they want to get in and get it over with and get out. And it's, 
that's a teenage early 20s attitude, it's not knocking any individual 
I'm sure I was that way. You know, let's get this over with 
attitude. 
Her Do you have uncertain?? is your response made up more of the 
professors or more of the traditional they use or 
Him Actually, this particular course is made up of people from, I think of the 16 
people in front of me, I think there are 11 different countries It just 
amazing combination of people. So good. But its, you know, its' asking the 
question, what's the rule of education in development, particular agriculture 
culture. And there seems to be a lot of interests in that, from the technology 
area. So I have people from other natures from the one that I'm at, I'm 
teaching ag education students, masters & PhD's. But yes, I have students 
from ag engineering, from plant pathology, agronomy, animal science, 
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because they saw this advertised. Some of these people have had 
experience, some are definitely from another country, but they're working in 
development, along with myself. That's a little unusual because I think the 
subject matter is intriguing to them, so they came. So it comes from a lot of 
different majors, but that makes the class quite interesting and dynamic. 
Whereas this other course of I've been teaching, it more of variety, not based 
on culture & race and all this kinds of things. But that course is more based 
on professionals that were, skills, you see it's a undergrad/graduate course. 
Undergrad / graduate. So they, undergraduates take it as a undergraduate 
number and the graduate students take it as a graduate number. So the 
graduates have to do more in certain areas then the undergraduates have do 
the regular thing. And I think sometimes the undergraduates are a little 
impatient because I have to take time to explain to the graduates thing to 
them and of course, these are professionals in their fields. Once in a while, 
like I said earlier, one of those professionals wants to come to the class on 
campus. Well they're impressed by the undergraduates to a certain stance. A 
positive impressions always seem to acknowledge in agriculture but their 
somewhat less impressed with how the undergraduates connected with the 
contents of the course. Well here is where we go back to the basic philosophy 
or attitude of the undergraduates. The undergraduates take courses to get 
through them. Graduates students, for the most part, graduates students are 
paying their own way. They're taking the course because of a content so 
valuable to them their professional life that they really are serious. So older 
students and graduates students tend to take a little bit more time and ask 
questions, they certainly ask more questions than undergraduates, not that 
undergraduates don't have questions, they just don't ask them. They don't 
want to look stupid or whatever, I don't know what it is, it's just something, 
there's a different. And so when you have a mixture, I think the real heart of 
your heart gets down to you have a real mixture of undergrads & grads & 
professionals and full time students, is there some sort of conflict going on 
there? I would have to say yes, now could I put my finger on it? Not exactly. 
In some ways, I can explain it. I can't quite, I think I have to find it, I don't 
know if I managed it very well because those are things that individuals have 
to deal with. I can't change what their status is. However, I could have an 
impact on their attitude. Maybe, if I'm lucky. So sometimes there is a problem 
going on if you have some type of diversion purpose for being in the class. 
Some are in it because they want professional skills. Some are in it because 
they want to complete their graduate program. Some are in because they just 
want to get through the undergraduate. You know, if you have these dual 
purposes going on, it causes a little of a conflict. But, I don't know its been all 
that serious. It could be. It could be really a big problem in a highly technical 
ag course, like a really a stance entomology course. Woe, that could be a 
problem. You have this divergently in terms of goals students are trying to 
reach. That's the reason I believe it's really critical and this would be true for 
on-campus as well as off-campus students, that the purpose and objectives of 
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the course is very clear. In fact, that would be true in any teaching situation. 
It's amazing in how many of my advises are still on advise of a lot of 
undergraduates students. They tell me of lot of courses, sometimes you have 
to go through half the semester before they're really clear what's going on. 
And I thought, woo, either you're not listening, or the professor is not 
clarifying. It could be a little of both. 
Her As far as working, especially to the ag students, what has been the 
experiences, like the technical personnel, maybe other faculty, or you know 
doing that type of thing? 
Him That kind of goes back to what I said earlier, most of the professors really do 
not understand or know all the technology. But we're willing to use it, you 
know, it's going to help us. But to use it effectively we need a technician. And 
its just been wonderful. My experience with technical people we've had have 
been top notch. They're just wonderful, and do a great job & I tell them that 
constantly. Because I think they need that feedback. And sometimes the 
equipment, and I think the equipment is getting old in the Brenton Center as 
other Centers. We need new technology, new equipment, replacement of 
some things that new technology and other areas. But you know a person 
can, I can put up with a lot of problems with equipments, if you have a really 
nice person running it. And you know, they're just easy to work with. And 
that's been my experience. I've been extremely lucky, I think. 
Her You heard about the Brenton Center here on campus 
Him Yes, yes, the education 
Her Oh Lago 
Him Yes, Largomarcino. I've used that a few times. And one time, although, more 
of a participant teacher other in Pearson. There's a technology 
Her That's what I kind of wondered if you're in Pearson. What do you know. I 
mean we have, how many we have on campus, I've been in most of them. 
But 
Him Yea, that's where we did a couple of programs. But a workshops. But mostly 
just 
Her Okay. Well I know there's nice one. I've been in them myself. Not the tapes, 
but I have been in. I know you've talked about some of the issues that some 
of the students have and the technology issues and anything of it. So you 
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probably pretty well covered this one, but if you have anything else to add to. 
Just the non-classroom concerns? You know 
Him Well, one thing I would mention too much of this. Actually running the class 
situation, in other words, putting on the course for 3 hours a night for 15 
weeks, that's probably not all that difficult now, it seems like that pretty 
routine. Especially if you have the help and all that kind of thing. Once you 
figure out what your going to be delivering. Its follow-up with the off-campus 
people is challenging. Like, of course, the technical people and the continue 
ed people to take care of the video tapes, they do all that on their own, which 
is fine. But if there's anything that has to be emailed or mailed or whatever. 
We got to take care of that right away, and that needs to be in a timely 
fashion. Sometimes that's a hassle, but here again, once you get into the 
routine of the semester 
So that you don't get behind, so, I got added challenges being department 
head and all the other stuff that goes with that. So, sometimes staying on top 
of the course regardless whether they call you or email you or, send 
something in the mail and that types of things and all that coming at the same 
time, try to deal with that on top of everything else that you're doing, is time 
consuming. I know that semester, I don't think that was the target here, I think 
it was the year before ?? My goodness, I had, I think, 3 sites and I had all 
these people hanging everywhere. 12 or so taking it by distance, and 20 in 
front of me and these 2 on ICN sites, it was incredible number of people. I 
had all this going on, I thought, good Lord, and I was teaching another 2 
sections of another courses, undergrad. And doing research on grad 
students, it was too much. I was spending 100% far more time on this one 
course than I spend on everything else combined. There's something wrong 
with that picture, really, because, that's not right. We shouldn't be spending 
any extrobit amount of time. Because I had all kinds of other things I was 
responsible for. I was just really over the edge, I call that at that point & time I 
was ready to give up on that. There's more ways that I could do all that and 
do everything else I was suppose to do and do it at very top notch quality. I 
mean, after all. You come to a point where yes I should, we should, the 
institution, the department, individuals really should be serving a wider 
audience, if that's possible. But if you do everything mediocre, then all your 
efforts really is poor, and that doesn't make any sense. So you got to do 
some things, do some things very well, and don't do yourself in. So then, yes, 
that is a problem, follow up and keeping up to pace with everybody that you 
have in the course to allow what you think is necessary is a challenge. 
Her Obvious, it's complicated ??? I can identify, I'm betting your first 
Him Yes, yes we because we spend so much time to these things and it 
can really take away from doing what you're suppose to be doing ????? a lot 
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of times it effects relationships very easy. I could be teaching as a lonely 
occupation really and especially if you allow yourself to get yourself spread 
too thin, trying to serve too many people. We can't do it. Of course everybody 
has different limits. And to say that everybody that's not fair 
either. I'm used to being multi task, all that type of thing and can adjust some 
things. But there's, I think everybody has a limited and they better try & find 
what that is. Well, I haven't had that situation occur since, but I've given up a 
lot of things too as I've become department head. So, well, you leam to 
delegate and all that type of thing, but, it still comes down when you're 
teaching a course you've develop develop these courses, you have 
to delegate most everything in the undergrad class. Schedule undergrad. But 
the numbers was in very reasonable. ??? and it's not taught every year. Most 
of the time. 
Her Was this one of your first, or even the ICN when you had this series? 
Him No, that was about the 3^ year, I think. The third opportunity . But 
anyway, yea, that was about the 3^ course that I taught and I thought, my 
word with all this I can't do all this with everything else that I was doing and do 
it well. At that very time, I had a lot of graduate students and a lot of research 
projects, I had money coming in, projects, teaching all, it's a bit much. But we 
got through it and it worked out okay and I didn't hear anything from students 
that they were unhappy, it was just that I think I was a bit over, over used. 
And that was my own fault, so, and I recognize that. But in this situation it's a 
lot different, so it's working. 
Her Do you program it sometimes then how many students because I know 
there's an option. 
Him Yes. No I haven't done that, although what it usually boils down to is one or 
two sites that must be incorrect, it's 3 I think. I think I can manage 4. There 
aren't anymore than 4 or 5 people at each site. I don't think that would be too 
difficult. I think it works out fairly well. And here again, they didn't say 
anything negative. I think it had more to do with me, than it had to do with 
them. 
Her Those are the kind of people we'll be talking to. Because I know from 
personal experience are the sites too personal? I mean, if you ?? but 
Him Well, a shows time. There's a lot of, well, of course my roots are in high 
school teaching. I had a lot of friends that spend far too much time with that 
teaching job and it ruin their ??? And we see that sometimes in these types of 
situations. We can't, you have to be careful, of course that's probably true in 
any profession. 
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Her This one is about teaching department head. How long it's been? 
Him 3 years. 
Her 3 years. How long before 
Him 18 
Her 18 and then you taught 4 years at high school. Are you one of these people 
who got their degree later, you know. 
Him Yea, well, I graduate from Purdue, went overseas for 5 years to college in 
Nigeria and Africa. Agriculture teacher, Biology teacher. See I got a Master's 
Degree and then taught in high school for 4 years. And then back to a PhD 
program and then came here. My PhD program was some kind of instructor 
at Penn State University and then, so that degree program took a little bit 
longer because I was full time teacher. So, and then I came here to the 
college. 
Her Since the past years Services on the ICN. Do you feel that this is a goal, a 
focus of your life now as you've been here or to you it's what you do? I'm not 
asking, I guess what I'm asking is there something that you think is as far as 
important to you, do you want to continue this type of pace. Is this the 
direction for the department to keep going? 
Him Well, I don't know. I look at. Some people have Distance Education apart 
from other things. I don't look at it that way at all. We have learners, some are 
in front of us, some are somewhere else, where ever that may be, any part of 
the world. So, I don't think there is such a thing as distance education. And 
I'm even getting the feeling that learning at a distance, isn't an issue anymore. 
The issue's not distance. The issue is access. And the access is relative to 
where people are located at. And the technology is available to us. So their 
located in the dorm room on the campus of Iowa State University. Well they 
have numerous access to us. Not excluding technology, communication 
technology. I mean they have that, but they also have proximity of the people 
they are learning from. And they have proximity, close proximity to library 
resources, laboratory, and the list goes on & on & on. However if your located 
in Podum Iowa somewhere, that is so remote, that there is no access to the 
university system, and this one has access through communication 
technology of some kind, computers, whatever. Then that's another access 
issues, and still access has nothing to do with where they are located really. 
When it comes to learning, it has nothing to do with where they're located if 
they have access, of course, but learners are learners. So they can get 
access to learning set & all more power to them. If they can't, well then 
there's a problem, they'll have to drive, or do some other type of thing to get 
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to the use of technology or the distance thing they need to take care of. So, I 
don't know, distance education has a something set apart from other things, I 
don't buy it. I think its, we use the technology to reach out to people where 
they are. And where the people say, its so fun, when people I know education 
area, professional education, people College of Ag, Family of Consumer 
Science education. Well, what we talked about, all of us at methodology are 
teaching. And then they list Distance Ed. I really have a problem with that. 
Because Distance Ed is not a method of teaching. Distance Ed is a 
consideration of delivery mechanism using the technology or actually pencil & 
paper is distance ed, we've had that for years. People can take 
correspondence courses. And Penn State University has had correspondence 
course and they still do. In fact, a girl at Texas Tech, I have a salary member 
at least down there in Agronomy. And they have correspondence courses as 
paper & pencil. And people pretty good money to take their course. But its 
appropriate for the situation, I think that is the key word, I use that a lot. 
Whatever is appropriate for the course your taking and the client that you 
member(?). So if its appropriate to use the Web, by gum, let's use it. Good 
Lord. If it isn't appropriate, of course the learner and the professor would be 
the major contractors there. They'll decide if it's appropriate or not. A lot of 
time, well, unfortunately we have a lot of time the professor is not listening to 
a learner. The professor say, well this is the way it is, this is the way its going 
to be, take it or leave it. And most people have that attitude and I'm not 
criticizing them, they're entitled to that if they want. However, I think, we got to 
start listening more & more to the learner from what we use to. Otherwise we 
may not have one learning from us. They may be either going elsewhere or 
they're not getting their education they need. And so, that's the reason I think, 
to a certain stance we got to buy into delivery to distance mechanism. But I 
don't know if we should be whole hog on this, about 60 minutes, its to say on 
that a few weeks ago, where they talked about people getting a degree by 
distance., delivery method. I'm certain these people were saying, well, it's the 
only way, that's the only I'm going to get this degree dah, dah, dah. And then 
they, of course they tried to counter that with professors who said, well this is 
not appropriate with all circumstances, and of course the 60 minutes 
correspondence try to get them they often do. And, well 
there's some people saying it's the only way that we'll deliver this in the 
future. And other people saying no, that's not the case, it's got to be one way, 
and that's kind of what I've been doing. One way for certain people and you 
need to accommodate them. But there are, there will be people that are kinda 
wishy washy, oh, I guess they were a bit ambience about it 
because their major concern was rigor. And I think that I've used those 
concerns you have to work on. Are these people at a distance getting off the 
hook? rigor. And they also come through with even an article 
say that is an issue for them. But I think, sometime they're using it 
as an exclude not to buy into the technology rather than making sure they use 
the technology that there is rigor in the delivery. It's like I said earlier, I read 
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some papers this weekend and its from all kinds of students from this course 
and those that are living a long ways away & pay by video tape or whatever. 
Their papers were equal to those who were right here. Obviously they got 
access to the resources that they needed to write the paper. Or they had 
somebody else do it I'm pretty sure they didn't 
Her I need to talk about all the challenges. Is there anything you'd like to add? 
Challenges with students cheating, you know, you do things in technology 
and 
Him No I don't think so. I don't think I'd add anything, just the , the one thing I think 
the institutions has be on top of is their equipment gets old really fast. I mean 
it wears out very fast. Might be bad equipment but its worn out and it needs to 
be replaced. We, I think sometimes we get funding to get new pieces of 
equipment, we often don't plan very far into the future to deal with, what I call, 
a plan obsolete, you know, this thing is going to be within 5 years so the 4* 
year we've got to start figuring out how to replace it, you know, so you have to 
plan something. I don't think a lot of people do that. We do this in purrs , we 
wait for a computer to die and then scrounge up enough money to buy a new 
one, rather than planning for it, in a more careful way. That's a pretty simple 
example. To run the Brenton Center and other facilities like that, I think it 
takes a lot of resources. Not only to set it up, but to maintain it, the 
maintenance part is the hard part. But state and other groups ???will often 
give you money to build the building, but not the furniture, or not the maintain 
it. So we have major challenges when it comes to that, with the technology. 
What little I know about it, I don't know why, but. 
Her Since the Brenton Center was here in Curtiss, and since the 
department of agriculture has to be involved in the maintaining or does that 
come from other 
Him In form of Ag Education. Yes, yes. Our department used to be connected to 
the Brenton Center. In other words, the Brenton Center was part of the ag 
education studies. But when I because department head, that was made a 
separate entity. So that's when it under one of the associate deans. 
Her I see. 
Him The Brenton Center really under Dr. Hoiberg, ??? and the department of eg 
education study then took over the Distance Ed degree program. Because the 
Deans said the degree program should be with the department, not with the 
dean's offices. And I agree. Dean's office should be doing administrating 
things not academic things. Departments do academic things. So he said, the 
Brenton Center is going to branch off into its own thing and that would be an 
administrated thing under Robert Williams(?) Associate Dean. The Distance 
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Ed Program, graduate program, will be your(?) department and I said thank 
you. It's under our graduate program. ?? degree program. 
Her What are the degree programs you have besides 
Him Ag Focus(?)? Well we have regular masteries of science and ag education 
and we have PhD in ag education. And we have a master degree in, well it's 
a Master's of Agriculture in Professional Ag. The program is called 
Professional Ag, it the master's of ag. 
Her At least that since then became approved in our department undergrad 
college isn't it? You talked about your overall experience on how, it's 
a good one, is that anything else you'd like to add about how your overall 
experiences dealing with Distance Education? Even though it not a 
methodology issue. 
Him Well no, not really, I think, of course we put on a lot workshops, face to face 
workshops and all that type of thing. And we do, a professional development 
programs that are really not credit based for teachers, in agriculture we use 
the ICN sometimes for that. But no, I, I don't know, I not sure I would added 
anything that I've already said. I think it's the tool. And we'll use the tools to 
our best advantages. I have heard a number of people say that that they don't 
think the ICN System is very good for, for hands on instruction and where its 
good for delivery of information. You know, if you have a person at the site 
and they want to give a lecture and you have 12 sites, and you have 25 
people at each of those sites, it's a wonder! It really is. Or if you want to give a 
seminar or something like this and you touch a lot of people in an hours time 
and everybody hears the same thing. If using it in that way, it's excellent. In 
using it to teach a hands on laboratory course without a laboratory being at 
each site, it doesn't work very well. People could see it, but they can't do it, so 
then what's the utility there. We've had teachers say that. So I would agree 
with them. But see, that gets back to what I said earlier, You have to decide 
what your purposes and objectives are, and what you want to learn, be able 
to do, and will do in this learning situation, and then you decide your 
technology. Face to face, ICN, video tapes, webs, maybe all of them. 
Depending on whatever it is your trying to do. Too many times we have the 
decision made, okay, we have the ICN at 12 sites, now, what are we going to 
do? That's a terrible, that's, that's just awful. That's like saying, well, I don't 
know what I'll teach today, but I see in my mailbox there's a video tape from 
John Deere, so I guess I'll show a video tape to my class. Well that's awful. I 
mean, we have to decide what it is we're trying to teach, what's the subject 
matter, what are the objectives, and what is it you want to leam to be able to 
do. And then, all right now, what's the best way to deliver this? Shall I use 
this video tape that I have from John Deere? Because it's focusing on this 
subject matter? Shall I use discuss? Shall I use group? What should I use. 
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That comes down to understanding teaching and learning process. Of course 
we're kinda big on that in our department because I'm in lead as our 
expertise. But to enhance, I think, what we've done is and we perpetuated a 
problem, we have bad teaching on campus, and all we do then is put it on the 
ICN. Bad teaching again, big lecture on the subject matter and you engaged 
the learner at all. So, delivery through distance mechanisms is really not 
going to be any better than delivering on campus if we don't look at teaching 
methodology and just like what's appropriate for the learner. That"s my 
message. That's what I talk about a long time. 
Her Any it working? 
Him Nope. 
Her Okay 
Him Good luck. 
Her Thank you. I appreciate that. 
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APPENDIX L. SAMPLE OF STUDENT TRANSCRIPT WITH NOTATIONS 
nights that were picked, and a lot of them didn't like 
the Fridays because it's the end of the workweek. 
The last thing I want to do was to go and sit through 
a class for four hours. But I think they understood 
that it was probably the best time to do it. So 
those.. .for that aspect of it, you know, they listened 
to us and they started switching to 
Wednesday/Saturdays.. .which Wednesday is our 
church night where we, in southwest Iowa. I've 
heard in northwest Iowa it's Thursday night. 
1: Hum. 
2: Yeah. I didn't know that either until a friend 
of mine, who lives up in Cherokee, told me that. So 
they made those changes. I remember one class wé 
had that met on Tuesdays and Saturdays,. .or no, it 
just met on Tuesday nights the whole semester. 
That was.. .it was kind of interesting because at that 
time I was coaching girls basketball spring 
semester. Well, Tuesday night is a basketball night. 
Well, the nights they picked just happened to be 
nights that we didn't have games. And so I was 
able to take all of them. I only had to miss one 
because of a ballgame. And that was because of a 
district tournament game that got scheduled on a 
different night. And so it was just kind of lucky 
how that worked out. But they didn't.. .1 know with 
the Des Moines group now they've gone to a 
Wednesday/Saturday set up during the year. And 
that, that... I could see that being a lot more 
convenient for the people involved. Um, with 
thé.. .with the Ph.D. stuff.. .I've taken three of the 
seminars now. Of the three seminars, two have 
fallen on what I would call significant weekends— 
one being the Iowa/Iowa State game, on that 
Saturday, and the other being the Saturday before 
Easter. And I know that somebody is going to get 
the short end of the stick if they want to get those 
in, but I would think that with the limited number of 
those they would be able to look at the calendar a 
little bit closer and say, "That's probably not a good 
weekend... to do that." We are lucky in that, you 
know, our family is all here. I mean, my family is 
all in.. .and my wife's family is all within a GAeeh-
mile radius of here, so Easter weekend we are not 
going to go a long ways for dinner and then come 
back. We are going to be here. So it wasn't a big 
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issue with us, but I know some of the other people 
in the seminar are, "I thought about flying home on 
Friday and spending the weekend and flying back. 
Can't do that now because I've got this seminar." I 
mean those kinds of things. 
1 : Any other non-classroom concerns ? 
2: Ah, at times I think one of the things I 
saw.. .I've seen recently is the information for 
classes Sometimes doesn't get out to us in a timely 
manner. I remember... and whether that's the 
instructors doing or the bureaucracy's doing that, I 
don't know. I know this last seminar we took this 
spring we didn't.. .we had a lengthy list of reading 
that I think we got the week before. Which... okay, 
I didn't read all of it anyway.. .probably wouldn't of 
if I had gotten it earlier, but I might... I might have 
been more inclined instead of.. .I'm one.. .1 like to 
break things up and, over time, do them and if I get 
a list of fifteen things I'm supposed to read by next 
Friday, I don't have time. I'm going to be 
overwhelmed light away. And say, "Look, never 
mind." 
1 : So, you had to have all this done before your 
first class? 
2: Before the seminar. 
1 : Ah, before. 
2: Before the seminar took place. 
1 : So the seminar was actually part of the class 
you were taking? 
2: Ah, it was just one of the Ph.D. seminars. 
1 : Ok, so the CKlJ&BSn^? 
2: Yep. 0%%-
1: How do you feel that this...that your 
Distance Education experience and such have 
helped you to meet your personal goals or hasn't? 
2: Okay. I think it has allowed me.. .this 
Distance Education has allowed me to further my 
career as an educator and as an administrator. Had 
we not had this program, I mean.. .1 probably 
wouldn't have been able to do the things that I've 
done. Um, with the site.. .1 remember, we got a 
letter from the AEA in the.. .it would have been 
the.. .1 started in the fall of '98 and in the spring of 
98 we got a letter from them about Northwest and 
Iowa State coming in.. .Northwest Missouri State 
and Iowa State coming in and talking about their 
Dd- j ~  D f  
\ 
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BRIEF EXPLANATION OF NOTATIONS 
I initially read the transcripts, modified the format, and moved on to making 
notations on the side of the paper. This student's transcript covered several issues: 
responsiveness to scheduling concerns, information not getting from campus to 
remote student in a timely manner, being overwhelmed with the volume of a reading 
assignment. As this student's words joined those of other students, the themes 
began to emerge and become more robust as more voices were heard in support of 
each theme. 
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APPENDIX M. SAMPLE OF FACULTY TRANSCRIPTS WITH NOTATIONS 
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from the people on campus, but not from the 
other 
Him Oh, you mean the students? 
Her Yes, from the students on campus 
you seen any of that? 
Him No, not actual overtly as students 
have 
..... ....... -^V  ^,55» . hurting by saymg things or tailmg oehavior 
for instanceSfor me takinga few " 
minutés ôFa'elâss'time just toTtddress'the 
video 5pe peôpIêTBecâûsé, yoîTSîbw, ^ 
they're going tô"gef thé video tapei But they 
won't be able to do certain things that I'm 
going to do with the class that's.injront of 
me. Their going to have to do some things 
on their own. Well the something on theif 
own has to be and so I take a few 
minutes to ? it. I haven't, now there may l^e 
some resentment on a part of those sitting in 
front of me, but I don't think so. They 
haven't said anything, now that don't mean 
they don't have it or they don't feel it. And 
maybe in a research study where it's a blincl 
thing, that's when they express it. But I 
haven't experience it myself. I'm conscience 
^ ^ — --- r — - • - rs 
of that because, you know, you don't want to 
take too much of my time, Just get the 
feeling that we're looking over the tops of 
their heads and talking about them. Which in 
actual reality, we are: But you know, I 
haven't, maybe its because I haven't used' 
too much of their time to do that. But I, still 
like Wednesday night I took a few minutes 
and just said, okay those of you on ICN and 
the front of me, just be patience because 1^ 
want to make a statement to the video tape 
people about varies of things, the final exam, 
going to be administer out there, not heœ. 
And it's going to be a little different because 
it has to be written on what I want to do in 
the class in front of me is an oral exam,' 
which is totally a different organization. And 
how are we going to do that, and I said, ' 
u 
okay, you people who are taking this course 
by video tape you're going to have to do 
this, this, and this and the test will be in the 
mail soon and you'll have to answer it either 
sending responding by email or written 
through the mail, whatever you want to do, 
but I have to have them by a certain date, 
you know, I went on & on about that. So I 
ûrpntof me are thinking? %ey'rejprobably 
thinking, how are you going to do this on a 
oral format. Of course then I took time later 
to explain that. So, but I haven't picked up 
on any negative coming out. I wouldn't be^ 
surprise that there aren't some. But I woulà 
think that would be a more of a issue with " 
undergrads or something. I think undergrads, 
as a general rule, now here again is another 
one of those over generalizations. But I think 
undergraduates are more impatient and they * w
v • .  •.......... -—--•••->— •• ^ 
want to get in and get it over with and get _ 
put^And it's, that's a teenage early 20s 
attitude, it's not knocking any individual 
I'm sure I was that way. You 
know, let's get this over with attitude. 
Her Do you have uncertain ?? is your response 
made up more of the professors or more of 
the traditional they use or 
Him Actually, this particular course is made up of 
people from, I think of the 16 people in iront 
of me, I think there are 11 different countries 
It just amazing combination of people. 
So good. But its, you know, its' asking the 
question, what's the rule of education in 
development, particular agriculture culture. 
And there seems to be a lot of interests in 
that, from the technology area. So I have 
people from other natures from the one that 
I'm at, I'm teaching ag education students, 
masters & PhD's. But yes, I have students 
from ag engineering, from plant pathology, 
agronomy, animal science, because they saw 
this advertised. Some of these people have 
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BRIEF EXPLANATION OF NOTATIONS 
This faculty member took time on camera to speak to those people who 
would receive the video tape rather than be either at the origination site or a remote 
site. He did allude to origination site students being concerned, possibly impatient or 
even resentful, with the time he took to speak on camera to other students. He 
continued onto the next page to refer back to the same issue. There was little 
support from other faculty regarding the concerns of origination site students' with 
the perceived loss of faculty time. 
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